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ABSTRACT

The following social work practicum was under-

taken to strengthen 'Lhe support which volunteer visitors

can provide to patients in extended health care settings'

An educat iona I - support intervention was developed to

irìprove the quality of volunteer -pat íent relationships by

effecting change and growth in the volunteers' knowledge'

skills, and attitudes. Additionally' group support was

enhanced 1n a supportive Iearning environment'

The writerrs rationale that volunteer visitors

need trainlng and support was substantiated in a selective

Iiterature revievJ on volunteer support systems ' adult

learning, ând educational program development' The role of

theSocia}workprofessionindevelopingeducational_

support programs was also validated'

Following a

an adult educational

following educational

needs assessment' the writer utílized

framework designed to accomplish the

outcomes:

(1) an increase in the volunteers' acquisition of
i.rt"tp"t=onut help j-ng skills' communication
;-[iii;' and ]evels of confidence; and



(2t an íncrease in the vofunteers
ag j,ng and dying processes;

v

knowledge of the

in order to form quality supportrve

patients.

The educational-supPort

auspices of the Department of Social

ment of Vofunteers ) was implemented

sessÍons at the Winnìpeg Municipal

of fifteen volunteer visitors.

relationships with the

program (under the

Work and the Depa rt -

in six two-hour weekly

Hc,sp i ta I and consisted

A comprehensive assessmert, comprised of program

description (program development strategies and the

experience of the writer ) and evaluatj-on ( antecedent,

process¡ impac-L, and outcome), was utllized to measure and

judge growth and change in relatj-on to both program and

Iearning objectLves. The goal of assessment was to improve

both teaching and learning. A range of measures--informal

feedback, sublective observations, questionnaires, and

subjective self -ratings--was incorporated.

As assessed by the fearners in process evaluation

(forrnative and summative ) , the program v/as positively

verified with respect to objectives, content, and process.
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The educational objectives appeared to be positively met as

perceived by the learners in impact evaluation ( formative

and summative) but l-ess so by outside observers (Directors

of Volunteers ) in outcorne evaluatíon' The overall value of

the educat iona I - support program developed for volunteer

v j-sitors working with patients in ex.tended care settings

was confrrmed for the writer' In addltion' the v'¡riter

perceived that her own personal and professional growth in

the learning process was positively effected'

In conclus ion, the intent

achieved in most respects '

of the Practlcum was
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TERMS OF REFERENCE

The following terms will be used j'nterchangeably

for pu::poses of this practicum report:

1. res ident r Pat i ent

2. volunteer s / vol unteer visitors/volunteer suir?ort

system/social suPPort sY s tem

3. learner /part i cipant / respondent /volunteer /volunteer

visitor

4. education/adult education/training/human re sour ce s

deve loPment

5. educational prograrn/training program/course

6. writer/student/student as wr iter/ practit ioner /

educator / f aci I itator / student f aci I itator I i-eacìner /

programmer / educator -programmer / evaluator
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Chapter I

IN TRODU CT ION

RAT I ONALE

rl.hi < ñrâ^l-icum was undertaken to strengthen the

support which volunteer visitors can provide to patients in

extended health care settirLgs. The writer's intervention

was an educational program developed for volunteers to

improve the guatit)¡ of volunteer -pat ient relationships by

effecting change and growth in the Iearners' knowledge'

skilLs, and attiiudes. AdditionaIIy, gnoup support was

enhanced in a supportive learning milieu (Knowles' 1970)'

The practicum involved a self-selected group of

fafteen volunteer visitors workínq in the areas of admis-

sions, geriatrics, palliative care, and pastoral care' The

learners were recruited from three extended health care

f aciÌit.ies--the Winnipeg Municipal tlospltal, Lions Manor '

andcentralParkLodge.Theeducationa}program,conducted

in six weekly two-hour sessions, was delivered under the

auspices of the Department of Social Work and the Depart-

ment of Volunteers at winnipeg Municipal Hospital'
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The rationale for the undertaking of the prac-

ticum can be summarized as follows:

(1) An educational interventlon is a viable strategy

for effectinq change and Sla¡1tjrjnk¡rcn

attitudes.

visitors
nificant.

tal, and

Iife for

The present and potential role that volunteer

can play by virtue of their mandate is sig-

Their provision of socìal, emotional, instrumen-

informational support can enhance the guality of

institutionalized Patients.

Due to a lack of specralized interest and job

related trainrng, volunteer visitors are generally un-

prepared for thelr role. Furthermore, the pÕtential for

the utilization of existing volunteer manpower remains

untapped. This is a gap in the health care deliverY system

that needs to be filled.

The group educationa I

appropriate strategY for meeting

educational aPProach can enhance

system's coping caPabÍlities in

emotional needs of the Patient'

approach is a viable and

this need. First ' an

the volunteer support

meeting the social and

Training may j-mprove the
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quality of supportive interpersonal relationships (volun-

teer-patient) through an increase in knowledge, skiIIs' and

positive attìtudes ín its participants ' Second, an

educational intervention can influence the quatity and

level of effectiveness of volunteer service delivery'

(2\ Volunteer visitors, I ike th" pg!.en!s l¡ e-Y--! u-P:

port r need suPPÔrt.

¡ rorn an ecoloqical perspective, volunteer

visitors are a part of the organizational structure/en-

vironment. GarÌ¡arino' s ( 1 983 ) staternent captures the

essence of support aniong interdependenl systems:

"Just as the functioning of an in-
dividuaf depends on a suPPortive
environment r so do social networks
depend on a supportive environment 'rl
(Garbarino, 1983, p. 21 \

Thus, the extent to vrhich the volunteer visitors support

the patient may in part depend upon the support they them-

selves receive from the organization (Dimatteo and Hays in

Gottfieb, 1981 ).

Based on an adult learning model, the educational

approach can enhance peer reinforcement' group identity'



Ìn nurturing

4

supportive environmentand cohe s ivenes s

( Knowles, 1970).

(3)

developing educational pfograms to support vo

vjsitors and the patjents they serve.

As "supporting agents" (Grant and wenger in

Pancoast, Parker, Froland, 1983, p' 35), social rvorkers in

a hospital setting can initiate educational program

development to provide "environmental helpíng" (Garbarino'

1983 )--indirect service undertaken on behalf of the

patient. The profession's knowledge and s]<ills in address-

ing the psychologícal and social needs oi patients in care

places thj-s educational interventiÔn within the realm of

soclal \,¡orl(.

Moreoverr an educational function assumed by the

Socialworkerentai]sanumberofcompatibleandcomplemen_

tary roÌes such as change agent, consultant, collaborator '
human resource developer' and social support system in

direct service to volunteers -

Social workers can have a significant role in

These heJ-ping roles are congruent r,/ith the



profession's purpose, " de f íni- t ion

conponent" (Germaine, 1980, P. 8)'

THE WRITER ' S PERSONAL STANCE

5

and va lue -theorY - sk i I l- -

The educational s!rategy has been selected based

on the prerni s e that:

(1) The educational process influences attiludes '
values, and behaviour and produces change in its

receir¡ers (volunteers ) who in turn become agents

o! cÞgn'C-e. Herein lies its worth--a common

denominator in the purposes and oblectives of

both education and social work'

Volunteers work I imited, sta ;gered hours 
'

j-ndependently and in isolation from their peers'

The group educational- model promotes peer support

and group development (Knowles, 1 970 ) ' The

writer proposes that this model in fact could Lre

appropriately called educational support reflect-

ing dual dimensions of education and social

support.

(2)



(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

6

An educational support program serves the

purposes outlíned earller. As well, education

concretely acknowledges the worth of the volun-

teers' contribution, raises their status and

profile, and may serve as a reward or incentive

fo¡ an unpaid role whích is generally perceived

as having reduced value in relation to paid

personnel.

Volunteers bring to their j ob a wealth of

diversified life experrence. this experience can

be shared to make learning meaningful - As a

result, the adult education process becomes one

of reciprocity in l-earning: the teacher becomes

lea::ner; the learner, têacher ( Brundage and

llackeracher, 1980).

The educational approach is an accepted legiti-

mate method compatible with the training mandate

of the hospital and conducive to strengthening

the supportive network of volunleers '

Volunteers, like other members of the ínterdis-

clplinarY team, require training '
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(1 \ AdditionaIIy, the writer assumes that the

educational support model used in the practicum

can pragrnatically be utilized as a frame of

reference for other experiences in patient

educat-ion/support groups, staff development'

inserïice-workshops r and public relations

representation both within and outside the

hospital setting.

INTENT OF THE PR¡ìCTICUM

Objectives SPecific to th" Edtlcat

The overall goal of the intervention rs to

strengthen a supportíve netrsork of visitation vol-unteers

for patients in an extended care settinE using an educa-

tionalframeworkbasedonapplicableadu}tlearning

prínciples and desi-qned to accomplísh the following

outcomes:

(1) an increase ín the acquisition Õf:

( i ) interPersonal skills '
(ii ) communícation skills, and

(iii) Ievels of confidence
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12\ an increase in the partícipantrs knowledge of

the:

tl) aginq Process' and

( ii ) dYing Process.

in order to form quality supportive relationships

with the Pat ienls;

Correspondingly, in the context of an âdult

educationalframeworìr,thewriterattemptedtoprovidea
supportive nilieu--one 1n which the contributlon of the

volunteers was validated and acknowledged' This is based

onamodelformulatedbythewriter(asstudenl)'knownas

educationaÌ suPport.

2. Objectives for the vlriter (as Student)

The wïiter's personal (learning) objectives were:

(1 ) to develop a working knowledge base in the areas

of:

(a) volunteers as social support systems,

(b) adult education,



(c) educational program development;

(2\ to develoP, based on the above 
'

and theoret rcal aPP:oach to

supPort j-ve network fot: the

extended care setting through

support intervention;

a ph i losoPh i ca I

strengthening a

patients in an

an educat iona I

(3) to operationalize a working model of practice by

pIanning, designing, adminlstering' implementing'

and evaluating an educational support prÔgran

developed to meet obj ectíves specifically in

relation to knowledge, attitude, and skill deveÌ-

opment in lhe context of support as earlier

outlined;

(41 to develop increased knowledge in the areas of:

(a) aging'

(b) death and dYing,

( c ) communication,

(d) heIPíng relationshiPs,

(e) familY dYnarnics '
in the context of content

program i

development for the
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( 5 ) to document the educational program in an

instructional package in order to concretely meet

the present and future educationãL needs of

voLunteer visitors working with patients in

extended heall-h care seltings;

(6) to effect personaf and professional growth

change in the learning process of devel-oping

pract i cum ,

This ìntroductory chapter has establ'ished the

writer's rationale wh'r-ch underlles the initiation of this

practicum and its intent. Chapters II to V form the basis

of a selective literature revie\d conducted for the purpose

of formulatlng a philosophical, theoretical, and practicaL

approach to thg development of an adult educational program

for volunteer social support systems worl(Ìng with the

patients in extended health care settinqs'

To this end, chapter II presents a contextual

overview of volunteer support systems and therr systemic

relationship to society, the institution (and its patients/

residents ) , and the professional social worker in the

context of extended health care delivery' A profile of

volunteers is presented outlining needs, motivations' and

and

the
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characteristics. The literature reviet'¡ in this chapter '

based on an lntegrated ecological systems-social network

approach, presents a synthesis of social support and

eclucationalneedsfromtheperspectivesofsociety'the

organization, the patient ¡ ::he professional social worker '

and the volunteer. thus laying the foundation of a beginn-

ing f ramel,Jork for assessing Ìearners' needs in the context

of adult education and program development'

In chapter III' a discussron of change and growth

as a product of adult education sets the climate for

eventuaf evaÌuatiÕn. A contextual focus on adult learnlng

provides insights on adult Ìearners, their learning pro-

cessesr their needs, and their learnìng styles' A study of

older fearners with general consideratíons in relation to

developmental, motivational, social-cultui:aI and physiolo-

gical dimensions is incorporãted' AdditionallY' a profile

of the adult educator--her/his values, attitudes' and

beliefs; roles; personal attributes; and functions--

provídes a foundational workíng model with which the

student could pragmatically approach the practicum'

In chapter IV, a contextuaÌ focus on educational

program development constructs an operational model of

practice vihich provided a blueprint for action and direc-
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tion. Assumptions underlYrng program development are

specified, A theoretical framework precedes a discussion

of the educatronal program development process ' Five broad

categories of responsibilities and functions of the

educator -programmer - -p lanning , designing ' adìninistering I

implementing and evaluai-ing--are examined with procedural

guidelines clearly detailed at each phase' The evaluation

components elaborated upon 1n this chapter are incorporated

into an evaluative franework in Chapter V'

The Iiterature review on volunteers as social

support systems, adutt education' and educatlonal program

development validates the writer's conception of "what

should be". Philosophical and theoretical considerations

thatareidentifi.edfundamentallySupportthewriter.s

personal ani professional beliefs, closing the gap between

"what should be" and "what it is" and "why it is"'

Further, the writer's i'ntent to develop a

philosophical and theoretical approach to educational

program development for volunteer support systems is

substantiated, formulating a framework for a working model

of practice.



'1 3

¡ :^-^- r ñtive evaluation of the practicum in¿1 L]c 5L r -L P

Chapter V focuses on program descriptíon and the experience

of the writer (as student) in relation to the implementa-

tion of the educatíonaI program. OutcolÌìes of antecedent

evaluation, process evaluation, inpact evaluation' and

outcome evaluation are rePorted.

In the final chapter ' the practicum report

provides a summary and overafl concfusions '
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VOT,T]NTEERS

chapter I1

AS SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS: PROFILE

INTRODUCTION

The intent of this chapter is two-fold. First'

+hô L'r'ì têr c.ei q forth her ohilosophical rationale for an

educative strategy in the theoretical context of social

support sYstems.

Second, the followj-ng literature review (toget-her

with the forthcoming Iiterature review on adult education)

forms a beginning framework for the identificatiorl sng

assessment cf nee<1s, so integral to developing an educa-

tional program with the learner as focus (to be elaborated

upon in Chapter III and IV).

To this end, volunteers as social support systems

are viewed situationally in relation to society' the

organization (the heatth care setting) and the social work

profession. Relatíonships with each perspective system and

their potential utilization of volunteers are detailed' A

comparative study of educational programs provides insight

into content development. The chapter concludes with an

indepth profile of volunteers.
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VOLUNTEER UTILI ZATION

Societal Trends in the Utilization of Volunteers

In a democratic society, the contribution of

voÌunteers to human servlces has traditionally been

encouraged (Haeuser and Schwartz, 1980 ). In an increas-

ingly complex socíety affected ]ry rapid technologi-caI

change and characterized by fragmentation, polarization,

and bureaucratization, the emphasis on the concept of

interpersonal and interdependent connectedness has impor-

tant implicatlons for the utilizatron of vol,unteers in

human servic- del j very sYStems.

Schindter-Rainman and Lippitt ( 1 971 ) have

elaborated beautifully on the potential of volunteers in

bringing about broad-scale socielal change. They identify

one of our most critical social problems as depersonaliza-

tion. lloreover, they acknowtedge that the demand for

personalized and individualized human services cannot be

economically met by the supply of professional manpÕwer

resources. The ar.lthors further suggest, in the face of

multiplying social services, that volunteer manpower be

mobilized to fill the gap between what service is possible

now in lioht of the workload of professional helpers and
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the maqnitude of the job lo be done ' They visualize

"delivery of service teams" (Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt'

1971 , p. 27) made up of networks of paraprofessionals and

volunteers under the consultation,- training' and super-

vision of Professionals.

This shj-ft in thinking predicts new future roles

for the professíonal hÊrlper from direct service prac-

titioner to that of manag'3r, inservr:e trainer, consrlltant

to team members, }eader of Plânning and evafualíon, and co-

ordinator of services ( Schindler-Râinman and Llppitt 
'

1971 ).

To survive in an age of accelerated change 
'

Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt (1971 ) contend that "or-

ganizations will need to be resourceful in developing

mechanisms of self-renewal and in creatively using aIl

Ðotential resources" (p. 22\. this will require new

teamwork and lnteragency patterns of collaboration' and

interdependence to promote innovative problem-solving j-n

response to service delivery affected by socialf economic'

and political change.

More recentIY,

vaI j-daled the concept

social support net\-¡ork theory has

of 'rvolunteer I i nking,' (Gottlieb,



1 981 , !,lhittaker and Garbarino, 1983 ) '

the forces of communitY, self-helP,

movement for Ímprovinq the quaÌlty of

segments and level-s of human services

11

This theorY values

and preventíve hea llh

human t ife in all-

delrvery.

2. organlzalional utillzation of volunteers

2.1 Volunteers in the Health care DeIj-very System

(a) The Relatíonship Between Health and Social
S uppor t

The societal perspective of volunteerism has

overriding implications for the role of volunteers in the

health care institutional setting. If the challenge of

democr:atrc society is to raise ihe qualiiy of l-if e through

humanization and personalization, lhe challenge of the

healthcareorganizationmostcertainlyvlouldbetopromote
and raise the potentj-aI for whole heatth--physìcaI, social'

emotional-, and sPiritual health '

The generalized mandate of many volunteer visitor

programs includes provision for (1) emotional support to

facilitate adaptation to institutionalization (to offset

social isolation and traumatic response to illness and
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disability) and (2\ tangible instrumental support in the

form of information and practical tasks (such as recrea-

I ional activities and shoPPing).

Speclfic aspects of social support identified in

lhe literarure have kreen emotional support or "information

that one is cared f¡r and loved"; esteem supFrort or "ínfor-

mation that ore is valued" i network support or "informatíon

thatonebelongstoaneLworkofmutualobligation'.(cobb,
1g76, p. 300-301); resource and economic support or provi-

sion of material aid and time; and informational support or

advìce and feedback.

Volunteer visitors have other functions ' For

example, they can serve as a Ij-nk ín communication through

generic front-Ìine case findlng and referral' Àdditional-

ly, they can be cal-Ied upon to extend support to the f amj"ly

(where existent) of the patj-ent. They may act as substi-

tute extended families or surrogate relatives (Hooyman 
'

1 983; Pilisuk and Parks, 1 980 ) .

The role of

and wellness has been

19781 . Blythe (1 983 )

social support in promoting health

wel- I -documented (Pilisuk and Froland,

maj-ntains that the engagement and
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preventive and rehabilitative
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resources has a "PotentiallY

function" (p. 107).

This concept is based on the pr:emise that

"social support reduces the risk of
nhr¡qi ¡-al disorder, aids the recovery
Pr ¡.¡ 

'+vqrprocess and provides a buffer against
traumatic u t-ta stressf ul experiences 

"'(Blythe, 1983, P. 109)

Further to this, she argues that:

"Such networks can promÔte remediation
by helping sick people adjust to health
problems, by preventinq furthêr deter-
ioration of their health and by improv-
ing their compliance with medical pre-
scriPtions ' " (BlYthe, 1983, P' 109)

"the outcome of an individual's
response during difficult times was
infiuenced not only by the degree of
stress and the individual's ego
strength, but also lhe quality of
emotíònal support provided by his or
her natural network. " (Hooyman, 1983 |

pp. 138-139 )

¡'loreover, Cassel (1916\ and Caplan (1974) have

establishedthattheabsenceofsocialsupportsincreases
one's susceptibility to disease. Hooyman (1 983 ) observed

that:
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While these studies confirm the impact of social support in

mitigating the stresses of coping with disabílity and

disease' they importantly polnt to the fact that social

support systems may I'play a powerful role in positively

ch¡noìno client behaviour" (Whittaker and Garbarino' 1983'

p, 48).

In the field of aging, numerous studies have

concludedthatSocialsupportnetworks''appeartobuffer

and mitigate the stresses of aging" (Hooyman, 1 983 ' p'

139 ) . According to Hooyman (1983 ) , "the presence or

absence of such netwol..KS is a crucial predictor of an older

person's welt-being" (p. 1 33 ) ' rncreased mobility and

decreased susceptibility to physícal and mental deteriora-

tion during bereavement and fewer psychosomatic complaints

are just a few of lhe favourable health behaviour outcomes

reported when supportive networks are in place (Dean and

Lin, '1 977; Heller, 1919; Vachon' 1980)' Correspondingly'

the presence of social networks are positive indicators of

increased self-esteem, heightened self-worth' a sense of

belonging, and reduced liketihood of depression (Hooyman'

1983 ) .

Clearly, the older patíent faces a double

jeopardy--that of being ol-d and having one or more chronic
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il-Iness condit j-ons. Speciflcally, the unwefl elderly must

cope with situational cÍrcumstances of illness plus the

Iife cycle tasks associated with ag ing- - concomi tant loss

(both normal and intrinsic) of physíolo9ìcal capabilities

{physical and mental), career, income and rela¡ionships'

Stressful developmental changes are further exacerbated by

culturalì-y imposed stereotyping, prejudice and shifts in

status, role, and "bargaining powar" (Kuypers and Bengtson,

1913\.

A maj or consequence for the aqed and dying

patient is social ísolation (Herz, 1980 t vachon' 1 980 ) '

Moreoyer ¡ the elderly patient may interpret transition to

the institutional environment as re;ection and abandonment

(Dobrof and Litwak, 197g\--as removal- from existing social

networks in the community. An increased risk of death may

be linked to the traumatic impact of hospitalization or

nurs i-ng home Placement.

In keeping with their manclate, volunteer support

systems may be able to facilitate adjustment and adaptation

to situational, environmental, and deveLopmental forces

impinging upon the patient's overall stãte of health'
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Other detrimental effects of institutìonalization

may be less frequent visiting by friends and family'

Geogr¿ìphic dístance, hospital routine, and the illness

regimen may hinder the family's intentions to maintain

contact with their eÌderly/dying family member '

Sometimes, s-Lrong emotional reactions can render

family or friends unal¡le or unwilling to help in the face

of serious illness or disability (Blythe, 1983) ' As lrell'

the crisis of institutionalization can conlribute to famìIy

drsequilibrium, resulting in disengagement and detachment

from the iII family member (Caplan, 191 4\'

Where natural socÍal support networks (family and

friendsi are lacking or diminished, the volunteer visitor

becomes an aiternative suPPort.

The persons without family, e'9' , the never-

marríed, the childless, the fraíl widorv (Hooymant 1983) are

at particular risk. This group may incrementally seek to

cement their tangible, instrumentaf ties with nursing home

staff rather than with peers, in an effort to compensate

forLhelackofemotionalandexpressiveties..'According_
ly, if only physical care is provided, the demands for that
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natural sources of companionship"
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substitute it for more

(Hooyman, 1983, P. 162)-

The writer proposes tha! overworked task-oriented

professional caregivers would benefit fron the adjunctlve

companíon services of friendly volunteer visitors to meet

the emotional needs of institutionalized patients'

Human ResÕurce Deve fopment

It is reasonable to conclude ' based on the

earlier job description, that the volunteer visitor

specificalLy has a significant role to play in promoting

the quality of health for the patients by ext ending and

enriching organizational service' t'lhat is less evident is

the degree of educational support that is extended to this

sroup to aIlow the full maximization of their potential in

fulfilling their role as a social support system'

Referring to the writer's premises stated at the

onset of this report, it wouid appear feasible to select an

educative strategy. this approach would not only serve the

purpose of quality control and organizational effectiveness

(Froland , Pancoast ' Chapman and Kimboko, 1 9 80 ) through

knowledge/skiIIs/attitude development, but also promote
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accessibility of specialized interest and lob-related

education to volunteer visitors' The educational approach

may have additional benefits not readily apparent '

Specialized training uniquety responsive to the needs of

the volunteer:s concretely acknowledges the value q'í their

conlrilulien, raises thelr status and profíle, and may

serve as a rervard or incentive (in the absence of monetary

remuneration) . On ail counts this i-ntervention may

neutralize the felt differential bet\'reen informal care-

grvers and formal professional health careqivers '

The group training rnodel based on the adult

education modality (Knowles, 19lA ) enhances group develop-

ment. Weiner (1980) maintains that group cohesiveness can

influence the leveI of ¡ob satisfaction and morale-related

conditrons necessary for quaÌi-ty of service and produc-

tivity. In fact, continuinq learning or self-renewal of

the volunteer may not in reality represent a luxury or an

extra "perk" so much as a necessity. This stance considers

thestructureofvolunleerfunctiona]"organizationwhere

ils members work limited, staggered hours, independently

and in isolation of their peers. The relative f lexj-bility

and responsiveness of voÌunteer programs are on the one

hand, a hallmark, but may be on the other hand, a liabilì-ty

that must be comPensated for.
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organizationally' it makes sense to build the

educative component as an integral part of its volunteer

programs for the reasons cited above ' By strengthening the

supportrve network of voÌunteers to meet the needs of the

patient, the health care otganízalíon gains reciprocal

support--from patient, volunteer ¿ and community--in ful-

filLing its mission of quality p:lient care'

Professional Sôc ial workers? Volunteer il ization b

3.',1 Int roducl i, on

Having presented an overview of the social

support role and the plãce of vol-unteer visitors in the

health care organization, the writer will examine volunteer

socÍal support systems and their i'mplications for social

work practice. The dynamícs of relationships and roles of

the volunteer and the professional wìlI also be addressed

with a view to elaborating on and further substantlating

the rationale of an educative intervention wlth informal

support networks.
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3.2 Social Support Systems: volunteers and Socj-al
Wor k

As a social support network, volunteers are an

"essential part of the fabric of social vrÔrk services and

have a distinctive contribution to malce" (Olsen in Whit-

taker and Garbarino, .1 983, Foreword, p' xviì- ) ' The rela-

tionship of volunteer visitors to the social work profes-

sion can best be examined from an integrated social

support-ecological theorY.

The appeal to the social work professlon to join

forces with informal social support networks ín a "social

treatment" approach (Mary Richmond, 1922 in Whiitaker ¡

10Â? n 4Aì iq â common thread interwoven in the social

support theory. This is reflected in such terminoloqy as

partnership; blending (Whittaker, 1983 ); alliance' coI-

lebÕration, comblning professional and voluntary (Froland,

Pancoast , chapman, and Kiml¡oko, 1 980 ) ; and interdependence

(Lenrow and Burch, 1981 ). Gottlieb (1981 ) and Froland et

al. (1980) ideologically adhere to the paratlel principl-e

that both professional and informal helping are necessary

and complementary el-ements in an "overall helping strategy"

(Whittaker, 1983 , P. 42\.
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in theThis concePt

following statement:

is succinctlY exPressed

"Each component (both formal and infor-
mal ) in the total sYstem is best
adapted to meet some needs, anrì the two
together are more than the surr of their
parts in meeting the whole need of
people for social support. " (whittaker
and Garbarino, 1983, P. 405)

Thus, volunteer visitors, as informal helpers in a formal

organization, can be seen as a part of the larger spectrum

of the health care delivery system.

As well, volunteers in hospital visitor programs

are (from an ecological systems perspective ) a part of the

organizational structure ( social environment ) . As an

environmental force, volunteers can infÌuence the patient's

behaviour. Reciprocally, and in turn, the environmentâI

systems are shaped by the individuat so that a complex

interplay of mutual interaction evolves. Put another way,

linking volunteers with patients encourages an exchange of

support and thus potentíally enlarges the networks of both

" systems " .

By fostering the interdependent relationship of

systems, the social worker becomes, in lhe ecological
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sense, a social suPport system inf tuenc j-ng and j-nf Iuenced

by other systems in the social environment'

3.3 Education as a Social Work lntervention

The enlightened and progressive social work

moveinent fron a pathology, probiem-focus model of practice

to a preventive health model sets the staEe for lhe ecluca-

tlon ol volunteer visitors in service to patients' As

outlrned earLier, the intervention is premised on two

dimensíons--education and support.

Gottlieb (1981 ) describes preventive interven-

tions that focus on improving the quality of support from

people's existíng ties and on efforts to bring people into

contact wtth similar peers. His work l:ias dlrect reler¡ance

for the wríter's educationaÌ support interventÌon'

with respect to the first intervention' the

writer proposed that the quality of interpersonal relation-

shj-ps (volunteer-patient) could be lmproved by effecting ã

positive change in knowledge, skills, and attitudes ' This

hypothesÍs was derived in part from a noteworthy study by

Lemon, Bengtson and Peterson (1972\. The authors found

that the quality not the guantity of interactìon with
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h,e the most important

Bengtson and Peterson,
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the volunteer visitor) "appeared to

for the saliency of networks" lLemon,

1912 in HooYman, 1983, P. 139)'

vlith respect to the second Intervention, the

writer proposed that volunteers, like the patients they

support, could benefit from reference peer contâct

(cottlieb, 1981 ) to provide social validation' group

affiliation, and mutual suPPort.

As educators, sociat workers can provide volun-

teers with a nurturinq and supportive educative milieu

which allows personal and grcup development to evolve '

This notion rs v,'rdely accepted in adult education circles'

and conjointly ( although Iess frequently) occurs from an

ecological base in the wrltings on socral support networks '

Further to this, Gartner and Ríessman (19771

maintain that "social support systems often need profes-

sional encouragement" (Gartner and Riessman, 1911 | in

carbarino, 1983, p. 16). Social workers cãn be a source of

support by providing education, feedback, and reinforcement

(Blythe, 1983).
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Consequently, develÕping educational programs

responsive to the volunteers' needs for education and

support is a preventive interventlon ' This strategy

acknowledges the place of "environmental helping" as

central to the helPing Process-

3.4 Role of the Professional Social Worker in an

A closer examinâtion of the role and functions of

the social worker (asíde from the educator -programmer roles

specified hry whittaker. 1983) in lhe context Ôf an educa-

tionaÌ intervention would identify the following principal

components:

(1) Public relaticns - as a way of emphasizing the

professional leadership profile of social work;

(2\ Resource development - as a method of increasing

the scope and qualitY of resources eççg€!iÞ-lC=

available to social work;

(3) Collaboration - as a means

tion exchange and sharing

tise, and skilIs;

fostering informa-

resources, exper -

of

of
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consultation - as a thoughtfulÌy planned and

delivered technique respecting the unique goals

of the network (Hooyman, 1983) white at the same

time affording ].Sjltgg-¿' credibility, and

s ponsorshiP;

Mutual support - as a reciprocal mechanism in

faci litaiing the interaction of formal and

informal caregivers by providing posi¡ive

reinforcement, support, validation, and feedback;

Change - as a basís and ultìmate goal of educa-

tional purposes and objectives, is shared by the

aims of social work. The education process

influences skills, knowledge, attitudes ' and

values and produces change in its receivers' who

jn turn become agents of chanqe.

The socj-al worker' as an agent of chanqe, enables

volunteers, through an educational intervention ' to

"enhance more effectively their own problem-solving and

coping capabilitíes" (Pincus and Minahan | 1913 ' p' 15)

Formulating professional social roles and the

responsibililies inherent to them in relation to volunteers

(6)
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provides the context for skill identification in engaging'

supporting, and a1dÍng this particular social- support

nêr-Lrrìrk Asìde from setting the guídelines for interven-

tícn. this formulation stresses the interdependence and

reci.¡:rocity of formal and informal systems whlch' in the

mutual process of attaining a common goal of improved

healthcareforpãtients,alsorecognizesreciprocal

incentives beneficial to both.

However, according to Haeuser and Schwartz

(1980i. professional resistance both "covert and overt'

conscious and unconscious" (p. 595) has created a barrier

to the creatíve and rnfo¡:med utilization of volunteers ' A

unilateral "traditional modeÌ of service emphasizing

professionalism and an ex pe rt -nonexper t dichotomy" has

crystallrzed a perceived status differentral be'uvreen the

volunteerandthesocialworker--this,despitethefact

that "social v¡ork evolved from the seeds of volunteer

involvemenl" (Haeuser and Schwartz, 1980, p' 595)'

open acknowledgement of professional resistance

and tension, although useful, must be accompanied by a

positive shift in attitude and behavlour toward the

volunteer. This is not only desirable but a necessary and
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educ,at iona I f ocus .
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an interventive strategy with an

In developing social support strategies, social

workers would do weII to examine:

"the classical vafues that define the
professional role: j-mpartiality,
national ity, empirical knowledge and
ethics committed to the dignity of the
individual and to publlc rtelf are. "
(Lenrow, 1918t P. 268')

A respect for self-determination, self-actualization, and

personal growth lie at the very core oi the profession.

Deveioping the inner strengths and resources of human

beings to enable them to reach their fullest potential is

congruent with social work ideology.

A predominant theme in the literature--that of

exchange anc reciprocity of resources--is compatible not

only with social support net\dork development but also with

an adult educational strategy. The overriding philosophy

of adult educat ion- -deve lopi ng "a total environment condu-

cive to human growth and fulfillment" (Knowles | 19-70, p.

3a) by helping people learn--values the learner's right to

self-directiveness, through participative Iearning' The



background experience and resources (human competence) the

learner brings to the educational experience are drawn upon

to make learning meaningful. The educator/facilitator' s

"part in the process is that of relper, guide, encourager,

consultant, and resource" (Knc''r';les, 197A' p' 34) ' The

social worker ln this rcle, becomes a co-inquirer, an equal

partner so to speal<, and reciprocal learner'

ln sum, the converging thenes of both a social

support strategy developrnent and an educational interven-

tion clearly reflect the compatibility and congruence of an

integrated approach that the writer cal-i-s educational

support,

3.5 Edt.utío.uI apptou"h"" *ith s
ñeEwæìis 

-
Descriptions ín the social support literature

have contributed in part to the writer's conceptualization

and subsequent operationalizat.ion of an educational sllpport

approach. More precisely, a sludy of educational ap-

proaches identifies learning needs and content possibili-

ties. In a selective review of relevant studies, several

pilot projects provided a blueprint for the student'



Among many generalized studies rnvoLving volun-

teers, several stand out. Parkes (1980) and Hampson (1980)

documented consíderable success using non-bere'aved volun-

teers v¡ho have had extensive trainíng programs in the area

of pallialive care.

Wiesenfeld and lrreis (191 9\ focused on teaching

hairdressers (in their capacity as social support net-

works). They taught ¡hree core helpinq skìlls: empathetic

listening, reflecting feelings, and presenting behavioural

alternatives. D'AugeIlí and Ehrlich (1 980 ci'.:ed in

Gottlieb, 1981 ) of the community Helpers Proj ect taught

tj-fe development (bÕth normative and unexpected life

events ) and crisi-s intervention slirlls in addition to the

aforementíoned slcills.

RobinsÕn and Regni er ( 1 980 cited in Hooyman '

1983) demonstrated that informal caregivers as front-Iine

"referral agents" and information sources could be

strengthened to utilize professional servíces appropriate-

ly. They trâined South California Rapid Translt bus

drivers to recognize sensory and motor losses in the aged'

ColIins and Pancoast (191 6) report training in crisis

i-ntervention and consultation and support to individual

"gatekeepers" in a Philadelphia gatekeeper project. Lesser
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and Watt (197Bl noted language improvement and social

confidence in patients after recelving encouragement and

social confidence enhancement from volunteer visitors'

Hooyman ( 1 983 ) . in reference to community "gate-

ìceepers", recommends training programs addressing signs of

mental and physical illnesses" to reinforce preventive

interventions of "outreach, detection, and service deli-

very" (p. 150 ) . In a Ðreventive approach with family

neì:works, she advocates for information about the aging

process. In the writer's view, this would normalize âging'

reduce stereotyping, and facilitate anticipatory and

preparatory guidance in interaction with elderly patients.

certa j-nly, lhe votunteer as a surrogate relative or family

member would derive equal and paralle] b'enef its of this

type of educat ion.

ln the same view, Dimatteo and Hays (1981 )

supports the importance of open expression of feeling and

self-disclosure as important components in healthy per-

sonality adjustment (Chelune, 1979; cozby, 1973; Jourard'

1971 cited in Drmatteo and Hays, 1981 ). Friedman (1979)

and Montagu (1978) advocated the use of touch in comforting

distressed patients. Rosenthal et al - (1 979 ) emphasized

the importance of communication in facilitating adiustment
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to iÌIness and management regime. In their research Burke

and Welr ( 1 981 cited in D'AugelIi ' 
'l 983 ) demonstrated

"consistent superiority of 'process' helping, that is,

helping that focuses on the persÕn's ernotional circum-

stances and is appropriately responsive and caring" (P.

101), Although these findings were formulated apart from

an educational frame of reference, they do poÌnt to the

importance of the development of health-enhancing attitudes

and behavioural skiÌls in significant social support

per:sons,

Freeman's (198'1 ) training course for the Volun-

teer Case Aid illustrates content and process development

in detail, and has provided the writer with a valuable

frame of reference in planning an educational program for

volunteer vis j-tors. The workshop conducted jointly by the

co-ordinator of volunteers and a prof essi-onal social worker

at the Family Service Association of Greater Boston

íncorporates adult education prrnclples. Initially' the

training course is presented in five sessions' with fol-Iow

up sessions scheduled on the basis of need. Specifically,

educational topics included family dynamics, communication

skilIs, I'developing and maintaining a helping relationship

(with an emphasis on increasing awareness of what it feels

Iike to have to ask for and receive help)", working as a



team, and "understanding the steps in the termination

Ðrocess, particularly the reactions to loss and separation

and its meaning to the client and the volunteer" (Freeman 
'

1931 , p. 516). Training in attitudes (derived from a

social wor:k philosophy ) stresses respect for individuality'

self-dete::minatíon, empathy versus pity, and limit-settì'ng'

Values clarification is a key component of attitude change'

Although Freeman (19S1 ) does not specifically use

i.he terminology "support" in her arr-icl-e, she does stress

the need for a climate conducive tÔ learning and to

enhancì-ng the self-lmage Òf the volunteer in order to build

self-confidence and competence.

In summar)', the writer'-'l conceptual i zat ion of an

educational support approach appears to be substantiated in

the literature on trainìng interventions with social

support networks. Overall, the studies demonstrate com-

monalities in content that "fit" in part with the writer's

perception of and assessment of ed].lcational needs--needs of

the community, the organization, the professional social

vrorker, and the Patient.
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A PORTRAIT OF THE VOLUNTEER

Introduc'L ion

The assessment stage of edilcetional design

(addressed subsequently in Chapter lII ) predicates the

identification of the learner, in this case, the volunteer

vj-sitor. A generalized study of the volunteer's mottva-

tion, nee'Js, values, and characteristics is a beginning

essential step in assessing the needs and interests of the

lea::ning particípants. The followlnq synthesis focuses on

characleristics of volunteers as a collective and has some

generalizabiÌity to the volunteer as individual.

2. Motivational Dynaml cs

An understanding of the motivational dynamics of

volunteers--why people help--defines at least partially'

the learner population in need of educatlonaÌ support. It

is lvldely assumed that vofunteers "replicate the noblesse

oblige traditional of the early 'Lady Bountifuls "' (Haeuser

and Schwartz, 1980, p. 596). Underlying this mylh is the

stereotypicaL image o_f the volunteer as lhe middle-aged'

affluent housewife motivated by strictly purist ideals of

self-altruism.
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In fact, the motivation to help ( a complex

subj ect deserving of analysis beyond the íntent of this

paper ) is made of two predominant forces. Kurt Lewin

(1951 ) postulates that the first arises f rorn within one's

self (one's own force ) ancl that the second originates from

outside one's self in relationship to others (interpersonal

and group membership forces). The second dimensionaÌ force

is subdivided to include situational factors; that is'

those clrcumstances within one's own situatio¡af environ-

ment that determine whether a person decides to volunteer"

Schindler-Rainman and Llppitt (1971 ) suggest that

the strength of motivati-onal forces vary and influence each

decision and commitment to volunteer across individuaÌ,

group, and situational dlnensions- A fuÌI analysis is

beyond the scope of thís report but several cogent factors

can be differentiated. rt is helpfuÌ to visualize a

continuum encompassing cpposite poles of altruism at one

extremei self-actualization at the other ' The notion of

altruism, defined as "devotion to the interests of others"

(Britanníca i'ùorld Language Díctionary, Funk and wagnalls'

1959) at one end of the continuum ls often equated with

self-sacrifice. The need to help others may spring from a

sense of tradítion (famj-liaI, cultural ' societal), commit-

ment to community service and citizen duty, or an obliga-
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tion to repaY a "service received debt" ( Schindler-Rainman

and Lippítt, 1911 , p. 51 ). Service to God--rooted in one's

religious faith--may be a strong altruistic force par-

ticularly within the older generation of volunteers.

At the other end of continuum, seff-actualiza-

tion--a quest for learning ' excltement r and personal

gro!/th--is increasinglY acknowledged as a viable and accep-

table force in volunteer:ism. Pragmatically, volunteer

endeavours based on advancement, promotion' and skill

acquísition for potential future employment are widely

acknowledged and encouraged. Training for these volunteers

is highly coveted. Transferability of voLunteer work

toward academic credit and employment experience Ís an

additíonal incentive,

The societal impact of increased automatiÕn,

Ieisure time, shifting empLoyment patterns affected by

multiple career changes, and early retirement has been

detrimental to the growth of self-actualization' Volun-

teering may be a way of: brídging transitional gaps belween

career and job changes, utilizing leisure time in community

service, and maintaining self-esteem and productivity ín

the retirement years. It frâYr in fact, constitute a

lifelong career or lob for the "professional" volunteer.
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In the writer's perception' an equally related

and important trend is volunteerism as a sor.lrce of social

control. The use of community service for rehabilitation

and crÍme restitution Ìs illustrative ôf this shifting

or ientat ion .

Reasons for volunteering are not aì.ways clear.

There are variations and or¡erlap in motivation. Even v¡ith

the most altruistic lntentions ' the volunteer may profít

from the er-rhancement and growth of her/his seÌf-esteem'

edditionally, she/he may gain some sense of porver, in-

fluence, and recognition in bringing about change both on a

personal¡ group. and socretal level. Inherent to this

principle ís the search for an rdentity (who am I?). As

the world l¡ecomes increasingly complex, bureaucratic, and

depersonal.ized, the quest for a sense of self and meanlng

in relation to others in the social environment becomes

compelling (Haeuser and Schwart z, 1980') - ln volr'Ìnteering,

the "helpers become the helped". In the "process of

giving, you get" ( stern, 1 986 ) . Ecologically speaking I

change in one system affects, and is affected by other

systems. The effect is one of interdependence , recipro-

city, and interconnectedness.
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An interesting notion introduced by Stern (1986)

is that voÌunteering provides a safe arena in which to

develop. This thought -provoki ng statement suggests what

traditional Iiterature does not: that volunteer i sm

encourages the individual to r'est one's level of self-

sufficrency and risl< Ì:ehaviour change. The professlonal,

(as an integ::al system connected with volunteer social

support systenLs ) v¡ould do well to caprtalize on this

concept to efiect change, and create a supportlve, safe

er.rvironment that reir-,forces the motivation to volunteer.

Moreover' proviclrng a safe arena in which to

risk, test, and change is reiterated time ard tirne again in

the literature on adult education (Tougl-r , 1916; Eoyle,

1981 ). As well, one might speculate that an educational

ínLervention may' in fact, present |he opportunity to

enhance motivation and coÍìmitment to r¡olunteer. lt

constitutes an important question on which more study and

research is needed.

3. Barriers to Mot ivat i on

Underlying the picture of motivational dynamics

are elements of demotivation--those situational factors

that determine and impinge upon the extent of or lack of
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commitment. These factors deserve particular attention in

assessing the educational needs of volunteers.

Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt (1971 ) ídentify a

number of significant themes alluded to earlier. Several

demotivating components include lack of consultative he1p,

little or no appleciatíve feedback, and unacknowledged

legitimization of contribution. A perception of status

differential ín 5elât1on to paid and trained personnel is a

common underlyíng faclor that erodes init'iative'

A markeÕly different scenario is a "ríghteous

pressure" ( Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt, 1971 , p ' 56 )

exerted Ìry staff to exact a full and Ioyal commitment to

políticalty favoured and/or unappealing activities' This

stance ignores the fact that the volunteer may have other

legitimate priorities, some of which include demands of

personal and familial roles or the community roles of

citizen and volunteer in other organizations'

Flexibility and a non-j udgmental approach

combined wìth respect to time and energy is important to

counteract unrealistic expectations of volunteers' Forces

which foster general morale, a sense of "making a dif-

ference" ( schindl er -Ra inman and Lippitt, 1971 , p. 56 ) '
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professional and peer support, and opportunitíes for self-

actualization can further counteract motivation'

A paraltel and related theme is the volunteer's

feeling of beìng appreciated and recognized for the signi-

ficance of her/his work through participative planning

input and incremental responsibility. ToÔ often failure to

i-ncorporate this vitãl supportÍve component may result in

volunteer fall-out ( Schindler-Raínman and Lippitt, 1911 ,

Carter , 19'7 5\ .

The issue of professional resistance (Freeman,

'l 981 ; Haeuser and Schwartz, 1980i lvhittaker and Garbarino'

1983), occurring frequently and consistently in the volun-

teer-social support systems literature and previously cited

in this report, is perhaps the most persevering threat to

motlvation. An interestíng and noteworthy observation is

that the "extent to which paid slaff use volunteers seem

related to their having been volunteers themselves"

( Haeuser and Schwartz, 1980, p. 598). The v¡riter (based on

past and present experience as a volunteer), is inclined to

agree erith this supposition. This poses the question:

Couldstaffwithvalues,attitudesrandbackgrounds
conducive to volunteer utilization be mobilized to act as

advocatesforvofunteersinorganízatíonalsettings?Might
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they also be used effectively as facilitators and consul-

tants in educational programs for volunteers?

The lack of training, expressed as a feLt need by

volunteers--is a predominant theme of denotivatron in the

volunteer literature and a basis j-n part on which the

writer ' s hypothesis rests.

4. Relevant characteristics of Volunteers

An interesting dimension flowing from motivation-

aI clynamics and related tÕ volunteer characteristics is

described by Schlndter-Rainman and Lrppitt (1971 )' They

ascribe to the theory that volunteers belong to three

groups: autonomy - or lented , interdependence - or iented ' and

dependence or support-oriented. Àu tonomy -or iented volun-

t-eer value freedom, risk-taking, deviation from routine and

new experiences, and thrive on excitement' "Interdepen-

dence-oriented individuals value peer relationships '

oÞportunitiesforcolleagueship'andmutualityofSupport
and working relationships" (Schindler-Rainman and Lippitt 

'

197i, p. 53) Dependent suppor t -or i ented individuals

require clear guidelines, expectations, "well-developed

norms and procedures" and would feel comfortable with a

directive approach. Wíthin these identified clusters are
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volunteers who prefer "action" through interpersonal

helping on a more reflective, removed activity such as

committee work or policy planning ' The writer suspects

that more experienced volunteers can shift from one mocle to

another with relative ease '

Apart from the implications this theory has for

matching and improvj-ng the fit of volunteers to the right

opportunities and for consideration of indìvÌdual differ-

ences, lhis premise hâs applicabili-ty for adult learning

theory \,/hich is resFonsive to and promotes the fit between

thelearner'sneedsandtheeducationalexperience(tobe
discussed in greater detail jn Chapter IlI The Adult

Learning ¡4ode I ) .

other characteristics of volunteers are worthy of

mention.Thereisauníversallywell-knownsuppositionin
volunteer circles that "once a volunteer, alvlays a volun-

teer". In a study by Novia Carter (19-75\, a link was made

between duration of commitment and the number of agencies

served. It would appear that once involved' individuals

get "hooked" on the volunteer concept. Undoubtedly, this

phenomenon has irnplications for an educational interven-

tlon. Assessment of and responsiveness to needs must take

into consideration prior learning and experience derived in
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other SettingS. From an ecological perspective, this trend

speaks to a broader view of traininq in meeting patient'

volunteer, and organizational goals '

In a two pronged approach, educational support as

proposed, addresses educalion that not only serves im-

mediate focused goals but, in fact' is elevated to a

systems status that promotes a reverbeirating' ripple effect

throughout the social environment (a "chain" strategy en-

visioned by vli-esenf eld and \''1e i s, 1 9? 9 ) " The other ccm-

ponentr support r may in fact provide the sustaining

momentum in building and extendíng the duration of volun-

teer behaviours at the societal level'

To summarize, the lvriter has presented a portrait

of the volunteer. Motivatíonal dynamics ' values' needs'

and characteristics were explored --hrough theory and

supposition. This overview has enhanced relevance for the

understandíng and utilization of volunteers as social

support systems. More importantly, what emerqes from this

synthesis is a clarification of volunteer needs ' alb'eit

from a collective generalization, which points the way to

an assessment of learners' needs, so integral to the educa-

tional program design described in chapter IV'
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chapter 1I1

INTRODUCT I ON

In formulating a theoreticaÌ and philosophical

approach that can be translated into practice' the wríter

will examine the proposed educatìve intervention within the

context of adult learning theory' This chaptel: is con-

cerned with the "why" and the "how to" of operationalizing

knorn,]edge to fit with the conceptual í z at j.on of an educative

intervention with volunteer sllpport systems working with

patients in extended health care f acili'ties'

In the first part of the chapter, assumptíons in adult

learning wiLl be addressed. Lear:ning in the context of

change will be reviewed. FoIIowing this cliscussion, an

overview of the adult learner l^¡ilI be presented' highlight-

ing how adults learn, their motivations and needs, and

their learning styles. Considerations in relation to the

older learner are outlined' rn the fínal part of the

chapter, lhe critical function of the adult educator in

relation to the adult learner is described'
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ASSUMPTIONS IN ADULT LEARN]NG

ln selectively reviewing the prolific body of

]iterature on adult learning, several salient characteris-

tics of andragogy postulated by Knowles (1970) and others

can be identi-f ied as follot^rs:

(1) Andragogy is the art and science of "helping

adults learn" (Knowles, 1970' p' 38)'

(2\

(3)

Adult education or andragogy is defined as a

lrielong contj-nurng process of discovering what

is not linown and 1s dlfferentiated from pedagogy

(teaching cl-rildren) which is defined as a process

of transmitting what is l<nown (Knowles, 19'l 0\ '

The central dynamic of the learning process is

perceived to be the experience of the learner--

experíence ]reing def j-ned as the interaction

between an individual and his environrnent (of

which the educator as a resource is a part)

( KnowIes, 1 970 ) .

The adult educator facilitates learning and

creates a rich, supportive educative environrnent

(4)
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(6)

(7)
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(a climate for learning ) from whích learners can

extract learning, and then guides their interac-

t'íôn with it to maximize their learning (Knowles 
'

1970 ) .

Learning is an ìnternal process of ego ínvolve-

ment; those methods and techniques that' involve

the individual most deeply in self-directed

inquiries rvill produce the greatest learning

(Knowles, 1970 ) .

The main thrust of modern adult educationar

practice is in the directíon of ìnventing

techniques for involving adults in self-assess-

ment of their needs for continued learning, in

formulating their learnlng objectives, in sharing

responsibility ín program design and in eval-u-

ating their progress toward their obj ectives

(Boyle, 1981).

The locus of responsibility for learníng--both

quality and quantíty--is centered in the learner

( Boy1e, 1981 ).
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AduLt Iearning is proactive versus reactive;

participative versus passive/receptive; indepen-

dent and interdependent versus dependent (Tough,

1 9'71 \ .

llhereas the conventional- pedãgogical model is a

content model (or design) concerned with trans-

mittal of knowledge, the a@
gr_9gg! s __rTì9q91 concerned with the attainment of

the individual's goals through mutual and

participative planning (Kno\n'1es , 1973) '

Signlficant as they are. the underlying theore-

tical and practical considerations of andragogy appear at

first glance to be overly obvj-ous. Translated into the

social- work sphere, self-directedness is synonymous to

self-determination, a basic right of the individual ' The

andragogícal concepts of a supporti-ve environment' locus of

responsibility, participative plannlng, determination of

individual goals, and experience as a rich resource "fit"

with ideological values and purposes of social work.

In this respect the socral worker, by adopting

the role of adult educator ' can mentally embrace the

phíIosophical principles. However, based on the prac-

(e)
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titioner's own background experience of pedagogical

education, the initíal attempt of utilizinq adult education

principles presented a form of "culture shock". This

revelation became poignantly and painfully evident to the

writer as the practicum evolved, and resulted in a re-

evaluation of the worker's stance (practice, values, and

attítude) to education as a whole. The insight experienced

by the writer is best expressed by Brundage and l"lack*

eracher's ( 1 980 ) statement on "learninq how to learn" ,

namely:

"The basic conponents of ìearning hovJ

to learn appear to be the individual
Iearner's being able to accept respon-
sì-biIìty for relying on himself to
function as an internal change agent.
( 'I am changing mer ) , rather than
relying exclusively on the change agent
v¡ho is percelved to be external ('They
are changing me'), and the individual
learner's being able to conceptualize
his own learning process. " ( Brundage
end Mãckeracher, 1980' P. 16)

In the same vein, the wríter agrees with Knowles

('1 970) that most adults come to adult learning with a set

of assumptions and vafues, background experience, and

expectations that are embedded in pedagogical conditioning

over years, They are indoctrinated to accept dependency

and to rel-inquish controf to teachers in deference to self-
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responsibility and self-directiveness. In essence, this

presents a challenge to the social work educator, not only

in coming to terms with the shifting educational orlenta-

tion personally and professionalÌy, krut also in preparing

adult learners in "learning how to learn" andragogicaÌly

( Knowles, 1913\.

LEARNING AS CTìANGE

Learning has been varlously described as a

process of transformati.on (Dewey, 1917\, self-renewaI, and

as a process of discovery and adventure. The most widely

accepted definition of learning is acquiring new patterns

of behaviour ihrough experience (behaviour i-n this defini-

tion includes vrays of thinking, f eel j-n9, and acting)

(Boyle, 1981 , p. 48). A common inierweaving thread in the

literature is the conception of learníng as involving

dynamic change, bot@ (Boyle' 1981 ' p.

39 ) and qrowth in the individual self and/or her/his

behaviour.

In reference to the latter

maintains that "learning is a process

changed, shaped or controlled" (p. 1

view "assumes that a Person is a

point, Skinner ( 1968 )

by which behaviour is

2\. Thís behaviourist

reactive creature who
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changes primarily as a result of changes in the envíron-

ment" (Boyle, 1981 , p. 251 .

carl Rogers' ( 1 969 ) dynamic trend of thought,

based in humanistìc psychology, carried the trend of growth

to a deeper self-realization level--to a process of

becoming. The locus of change, in his mind, resides within

the ind 1v Ì dua I " Self-learning, specifically through

experiential learning, has a quality ol personal involve-

ment: it is self-initiated; pervasive (to the poìnt of

making a difference in personality ); evaluated by the

learner and its essence is personal meaning. Rogers (1969)

also believes the individual has an abillty to adapt and

grow in a direction that enhances the person's development

and existence. the end result is "change through new

insìght" (BoyIe, 1981 , p. 2A9'¡.

Maslow (1 912\ conceived the goal of learning to

be self-actualization--man's prime motivation in achieving

one's fullest potential. Man's striving for "wholeness of

self and uniqueness of self" (pp. 44-45) is essentially

growth in self-identity. Similarly, Allan Tough (1976)

defines learning as an "effort to change" (p. 145) per-

sonaÌly. Tnterestingly, he focuses on pleasure and self-
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esteen as motivating components in the individual's pursuit

of personal change.

Boyle (1981 ) conceptualizes the direction and

amount of change along a growtn continuum as being ln-

fluenced by four factors: teaching, Iearning, the affec-

live aspect of teaching/Iearning, and the life space of the

indlvidual. He challenges the idea that knowledge (Iearn-

ing) equals behaviour change, argulng instead that "learn-

ing does not necessarily chanqe behaviour but it does

change the potential for behaviour" (Boyle, 1981 , p- 20 ) .

Although knowledge by itself may chanqe behaviour, the use

of l',nowledge as a tool to problem solve (Apps, 1973) can

ultimately bring change to fruition.

Giving an a lternative

(1972\ sùqgests lhat:

interprerat ion, Houie

may equally as wel-l be
the strengthening of
reactionary values.tt

"desired change
directed toward
conservative or
1p. 20 )

while it is not the intent of the writer to

elaborate on the multi-faceted and complex components of

change, it is suffice to say that "education is interven-
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tionist by nature, that is, it is undertaken to bring about

change" ( Peterson in Lumsden, 1985, p. 20') and positive

growth of cognitive, affective, psychomotor, and personal

dimensions - In the final analysís, the process of planned

chânge characteristic of education is a common goal shared

with social work theory, value, and purpose.

rEE 4!q!1 f,EèBriqB

How Adults Learn

Severâl key and critÌcal assumptions about adÌllt

learners constitute the foundation stones of modern adult

learning theory and are premised from the context of the

ma trlrat ion process. These are:

1.1 Changes in Self-Concept

As the adult learns, her/his self-concept moves

from total dependence in childhood to increasing indepen-

dence and autonomy in adulthood. I,lhen identity formation

issues have been resolved, adults tend to psychologically

identify with and perceì-ve themselves in the adult role.

Any contradiction of the adult's perceptíon, need, and
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is counter - indicated
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self -directed, responsible' and unique,

in an adult education experience.

Brundage and Mackeracher

nificant observation with reference

self-concept in learnirg:

( 1980 ) make a slg-

to the function of

adults iearn llest when they are

Iearning obj ectives for themselves

their current and idealized self-

"AduIts are more concerned wi.th whether
they are changing in the direction of
their own idealized self*concept than
wj-th whether they are meeting objec-
tives established by others." (p. 24)

UndoubtedlY,

involved in developing

that a re congrr..ient v/ith

1.2 Role of Ex r i ence

The acculnulation of unique and individual

experience, both in volume and kind, provides a rich

resource for learning and a broadening base from which new

and meaningful Iearning can be related.

From an educational perspective' this assumption

predicates the sound ímportance of the utilization of
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experience of the learner- However, Knowles (1973\

introduces a psychological basis for attending to ex-

perience in the followlng excerpt:

"as (the child) matures, he increasing-
ly defines who he is by his experience.
To a child, experience is something
that ìrappens to himl to an adult' his
experience is who he is. So in anY
situation in ---wnlcn an adult's ex-
perience is being dewalued or lgnored,
the adult perceives thls as not
rej ecting i ust his experience ' but
rejecting him as a person. Andragogues
convey their resPect for PeoPle bY
making use of their exPerience as a
resource for fearning." (P. 76)

1,3 Orientation to Learning

AduIts tend to have a problem- or life-centered

orientation to learning versus a subject-centered orienta-

tion typlcaÌ of "conventional" educatlon. Essentially:

"The adult wants to apply tomorrow what
she/he has Iearned todayi so her/his
perspectÌve is one of immedíacy of
application. " (KnowIes | 1913, p. 58)

Therefore, adults engage in

cope with or improve their capacitíes

life situatj-ons or Problems-

Iearning in order to

in mastering current
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Flowing from these assumptions. Knowles (1 970 )

suggests that adult educators focus on the person (the

learner ) ; on problem areas not subj ects; and on the

starting poínt for learning experience as concerns of the

participants.

A parallel concept of "starting from where the

person 1s" best describes this concept to the social worker

in the role of adult educator. Additionally' this approach

has implications for the following and Iast assumption of

andragogy.

1.4 Readiness to Learn

As adults mature, their readiness to learn

depends less on biological developmenÈ than academic

performance and more on their needs to achieve develop-

mental tas]<s required fot the performance of evolving

social roles.

Robert Havighurst (1961 ), a renowned pioneer in

this fieId, divided adulthood into three developmental

phases--early adulthood, middle-age and late maturity. He

identified ten social roles of adulthood: worker, mate 
'

parent, homemaker, son or daughter of aging parents,
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ciLizenI friend , organizaLion member, religious affiliate'

and user of leisure. The lJriter speculates that Havighurst

(1961) might have equated the social role of "volunteer"

with worker I crLLZent organization member, or user of

lersure, In the event that this was not the case, the

wrlter would suggest that the role of volunteer ]¡e incor-

porated as the eleventh social role in the categorization'

In mastering the ever changing and evolving tasks

of both social roles and developmental phases, the adult

Iearner, in a state of disequìlibrium and transitÌÕn'

undergoes changing readiness to Iearn. The timing of

learning coinciding with social developmental tasks

captures \{hat is comnonÌy knorvn in educational circles as

the'rteachable moment".

"The Teachabl- e Moment "

Diverging somewhat bul in direct reference to

what appears to be an elusive concept, that of the "teach-

able moment", the writer conceptuallzes this phenomena

visually in Figure 1 . Adopted in part from a diagram-

matical conceptual i z ati on of transgenerat iona I and life

cycle stressors (carter and McGoldericlc' 1980)' the il-

lustrated model has embryonic relevance for adult education

theory.
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through time and maturat ional

transitions of deve Iopmental

roles.
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axì- s, the learner , moving

stagesr is coping with the

phases and evolving social

Along the horizontal axì,s, the adult Iearner

brings to the ìearning experience those specific condÌtions

characteristic of the Iearner (always subject to dynamic

change ) and delineated along the vertical axis. Variabl-es

cited in the literature--needs and interests (motivation,

goals ) ; values and beliefs akrout learning i self-concept

(need io learn); background experience; and previous

education and learning styles (congruent wíth the learning

e>:perience )--deterrnine readiness to learn' The point where

the horizontal and vertrcal axes intersect represents the

"teachabte monent'r--the systems dependent fit between

Iearner characterístics and the conditions specific to the

quality and effectiveness of the educative environment of

which the adult educator, the organízation, and society are

a part.

Thus, !,/hlle the timing of learning in concert

with social developmental tasks is important in attaininq

the "teachable moment", the writer found this a useful

adjunctive tool for the practicum.
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2. Motivatíons and Needs of Adult ltearners

Referrinq back to the observation cited previous-

ly in chapter II, the writer concluded that the motivations

internat to volunteers were multi-dimensional and over-

lappj,ng in range. Motives based on aftruism (benefit to

others ) and self-actualization (benefit to seÌf ) were

summarized.

A further examination of motivation j'n Learning--

'rdrive for reduction of unmet needs or drive for positive

growth" (Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980, p' 37)--provides

collaborative insight intô the neecls of voLunteers as

learners. Houle's (1961) important investigation into why

adults engage in continuing education sheds light on how

they }earn. His noteworthy contribution to theory iden-

tified three types of }earners:

(1) Goat oriented learners who use a variety of

educational settings and methods for accomplish-

ing fairIY clear-cut objectives.

(2\ Activity oriented learners,

and group joiners, who find

of learning, IittIe or

namely, course takers

in the circumstances

no connection wÍth the
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content or announced purpose of the activity'

Like the interdependent individuals (Schindler-

Rainman and Lippitt, 1911\ described earlier,

this group values social contact based on the

amounl and kind of human relationships the

learnlng situation would Yield.

(3) The learning oriented learners, vrho seek knowl-

edge for its own sake and make choices and

decisions in 1ífe (career, travel, leisure) based

on the educational potential for growth.

InterestingÌy, a I though

pure type, the emPhasis of each

cernable ( Houle, 1961 ).

no learner group is a

sub-group is clearIY dis-

Refined and subsequent research bY Morstain and

Smart (191 4l documented six classifications of learner

motivations:

,'(1 ) socíal relationships reflect a desire to interact

friends, and par-with other peopler make new

ticipate in group activì-ties;
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are pressures from other

people or institutions to participate in educa-

tional activities;

(3) socíal welfare reflects an altruistic wish to be

involved j-n bettering the community, the plight

of others or humanity, and the desire to be

prepared by education to serve others;

professional advancement is relatecl to improving

one's occupational performance and status;

(s) stimulation suggests that people

(6)

escê

participate in educational activities to escape

from routine, boring, or frustratlng s j'tuations 
'

and to find some inteltectual stlmulation and

enr j-chment; and

cognitive interests reflect a desire for knowl-

edge for its sake and the feeling that learning

is enjoyable and intrinsÍca11y worthwhile. " (Mor-

staín and Smart, 191 4, cited in }4erriam and

Lumsden, 1985, p- 621
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While not differentiated as suchf these studies

infer motivational elements of pleasure and self-esteem

proposed by Tough (1961 ) and self-actualization theorized

by Maslow (1970). Two paradigms, not reflected in the

foregoing categories of motìvation, include the need to

meet social developmental Ìife tasks (Havighurst, 1961 )

discussed earlier and Moody's (1976 ) theory regarding

transcendence or avoidance of the fundamental life task of

old age. vlhereas studies correlating motivational factors

with age, sex, or socioeconomic status have proven incon-

clusive, one underlying theme predominates:

"Adults of all ages appear to have
mixed Í;lotives for pariicipating in
educational actlvilies." (Darkenwald
and Met:riam , 1982 in Lurnsden, 1 985 ' p.
62\

Roby Kidd (1913\ maíntains that adult learners

have both educational and "non-educational" motives i (for

example, in reference to the latter, belonging to a

cohesive social group) that affect the amount of grovrth or

educational change. As a consequence' these unantl-cipated

needs are neither considered nor valued in program plannj-ng

and evaluatj-on. This practicum' in part, attempts to

address both,
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What fol lows logical ly ( though not alvrays

practically) from the foregoing considerations is an educa-

tíônal design that allows pluralistic provislon for

learners' motivational needs.

3. Learning Sty le s

Although many theories on Iearning styles ( "ways

of changing methods, values, skitls and strategies"

(Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980, p. 45 ) ) prolíferate, the

writer has found that KoIb's (1976') well-known learning

cycle was useful in formulating an educalional approach.

Basically, KoIb concludes that learners perceÍve informa-

tion along a continuum from concrete to abstract ' concrete

learners sense and feel their way to knowledge; abstract

fearners use thought to perceive knowledge. The cycle is

used firstly for ldenlifying the progression from a

concrete experience through observation and reflection to

the formation of abstract concepts and generalization to

testing of implícations of concepts in these situations.

when lhe continuum dimensions of concrete to

abstract and the continuum dimensions of reflection-

observation to testing/doing are juxtaposed, four learninq

styles emerge as fof Ìows :
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reflective/sensor feel-ers (perceive con-

cretely and process reflectively );

Type 2: ref lect j-ve thìnkers (percelve intellectually

and process reflectively by watching);

Type 3: thinking/doers (perceive with the intellect

and process by testing and doing); and

Type 4: doers (perceive concretely and process

activel], bY doing ) .

Meierhenry ( 1 983 ) speculates that more adult

learners fall into Types 3 and 4; tÌìey prefer to be active

learners and they perceive with the intellect concretely.

Witkin (1917 \ and l"lelerhenry ( 1983 ) classify

Iearners into two cognitive styfes (vrays of organizinq

experiences into meanings, values, skilÌs, and strategies):

the ìearner dependent who requires structuring of educa-

tional materiats, and the learner índependent who intui-

tively develops structures and categories into materials

(even if it is not included in them). Meierhenry (1983)

suggests that field dependents view thi-ngs more holisti-

ca11y, are gregarious, and people -or iented . This group
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benefits from small discuss j-on groups and face-to-face

kinds of learning where sharing of experience dominates.

Field independents thrive on abstractions, parts as well as

whole, and are not highly people-oriented.

Sperry's ( 1 973 ) work on hemispheric specializa-

tion aLso led Meierhenry ( 1 983 ) to speculate on the

utitization of both verbal and vísuaI materiaÌs in a Iinear

and holrstic manner .

However, as generaÌIy is the case, a variety of

iearnlng styles can be found in adult educational programs '

Therefore, a range of materlals and activities--concrete

and abstract. ve::bal and visual--and opportunities for

reflection, observation, testlng, and doing would be ap-

propriate strategies in planninq å learning experience'

Consideration should also be given to activities that are

both indivÌdual and qroup oriented to accommodate preferred

modes of learning,

Insofar as this information is useful for

planning, it is perhaps significant tÔ understand that

learning styles and cognitlve styles are theoretically

value -neutra I - - there is no one best wa to learn, and that

overall, adults with various styles manage to Iearn quìte
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of "balanced" l earning

Older Learners

WhíLe it can be assumed that volunteers will be

adult learners, ít was not al\,{ays apparent to this educator

that a significant percentage of learners in the practicum

(5Os were over 50 years of aqe) would comprise "older

fearners". This distinction, as important as it is, was

not fulty appreciated by the writer until the practicum \das

fully operational. Had the student been fully cognizant of

the relevance of physiological and psychological changes

and social developmentaf needs of the older Iearner, the

clesign of specific educational strategies might have

undergonepreliminary modífication. Thesemodifications

will be discussed subsequentfy ln Chapter V.

The underlying principles of educational geron-

tology or geragogy, as it is sometimes called, lay claim to

a specialized study and practice in adult education and

address the factors hereto aforementioned. It is not the

intent of the writer to conduct an indepth review, rather

to concisely present theoretical and practical implications

as they apply to the education of older learners.
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4 -1 Education L cons iderat ions

The philosophy of educational gerontology is to:

"prevent premature decline, to faclli-
tate meaningful roles, and encourage
psychological growth. " (!'eterson in
Lumsden, t9B5' P. 3)

Its purpose, both remedral and preventative, is

t'o improve and enhance the qualitY of lÌfe; its Õutcome

reflects the social value of educaiion (Peterson | 1916i

Midvrinter, 1982). Educatlon at the later stages of life

(coinciding v¡ith awareness of death ) differs qualitatíveIy

in time perspective from education for young or mid-11fe

learners. The thrust of teleological (goaI directed ) and

future oriented just:if ication of andragogy díffers sig-

nlficantly f r:om the adaptive, integrative quality of

geragogy, Midwinter's ( 1 982 ) theory of geragogy stresses

the means rather than the ends; the sole purpose is self-

esteem and satisfaction gained by individuals in the

realization of their "best self". Lastly' learning in the

later stage of life may be perceived by the learner for its

own sake entirely- - I earning perhaps in the purest sense-
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4.2 lvlotivational Cons iderat i on s

Do the motivational needs of older learners

differ from the adul-t learner? Upon reflecting on the

needs of volunteers and adult learners outlined earlier, it

would generaÌly appear not. Although Midwinter (1982\

emphasizes that education at this stage is entireiy for its

own sake, der¡oid of career-, income-, and self-seemlng

ambitions, the motivatíonaI elements of gratification and

realization of "best self" predominates. Cross et aI.

(191 5l found gaining new knovtledge, I ob advancement

posslbilities, becoming a happier person' and meeting new

people (i,e,, social interaction) were important. McLaugh-

ìin (1971 ) established that older adult participatron and

course planning díd not affect achievement but did improve

attitudes about the learning experrence.

McClusky (1974) outlines the followj-ng motives

for learning in older participants: coping needs, that is,

acquiring skills for functioning in society (e.g', family

relationshj-ps ); expressive needs arising out of enjoyment

inherent to learning; contributive needs in order to give

or be of service to others; influence needs exerting

influence and becoming an agent of social change; and

transcendence needs or achievj-ng a sense of fulfillment and
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rising above the limitations of declining physical powers

(Mcclusky, 191 4 in Lumsden, 1985). It is this Iast point

that presents the most obvious contradiction for the older

learner.

4.3 Social Developmental Considerations

while striving for self-fulfillment, the older

learner undoubtedly faces societaÌ inyths and stereotypes of

aging--a pathologrcal distortion of physical and mental

decline. The self-fulfillìnq prophecy inherent to the

stigma of aging undermines confidence and self-esteem and

induces a role of dependency and learned helplessness

(Kuypers and Bengtson, 1973\. This soclal phenomenon,

combinei with a mlnd set of an association of education

with the young, instills a sense of double failure and

j-ncapacitates Iearning. The fallacies of aging and

Iearning (embraced by young and old) are mutually rein-

forcing, triggering a negative spiral effect that cuI-

minates in anxiety and decreased intellectual functioning

in the older fearner (Midwínter, 1982; Merriam and Lumsden,

1985).

The educator is thus faced with the following

challenges: persuading the older l-earners to reverse their
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views and perceptions (HaysIip and Kennelly, 1985) of

themsefvesi instilling confldence for intermedíate success;

and building on their possibilities and potential while

sensitir¡ely presenting lhe reality of the aging stigma

perpetuated in society. A final note: to be truly

effectíve in influencing change, it j-s essential that the

educator be cognizant of her/his own culturally imposed

attitudes to aging to offset detrimental effects on the

le arner / educator relationshiP.

Havighurst's (1976) tasks of oId age--adjusting

to decreasing physical strengths ancl healthi adjuslíng to

retirement and reduced income; adjusting to the death of

one's spouse; establishing an explici-" affiliation with

one's age group i adopting and adapting s

f lexiÌ¡Ie way; and eslablishing satisfactory physical living

a rrangement s - - repre sent an educational opportunlty for the

preparation for later Iife. older learners are interested

in understanding and solving developrnental problems (L. M.

Gentile et al. ' 1 985 ) .

Anticipatory knowledge of what j-s to come in

aging might "prevent later crisis, or at least prepare

people better to deal with related events" (Merríam and

Lumsden, 1985 ' P. 61).
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people. These are adapting to chan e, continuing to gro\d,

perpetuating the culture, pi.ttting one's Iife into perspec-

tive, finding self-acceptance, remaining integrated in

society, and maintalníng control and avoíding helplessness.

The evolving social role of the volunteer found

at this development stage takes on special siEnifìcance.

For the retlred person, the loss of status and ldentity

associated \,iith employment {Midwi-nter , 1982 ) may be

compensated for by a shift to the career of volunteerism.

Whereas retirement may represent society's rej ection of

older people's contríbutions, a transition into a "volun-

teer job" can reaffirm one's identity as a productive

citizen, worker, and helper in the community and, simul-

taneously, affords an opportunity to strengthen one's own

social support system. As vùas noted earlier, education can

recognize the value of social contri-butions and foster the

application of acquired skills to reìnforce this role'

4.4 Physiological Cons iderat ions

Thorson (1978) maintains

interrelated learning tasks that

Many studies concerning the

of the senses in normal aging do not

that there are s evera I

also confront older

physiologícaI decl ine

adequately address the
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j.mplicatíons for learning. Nevertheless, a basic under-

standing of physiologícal changes warrants the attention of

the adutt educator. It has been the writer's experience

that anything less is detrimental tô the effective planning

and ì-mplementatìcn at learning activities for the older

learner.

charles (1983), a proponent of effective learning

materials, affirms tl'ìa t aging is accompanied by changes in

sensory and motor functionrng and cognitive processing that

have implicatj-ons for dealing with the physical and

intel lectual environment. He examínes four âreas of

concern in relation to capacity to fearn: receivlng

information, processing informatlon, responding, and non-

cognitive factors.

with respect to receiving information, vision and

hearing would appear to be most obvious concerns in the

educative environment. Reduced visual efficiency manifests

itself in diminished acuity (precision or clarity );

presbyopia (farsightedness); light sensitivity; stereopsis

(depth perception); dark adaptation (slower response ); and

colour vision ( increasing confusion in the blue/green

range). What foltows logically from these observations are

simple physical modifications in the educational- setting
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ând the materials utilized. This includes the use of

clearly read and printed or projectecì material geared at

eye level; higher and constant levels of illumination;
glare-free materials; discretíonary use of models and

simulatlons; and realistic expectations as to colour

differenliation (McFarland, 1968 ) .

The dlminj-shed capacity to hear and process

transmitted communication is influenced by presbycusis--an

inabilíty to hear higher sound frequencies and speech

perception which is exacerbated in surroundings charac-

terized by masked sound and background noise. Compensatory

educational and environmental considerations include: a

quiet setting; a clear but moderate volume in presentation;

a slower rate of speech; repetition as necessarr- (especial-

ly with prerecorded materials, e.9., films or tapes); and

continual feedback and probinq as to reception and com-.

prehension of education. Additional supportive one-to-one

instruction may be warranted and should be freely extended.

with regard to the second area of concern,

processing information--a complex procedure of utilizing

information or stímulation that has been received--requires

more time with increasing age. Charles ( 1 983 ) suggests

modifications to content; reducing verbal information by
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simpÌifyinq content while retalning meaning; presenting a

sequential f lov¡ of lnformation with a focus on one aspect

at a tinìe; the f raml-ng of tasks in concrete rather than

abstract form (but in consideration of learning style,

prior education and experience); and generally refrainlng

from introducing irrelevant, extraneous, and redundant

materiâÌ.

A related effect of inlormation and stimulus

overload is fatlgue, a factor that can be counteracted by a

variation of format; spacing of techniquesi progression of

tasksi timing; tuning into sessions; organizatíonaI cues;

assessmenl of Iearning rhythms and, most obviously, provl-

sion for frequent breal<s '

The importance of pacing ' particularly self-

pacìng, reiterated time and time again in the Iiterature '

is, in the writer's experience, of paramount importance.

This became poignantly evident in the evaluation process'

The writer's request for evaluation before compfetion was

countered by the older learners' appeals for substantially

more time (the week between sessions to fulfill the task at

hand). vùhereas this phenomenÕn can be attributed to a need

for self-pacing ( free from time constraints ) it also

reflects, in the writer's opinion, a conscientious respon-
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slbility on the part of the learner not only to complete

the task but also to complete it well.

Charles (1983 ) likely v¡ou1d conclude that the

widespread trait of cautiousness--erring on the side of

nonresponse for fear of responding incorrectly--typical of

older learners, ís accountable. Another related reason may

be the stress and anxiety associated with tests (okun'

1980) which is alleviated by the time extension found in

se lf -pac ing.

A third area of concern, progressive slowì-ng in

response, which öccurs as a result of an inevitable

physiologìcal change in the central nervous system, appears

to affect decision-making. Attempts to r:educe ne\'tness of

any required response (through individual practice or by

modifylng response ) \,riI1 íncrease speed and quality of

fearner response. Materials such as worksheets ' guides'

and check Iists ameliorate this effect.

The changes just described apply to the normal

healthy late mi-ddle-aged adult (for our purposes, 50 years

and over ) and do not take into account the impact of

physical and psychological illness with its inherent

disorders. Each such condition poses speciaf obstacles
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that impinge upon Ìearn.ing. Provision for special needs

and circumstances must be considered on an indívidual by-

task-by s itua t ion basis.

The fourth area of concern' noncognitive factorst

includes cohort-reÌated varj-ables of past experience, lífe

styIe, culture, occupation, health and vlgour, and general

personalitY traits.

A Ciscussion of these multiple variables is

beyond this writer's intent but worthy nonetheless of

consideration in planning, designing, and implementing

learning e: Per j ences.

tnsofar as the study of educational gerontology

presents qtobal factors that delineãte the "older learner"

from the "adult fearner", the bottom line is that the older

person functions as a unified whole. A dynamic interaction

of complex physical I intel-lectuaI, soclal, developmental '

emotional , and environmental factors results in the forma-

tíon of a uníque Ìearninq personality (Lampner ' 1 985 ) '

Theoretical considerations provide a context for Iearning

only; respect and recognition for individuallty must

predomj.nate to facilitale the fit between the person in

ol-der age and the educative environment.
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In summary, then, the starting point for educa-

tion of the elderly ls not their deficiencies, but their

present capabilitles, Iearning stytes, and accumulated

knowledge and exper ience .

5. The Adult Educator

The critical element in any adult educatiôn

program is the learning/teaching transaction--the interac-

tion between learner and the educative environment of which

the educator is an integral and influencing part. Although

a positive correlation between learning and teaching

appears unsubstanti¿ted in the literature, the argument

that behâviour 1s a function of the ínteraction between

person and environment (Levrin, 1951 ) Iends credibility to

this stance. Brundage and Mackeracher ('1 980 ) include

important environmental components in the educative

transaction such as learning resources, physícal setting,

etc. What is known is that the qualj.ty and amount of

learning is clearly influenced by the guality of this

Ínteractive process. the critical function of the educa-

tor, therefore, is to create a rich environment from lvhich

Iearners can extract learning and then guide their interac-

tion e¿ith it, to maximize their }earning (Knov¡les, 1970).
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At face value, foundational principles described

do not fully reflect the complexity of the adult education

process and the prvotal role of the adult educator. It is

in reference to the latter that the writer now turns her

attent ion .

It has been the writer's observation, and this is

substantiated in the Iiterature, that the andragogical

model calls for a number of characteristics: values,

attitudes, and beliefsi basic competencies (role-specific

skllls); personal attrlbutes; and ídentifiable functions in

the adult educator" Other authors identífy, in the same

líne of thinking, the educator' s personal style and

behaviour (Brundage and Mackeracher, '1 980; Gordon, '1 955;

Knowles 1970) toward the learners as being important.

5.'1 VaIues, Attítudes, and Beliefs

The va] ues,

educator brings to

guality of the educ

Gordon (1955)¡ writi
closely related and in

educator as: respect

faith in the positive

attitudes, and beliefs that the

the learning experience determine the

ator/Iearning interaction. Thorna s

ng on group learning, stresses two

separable vafues of the group centred

for the unigueness of the person and

qualitv of man's basic nature. The
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educator adoptsr as her/his working hypothesis, the

philosophy that "the individuaÌ has a vast store of

untapped potential for positive, constructlve, intelligent'

and mature behaviourr' (Gordon, 1955 in Tight, 1983 ' p.

218\, a parallel premise propounded by Hostler (1981 ) is

the adult educator's belief in the human being's innate

capacity for change and learninqf in a self-directed way.

An important aspect of group education, in

Gordon's (1955) eyes, is the attitude of the educator with

respect to listeníng with understanding (Rogers' 1969) so

that change can be facilitated in the speaker (the learner )

in an indirect way. In additicn to creating a nonthreaten-

ing group atmosphere conducive to creatìve partj-clpation by

lhe members, this approach also enhances conimunlcation so

that indivj"dual contributions will be effectively utilized

by the group.

Put another waY, the faith and ability of

individuals to learn for themselves what they want to learn

is based, according to Knowles (1970), in the "theological

foundation" of adult educatj-on. The writer perceives this

as a belief in the value of human competency; Boyle (1981 )

would see this as human choice. Additionally' in embracing

this philosophy, the adult educator perceives the locus of
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responsibility in the learner. Individually and indepen-

dently, the learner has a personal responsibility for

learnínq as well as the quantity and quality of that

Iearning. Cotlectively, in the group setting, the in-

dividual not only has the personal responsibility to learn

but also to help qroup members learn. Interdependently

then, this means that the "learners enrich the world of

each other" (Boyle, 1981 , Þ. 25). While not particularly

revolutiônary, these underlylng princrples, among others¿

shoutd strike famiiiar cords among social workers trained

in grouP work.

Boyle (1 981 ) cÕntends that value orientation

strongly affects the role of the educatoi proqrammer ' Íf 
'

for example, the educator believes that people are capable

of making decisions and taking control of their I j'ves,

she/he is tikely to utilize roles and behaviour that

encourage partj-cipation. FinalIy, the adult educator

considers status differential as negligible' sees her-

self/himself as a collaborator versus an expert, and a co-

learner and equal partner in mutual and reciprocal inquiry

with the group.
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5.2 Roles

While responsibility for Iearning lies with the

learner, the adult educator throughout the educatj-onal

process takes responsibility as an analyst in assessing

Iearning goals; as a strategist in planning conjointly and

participatively with the Iearner an educative envlronment

conducive to accomplishing the desired results; as a

facilitato¡ of the learner's search for understanding; and

âs an eval,uator of l-earning goals attained. l,lith respect

to the above, the adult educator i-s viewed as a change

agent who "uses expertise and skill j-n humaii interaction to

bring about the desired change by entering into a helping

relationship" (Houle , 1972, p' 1 I ) ; as an enabler and

encourager in helping people learn (Boyle' 1981 ); as a

support person who provides social reinforcement (Houle'

1972\i and as a guide, consultant, and resource person.

The analogy of the ecìucative process as a journey or trip'

as a v¡ork of art, has prompted other writers to see the

educator as a travel agent (Holt, '1 971 cited in Greene,

1984), as a creative artist, (Kno!^7les, 191 0) and as an

architect (Houle , 1972t.

Brundage & Mackeracher ('1 980) suggest three basic

modes of educating and directing (traì-ning, collaboration'
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by educators in varying combinations and in response to

different sítuations. Because no one mode serves alI

purposes, bul are valid all the same, the educator ap-

proaches each learni-ng context with flexibility and

responsiveness, taking into consideration J-earning style

and needs, setting and content (Brundage and Mackeracher'

1980), and changing readiness in the learners.

Although Hutton (1978) agrees that adult educa-

tors adopt the facilitator mode proposed by Krowles (1970t,

she suggests, in reference to Cytrabaum and Mann (1969J,

that other stylistíc strategies and roles j-ncorporated by

educators--teacher as expert, teacher as authority' teacher

as socializing agent, teacher as facilitator, and teacher

as person--have relevance.

same,

A less documented role, but important aI1 the

is the adult educator as counsellor. Schmidt and

Piggrem ( 1985 ) delineated categories of counselling in

relation to support (in the face of social/psychological

loss; career, transition and environmental stressors);

planning (coping with change ) ; education and guidance

(regarding capabilities). Although their work centred on
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equal applicability tothe older learner,

adult learners.

Hutton'

person speaks to

that determine

learninq_. Boyle

al aspects of

Boyle (1981 ), in

teachi ng / t ea i:ni ng

5.3 Personal Attributes

s (1978) reference to the educator as a

the importance of specific characteristics
the oualitv of social reinforcement of

(1981 ) points to the place of the emotion-

interpersonal relationships rn learning.

reference to the affective aspects of the

transactions, star-es the f ollc\ding:

"Àl1 I ea rn 1:rg
part; and
facilitates,
Iearning. " ( p.

has an emotional countel: -
this counterpart either
neutrafizes Õr impedes

28\

So irnportant are interpersonal relatlonships to the learner

that when asked to appraise an educational actj.vity, she/he

will begin by expressing feelings about the educator or

her/his fellow learners (Houle, 1912]. .

Corre spond ingly, one would expect then, ¿hat

learning would be enhanced in a nonthreatening and informal

environment where the adult educator is an accepting¡ êfl-
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pathetic, nonj udgmental, authentíc, and genuine personr who

is capable of Iisteninq and communicating with under-

standing (Rogers, 1951 ) and risking reciprocal emotional

and intellectual encounter. Unequivocally, it would be

expected that the educator would engage in a mutual

trusting relationship ltith the learner. Additionally' it

would be expected that the educator would be nondefensive'

unauthor i tat ive , and able to relinquish control to the

individual and group. On providing feedback and reinforce-

ment through process, the educator must also "be able to

value and be open to feedback about her/hìs own behaviour

and performance" (accountability ) ( Brundage and Mack-

eracher, 1980, p. 71 ). These personal attributes reflect

personal sty1e.

The characteristics outlined here most aptly

describe the facilitator, the role model adopted philosoph-

ically by the writer. Providing support, guidance, and

encouragement to the individuaÌ and group development are

behaviours best suited to this mode (Mackeracher ' 1980).

5.4 ! unctf ons

Knowles (1970 ) dlstinguishes several levels of

the adult educator role and provides similar but separate
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foundational functions for the adult educator working with

adult Iearners and directingr planning, and operating broad

programs consisting of a variety of adult educational

activities. Essentially' the former is concerned with

micro designs; the latter with macro designs (Schindler-

Rainman and Lippitt, 19711. The adult educator, involved

both directly on a face-to-face basis and indirectly' or

"behind the scenes", must deftly manage and íntegrate both

dirnensions ín tandem, recognizing designs within designs,

borh specifically and globalÌy, that make up the larger

whoIe.

At the mlcro-IeveI, the adult educator functions

2.

hetping the learners d iagnose
their needs for Particular
learnings withln the scoPe of the
given situation (the d iagnostic
function ) ;

planning with the learners a
sequence of experiences that will
produce the desired learnj-ngs (the
planning funclion ) ;

creating conditions that wiI I
cause the learners to want to
Iearn ( the motivational function)i

selecting the most effective
methods and techniques for
producing the desired learnings
(the methodological function) ;

?
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5.

6.

At the macro level, the

program develoPment:

2.

?

provìding the human and material
resources necessary to produce the
desired learnings (the rçqoulce
funct ion ) ;

helpj-ng the learners measure the
outcomes of the I'earning exPer-
iences (the evaluat j-ve function),r'
( Knowles, 1 97î;- p "-ZZi-

programmer functions are focused on

A

assessing the individual ' institu-
tional, and societal needs for
adult learning relevant to their
orgãnizational settings ( the
díaqnostic function);

establishing and managrng an
organizational structure for the
ef fective development and opera-
tion of an adult-education program
( the orqanization function);

formulatíng objectives to meet the
assessed needs and designing a
program of activities to achieve
these ob¡ ectives ( the Planning
function ) ;

instituting and supervising those
procedures required for the effec-
tive operation of a program r

including recruiting and tra ín ing
leaders and teachers, manag ing
facilities and administralive
processes, recruiting students,
financing, and interpretinq ( the
adrninistrative and training func -
tion);



assessing the ef f ect j-venes s
program (the evaluative

of the
func-

tion). " (Knowles, 1970' P'

Identifying the functions of the adult educator

provides a useful reference point for planning t implement-

ing, administering, and evaluating programs designed for

volunteer .Iearners. lt is to this area that the writer now

t-urns her attention.
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chapter IV

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPI.4ENT

INTRODUCT I ON

"A major educational program is an
effort to structure numerous and varied
educational opportunities to he 1p
people better their líves by helping
them to change their present knowledge,
skills, attitudes or i¡ehaviour. "
(Boyle, 1-q81 , p. 184)

This statemenl reiterates the intent of the

vrriter to utilize an educative intervention to strengthen a

volunteer support system for the patierrt in extended health

care facilities. Prevìously, and at the onset of this

report, the writer outlined her personal stance that an

educative strategy cannot only ínfluence and effect change

ì-n knowledge, skì-lls, and attítudes in its receivers (who

themselves become agents of change ) but also províde a

milieu in which mutual support can be fostered. This led

to the belief that an educational support approach would be

feasible.

Boyle (198'1 , p. 34) contends that the educator's

values and altitudes evolving out of personal and philoso-

phical- oríentatj-on and theoretical orientation clearly
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ínfluence the decisions and actions taken in educationâ1

program development. There is a distínction between

personal and philosophical stance and theoretical analyti-

cal tools for understanding or conceptualizing educational

programs. whereas the former deals with "what should be"'

the latter deals with "what ls" and "why it is".

The previous examination of volunteers as support

systems and adutt learninE theory has substantiated' in

part, the writer' s conceptlon of "what should be" '

Further, the theoretical considerations ìdentified in the

literature construct for the wrlter a sense of reality

consistent with her personal beliefs, closing the gap

belween what shouÌd be and rchat it is and why it is'

In the remaining ]iterature revíew, the writer's

j-ntent 1s to build a philosophical and theoretical approach

to educational program development for aduLt learners (in

this context, volunteers) in order to formulate a working

model for practice. In the first part of the chapter,

basj-c premises of program development will be examined; in

the second part' program development concepts, process I and

procedures wiII be elaborated upon and explored in detail'
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ASSUMPTIONS IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAI',I DEVELOPMENT

In every program development situatiÕn ' the

educator programmer is confronted wlth certain "givens",

pre-establ-ished conditions that are not readily changed and

that identify its parameters (Greene, 1984) - collective-

ly, these conditions, reflecting societal, institutional '

Iearner, and educator needs, define the prograrnming task.

other contingencies íncluding program nandate' availability

of resources, and setting, díctate further the surface

realities of an educational progran.

when the program developrnent process is analyzed

conceptually, the sequence ôf components at face value

appears logical and Iinear. EssentialIY, analys.is aIlows

the programmer to make rational decisions based on a

theoretical frame of reference. Hor'/ever, r'¡hile the

theoretical cÕnsiderations provide guidelines for the

practitioner, a rigid adherence to syslematic program

development denies in practice the situational approach

expressed in the following underlying assumptions. The

premises, extracted from various sources 1n the literature'

translate into the "hidden realities" of program devel-op-

ment and must be considered in analyzing the forces at work

in the total pl-anníng picture. These assunptions are:
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"Each Iearning episode occurs in a specific

sítuation or milieu and is prof oundì.y influenced

by that fact. The purposes, patterns and results

of thãt learning are distinctively affected by

the unique situation in which it occurs" (Houle'

1972, p. 32\ . Parlett and Hamilton (19761

describe the learning milieu as a "netv¡ork or

nexus of cultural, social, institutional and

psychological variable5rr (p" 145). Specifically'

program developnent must consider the interactlon

of all factors including the learner's situatìon

(needs, interests, developmental life tasl<s and

roles, family or social group); the community;

the institutlon that provides the programi the

ímage of adult and continuing educatlon; numerous

administrative, occupational ' and financiaI

constraints; and social, ethlcal, and legal

strì.rctures (Grotelueschen et al. , 1976\. Thus,

it can be stated that the educational situation

or climate is a predomj-nant and impinging factor

in developing education programs.

Educalional planning is a "complex process of

interacting, interconnected elements, not a

sequence of events" (Hou1e, 19'72, p. 39)'

(2)
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Theoretical and rational analysis of programm

planning dictates a logical, Iínear, and time-

ordered sequence of events; practice does not

always follow a rational and temporal course.

Invariabfy, program developrnent is a series of

choices or decision points which require a

careful analysis of the circumstances in a

complex situation. Analysis takes into con-

sideration the needs of society; the organiza-

tion, the learner, and the educa tor -prog ramnìër ;

the stance (vaIues, attitudes, beliefs) of these

components or actors; the conditions (both flxeC

and known at a point in tinìe ) and a selection

alternative courses of action (Houle, 1972i

Hutton, 1984).

While compromise is predicted, the Õutcome of a

program, in the end, depends upon the beliefs

(beliefs about learner, adult education, and

program develop¡rent), 3udgment, and skill of the

educator planner in making choices.

(3) The plannlng of educational activitles must be
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based on the realities of human experience and

upon their constant change (Houle, 1912ì, .

Program development, âs a future-focused

activity, has the major purpose of promoting

chânge. An educat j-onal program plan provides

structure and, to this extent, stability in the

experience of change. In respondlng to human

experience, change, and unforeseen and unan-

ticipated contingenc ies, the planner must

incorpcrate flexibility and adaptability in a

devel-opmental and emergent framework. Grotelue-

schen et aI. ('1 976) call this process:

tal "fIexible ratíonale for actlon
which responds as new insigh.us are
gained, opportunities arise or circum-
stances change. " 1p. B6 )

In the final analysis, the abstractiveness of

planning should be altered in the face of the

concreteness of realíty (Houle ' 1912). .

Paradoxically, program planning is evolutionary

and, as such, is characterized by instabillty

(Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980). In achieving
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change, the learner and educator - prog rammer must

risk experience and respond to uncertainty and

contradiction (Brundage and Mackeracher, 1980' p.

¿?\

(4) Planned change, expressed ln goaIs, becomes the

focus and basis of the development of educational

programs; hovlever, the educational ôutcomes may

be expected cr unexpected, predrctable or unpre-

dictable, known or unknov¡

CIearly, the educator can plan educational

strategies, collect resources, and define goals'

content, and process, However. the educator

"cannot plan how the Ìearner wilI actualfy learn

since this is controlled by the Learner" ( Brun-

dage and Mackeracher' 1980' p. 76). From this

frame of referencer goafs and objectives are "an

expression of the purposes of the program that

guide the }earner and the educator; they are not

formal statements of that purpose" (Houle | 1972,

p. 32 ).

(5) Where planning can be shared col laborat iveJ-y by

learner and educator-programmer r "the potential
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for productive and effective Iearning and a

satisfying experience will increase" (Brundage

and ¡4ackeracher, 1980, P. 76).

SimiIarIy, Houle (1972, p- 35) sees this process

as co-operative, implying voluntary interaction

among individuals during the learning experience.

If viewed on a continuum, participatory planning,

implicit in this definitaon, is at one extreme'

complete sharing in decisions pertaÍning to the

planning process. At the other extreme, the mere

presence of the Iearner implies consent and

collaboration.

(6) Educational programming can focus on content to

be learned or process to be used. The former is

ùsually subj ect-centered, highly structured ln an

individualízed manner by the educator -programmer

wilh limited involvement by the Ìearner; the

latter is probl-em or Iife-centered, responsive to

individual learning styles and differences, with

involvement of the learner in planníng (Brundage

and Mackeracher, 1980; Kidd, 1973; Tough, 19761.
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The educational planning process is the result of

a "goals-to-means-to ends deliberation" (Grotel-

ueschen et al., 1916, p. 86). Taken from this

perspective, educational program development is

reflective (Hutton, 1984 ) ; cyclical in nature

(Brundage and Macl(eracher, 1980); ín a constant

state of reformulation (HouIe, 19-72'), adaptation

(Schon, 1971ìr, and '¡becoming" (Grotelueschen et

al.,'1 976, p.254\. It is a medium for gathering

baseline data which gives the program direction

and sets up both ongoing and eventual evaluation.

Throughout the process of planning, implementa-

tion, and evaluation, continuous formative

evaluation ( Scrlven, 1967 I in short planning

cycles assesses effectiveness and need for

adjustment; summative evaluation (Scriven, 1967 1,

at the completion of the whole planning cycle

(Ingalls, 1973; WeÍss, 1972) assesses the need to

modify, revise, or discontinue future programs.

In accepting this assumption, the educator-

programmer recognizes the place of quality and

accountability in program d.evelopnent.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAÈl DEVELOPMENT

Program development, by definítion, is the art of

planning, designing, administering, implementing, and

evaluating a course of action to achieve an effective

educational program (adapted in part from Boyle, 1981 ) -

Bennis suggests that human resources development used in

the context of training is an I'educational strategy adopted

lo bring about planned organizational change" (Bennis et

al., 1969 in BoYIe, 1981 ).

Perhaps the most noteworthy observation of

program development is that i consistent wi'th a review of

the literature, it is a system, design, or format charac-

terized by striking similarities across approaches '

Terminology and time sequences may vary' however, the basic

and essential theoretical foundations remain the same'

Nevertheless, although the procedures are presented

sequentially, actions involved in the process overlap, may

occur simuLtaneously, or evolve in a different sequence at

the various IeveIs of the program development framework'

Based on the concept of program development

proposed by Boyle (1981 ), the writer's program mosl closely

approximates an integrated developmental- / institutional
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f ramev¡ork. Developmental, in thís context' ís defined as

adaptational- and reflectíve of social, environmental '

and/or economic changes as a result of the planned program.

An institutional framework, on the other hand, implies a

more structured approach with a primary emphasis on

"mastery of content and grovrth and improvement in in-

dividuals' basic abilíties" (Boyle, 1981 , p' 55).

With reference to the first approach, the overall

outcome of achieving qualíty interpersonal relatlonships

and a1 suooort will reflect social and environ-

nentai changes; with regards to the second approach' the

outcone wiII be defined by growth and j-mprovement in

cÕcrnìt-ive knowledqe, affective processes (attitudes) and

skills throush mastery of content (Boyle | 1981 , p. 51 ).

Although the writer acknowledges that, when

viewed separately, each framework cited can be conceptual--

ized and defined by its particular parts, in a pragmatic

sense, the parts can be interrelated and combined in a

format unique to each situation (Boyfe' 1981 ). Havj-ng

specified underlying assumptions and a brief introduction

to theory, the writer turns her attention to constructing a

conceptual f ramewor]< of program development that represents

an operational model for practice for rlse in this prac-
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ticum. The process, illustrated diagranmatically in Figure

2, is organized into six broad categoríes of responsibili-

ties and functíons of the educator -programmer .

Each category or phase wiII be examíned with

procedures ctearly detailed at each stage. The process

catagories are: planning, designing, administering,

implementing, and evaluating. A final category, reporlinq

and documentation, is designated in the framework as a

Iogical extenslon of the program development model.

PROGRAM DEVELOPI'IENT PROCESS

Planninq

'1 .1 Identification for the Basis of Programming

At the onset of any program undertaking, the

philosophical basis for program development should be

clearly identified and subsequently translated lnto a

working philosophy (BoYle, 1981 ). In this report' both

theory and the writer's personal beliefs about volunteers

(as social support systems ) and adult learning (in relation

to the learner and the educator) have contributed to an

educational phitosophy. At the beginnì-ng of this chapter
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Figure 2
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the deve lop-

the underpin-adult educat ional

nings of a philosophical and theoretical approach to

program deve lopment .

1.2 EstabI i shi a Climate Conduclve to Learni

Earlier, the wrlter documented tììat learning

occurs in the context of an educat.ive environment. There

are a number of determinants that influence and support the

guality of the learning environment or climate. Knowles

(1973), among others (Parlett and Hamilton, 1976), has

identified several dímensions of cI ímate, namely: ( a )

ecological (or physícal), (b) social, (c) human and

interpersonal, and (d) organizational dimensions.

(a) Ecological Climate

In establishing the physical envìronment,

loglstical considerations of comfort and convenience

(comfortable seating, Iighting, temperature, ventilating,

good acoustics, writing materials, clarity of projected and

auditory materials, refreshments, parking, etc. ) must

receive due attention so as to avoíd distractions and

blocking of Ìearning. Síze and fayout of the physì-cal
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space should be conducive to a variety of seating arrange-

ments in order to facilitate a "sense of community",

(HouIe, 1972, p. 165) group interaction, (through social

re inforcement ) and feedback.

Another ecological dimension of the educative

climate is the richness, clarity, and accessibility of

resources--both human and materi-al. More will be said

about resc',nrce development in a Ìater section.

(b) Social cl. imate

The social dimensíon of the learning climate is

established long before the learner ever shows up, As

well, it sets up expectations 1n the mlnd of the learner.

Social climate is ref l-ected in the preparatory and diagnos-

tlc act j,vities preceding the actual learning opportunity--

promotion; pre-registration (pre-course information with

overall philosophy); lelephone contact; solicitation of

opinions, needs, and interests; and other recruitment

procedures.

SociaI climate is reflected in the sense of

caring for the learner's comfort and is projected in lhe

physical setting (described earlier ).
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The potent impact of the openlnq session has

important implicatíons in setting the climate for the

entire activity. At this point, the educator tries to

ensure that the learner feels that she/he is a unique ín-

dividual (rather than a face in the crowd) who is respected

and cared for. The way the learner ls greeted (h/arm

introductions, name tags, courtesy cues); the way she/he is

oriented (informed of prlrpose and plan of learning ac-

tivity); the way she/he is :.ntroduced ("ìce-breakers" ) ; and

the \{ay she,i he is treated by the educator ( accepting

behaviour, posítive attitude, mutuality of respect, and

reduction of social distânce, etc. ) are viable strategies

in creating a social climate conducive to learning

(I(nowl-es, 1970; Strachan ' 1983).

(c) Human and lnterpersonal Climate

The human and interpersonal dimensions of climate

point to a number of concepts already identified in the

chapter on adult learning and teaching. Knov¡les (1973).

makes the following observations based on various theories-

The personality theorists slress a "mentally healthful"

cfimate (vlaetjen and Leeter | 1966 cited in Knowles 1973, p.

112), one in whích individual and cultural differences are

respected, anxj-ety levels are appropriately controlled,
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achievement and affiliation motivations are encouraged¡ and

feel inqs ar relevant to learning as ideas and skills.

Further, he notes that the humanistic psycholo-

gists stress a safe environment of mutual trust (Lippitt in

BoyIe, 1981 ) that emphasizes collaboration versus competi-

tiveness, fostering of group loyalties, supportive inter-

personal relations, and interactive participation.

The coarr.itive theorists are concerned with

clearly defined goals and obj ectives; cl.arif j-cation of

expectations and opportuníties i openness to inquiry; and

honest, obj ective feedback. Furthermore, the cognitive

approach of learning through discovery values experimenta-

tion (hypothesls-testlng ) and growth through risk and

mistakes.

Boyle (1981 ), in reference to this theory, would

suggest that change or growth is made possible through

risk. Thus, in a climate of mutual trust, the educator

would encourage learning something new and unknown by:

working to reduce fears; fosteríng the belief that change

is possible; clarifyi-ng the paradox (both positíve and

negative) of change; and sustaining and supporting the
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SE If -process of change through the

confidence.

On the other hand, the behaviorists view climate

as contributing to the reinforcement of desired behaviours,

especially in motivation and transfer or maintenance of

Iearning. Therefore, reward (both abstract and concrete)

wouÌd be highJ-y approved of.

Interestingly, ihe andragogists emb::ace alI the

concepts outl j-:red in relation to learning, teaching, and

planning but addj-tionaÌly stress the inportance of mutual-

ity, participation, and informality (KnÕwles, 1970).

Brundage and Mackeracher ( 1 980 r p. 84 ) take a

broader view of climate, suggesting that attention is

dj-rected at the reduction of obstacles to learning by:

helping individuals solve personal problems related to

finances, emotional stress, work- fami ly -educat ion conflicts
(with respect to tÍne and energy), and assisting Iearners

in galning access to educative support systems and "how to

Ìearn" study skills (Kidd, 1973i Know.Ies, 1973i Kr'ox,

1980 ) .
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(d) anizational Cl lmate

The organizational climate, íf vlewed in an

ecological way, has both an overt and covert impact on the

Iearning environment. A critical view of the organization-

aI landscape can ultimately predict the success or failure

and most certainly the quality of program outcome. Given

enough oppôsing fôrces, the educational program may suffer

a "kiss of death'r before it ever gets off the ground.

Harve'/ Weiner (1980), taking a humanistic

approach to administrationr identífies structural, finan-

cial, and interpersonal commitments to program development,

Structurally, he sees staff development as integrâted into

on-going agency functions. Other authors (Marrow, Powers,

Seashore, 1968i Katz and Kahn, 1966; and Likert, 1961 and

1967 t propose horizontal- and decentralized structural

organization as opposed to vertical hierarchial structure

in promoting effective learning environments.

Financially, a cornmitment to educatlon can be

found in budgetary allocatíons that support fee reimburse-

ment, educational leave time, faciliLies, eguipment' and

materials. In addition, a reward or incentives system

entailing promotion, fee waiver, Ietters of reference,
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achievement awards, and specíal evenls demonstrates

concrete recognition of educational programs.

enhance interpersonal aspects within the

Weiner (1980) points to involvement of j"nter-

staff, This climate strategy not only

achíevement of obj ectrves in slcills and

also fosters improved communication, morale,

Taken as a whole, establishing, building and

conducive to learning is a very

function of the proqrammer. As a

mainta j-ning cl imate

To

organization,

organi zational

promotes the

Þ9lleqse, but

and work grou hes ion .

LastIy, the policy framework of an organizatíon

will reflect on climate. Is the organizational nhllosophy

and mission committed to ..he value of human resources

development in organizational renewal and effectiveness?

Is this further exemplified by responsrveness and

adaptaì:ility to the development of self-renewal needs

(personal Iearning needs)? Is this belief translated into

policy statements and procedures ? If so r these key

components in conjunction with the other factors cited wiII

work to ensure, overall r an organizational climate suppor-

tive Õf education.

essential and oivota I
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príority, it is the foundation from whlch other changes

reached (Lippitt, 1958). Thus, an educative climate

constralned by neither time nor stage but rather is an

going and overriding component in program development.

1 .3 Involvement

The involvement of signiflcant organízational

personnel in program development is a less wj-dely ac-

knowledged concept ln the literature, Boyle (1 981 ) ,

particularly, presents an argument for rnvolvement as a way

of gaining acceptance, legitimization, and credibility of

the program; as a method of overcoming reslstance to change

(Coch, L. and French, J.R., 1968) and instilling a sense of

ownership in individuals with vested rnterest in program

control; and as a technique for decísion makinq as it

relates to situations, priority needs, and interests.

I,lhile it can be assumed that with an andragogical

perspective learners would be j-nvolved in participative and

mutual planning of educational programs, it ís of paramount

j-mportance to involve influential organizational- leaders,

both formal and informal, to build a broad base of support

for present and potential program expansion. Often

overlooked are those indivi.duals who are directly affected

are

is

on-
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program outcomes such as clientele (patients) in receipt

health and social services.

Meshing all of these factors poses a challenge

for the educator -programmer . In the end, the educator-

programmer must be guided by what she/he hopes to

accomplish (BoyIe 1981 ).

1.4 Assessment of lnterests and Needs for Learning

(a) Need Deflned

The concept of need is compÌex and a full

synthesis is beyond the scope of this report. However, due

to its significant imptications for deciding upon potential

educational obj ectives ( a key component in the writer' s

practicum), some background information is in order. For

the purposes of this practicum, the writer found the

following definitions useful. Boyle (1981 ) states, "a need

is defined quite simply as the gap between what is ( the

present state) and what coutd be the (desired state)" (p.

146). This appears similar to Knowles' description of need

as the "Iearner's perception of the discrepancy between

where he is now and where he wants to be" (Knowles, 1973,

p. 117 ).
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Weiner' s ( 1 980 ) concept of need ( derived from

Kurt Lewin's (1972 ) field theory of motivation) establíshes

need as a state of tension or any deviation from

equilibrium. Insofar as an individual strives both

physiologically and psychologically for equilibrium, need

prompts a tendency to equilibrium or the attainment of a

balanced state by satisfying that need (Boyle' 1981 ; Lewin,

1 951 ; Weiner, 1 980 ) .

White (1963\, in the same vein, sees need as the

individual's attempt to infÌuence the new environment and

become cÕmpetent 1n it. The gap between prior environment

and new en\'íronment is closed when competence (through

Iearning) is achieved (Boyle, 1981 ).

A summary interpretation of the ãbove theories is

portrayed diagrammatically in Figure 3.

Knowles (1973\ believes lhat bioloqical needs

(physical needs ) and psychological- needs ( self-actualiza-

tion and seÌf-esteem needs, need for new experience )

combined \{ith needs for affection, belongÍng, and recogni-

tion, as motivational forces, must be considered ín

conjunction with educa lqq¡a ! ¡ee(Þ.
tional need as:

He describes educa -
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Figure 3
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Adapted from Boyle (f981 )



"something a person ought to learn for
his own good, fox the good of an
organization, or for the good of
society. It is the gap between his
present level of competencies and a
higher IeveI required for effectj-ve
performance as def j-ned by himself, his
organizatlon, or his soclety. "
(Knowles, 1973, p. 85)

Knowles (1973) makes a dj,stinction between the

educational need expressed behaviourally as a want or a

desire and educational interest expressed as a preference.

He suggests that the starting point in any program planning

are the learner's needs, Friere ( 1 972 ) would agree with

this point of vierc. He emphasizes that the "educational

process begins with the 'felt needs' of the learners and

foÌlows with the interaction between educator and learner"

(Fríere, 1972 ín Boyle, 1981 , p. 141 | .

Needs that fall into the scope of interests

expressed by potential participants, that fit with the

institrìtional purposes and phitosophy of education, and

that meet the criteria of feasibility, can be translated

into educational objectives (Knowfes' 1973).
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(b) Situationãl and Learner Analysis

In assessing needs and interests, the educator-

programmer begins to see possible patterns that lead to a

focus for action (Hr'rtton t 1984) - Patterns of needs can be

established through a situational analysis which considers

the individual and the environment in which the individuaÌ

exists. Analysis, an on-going process in the program

development cycIe, provides a broader basj-s f rorn whìch

interpretation and j udgment of

(Boyle, 1981 ).

need can be es tabl i shed

Situational AnalYSis

From an ecological systems perspective, sources

for identifying needs and interests would incllìde potential

learners and the community or societ-v¡ the organization'

and the educator -programmer with whom they interact.

First, the societal perception of need or desired

competency can be derived from a review of the professional

Iiterature (research, periodicals, journals, etc. ).

Second, organizational perception of need can be

determined through a variety of methods, namely: systems
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analysís; internal records such as job descriptíons;

supervisor' s reports, performance appraisals, and I ob

analysis; direct observations; interviews; questionnaires;

and group meetíngs. Tyler (1974\ recommends the inclusion

of subject specialist or discipline specialist in needs

identífication. Other institutional subsystems, influenced

and affected by educatlonal program planning ' in the

\,iriter's view, should be consulted.

Third, the needs of the educator -prog rammer are

an important part of analysis- If the educator prÔgrammer

ís in the dual role of studen'. (as in the case of the

writer ) interconnected systemicatly i{ith the academic

communíty, a whole set of needs and interests must be

compared, negotiated, and reconstructed into the needs

analysis proce s s ,

Learner Analysis

Perceived needs and interests of the potential

learner can be delineated through surveys ' skill inven-

tories (Greene | 1984) ' questionnaíres (dj.rect and projec-

tì-ve ) , group discussion and feedback, and unobtrusive

measures (Nachmias, D. and Nachmias' C. ' 1981 )'
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with particular reference to identifying needs,

it ls j,mportant to note that it may be necessary to help

dults ALze or feel their educational needs to

motivate them to learn (Boyle, 1981; Knowles, 1973\. The

educat or - programmer may provide direction thiough struc-

tured questíonnaires that focus on a range of needs that

faII within the parameters of the socletal and organiza-

tional mandate. AdditionalIy, needs assessments may be

designed to test program ideas.

An interesting ÐerspectÌve on needs surveys is

put forward by GrÕielrieschen, Gooler, and Knox ( 1916ì, .

They maintain that fearners may be able to state prefer-

ences in response to free-form, open-ended inquiries which

in itself is a valuable function; however having to con-

sider needs by choosing from pre-stated o IONS SETVES A

teachíng-learning function (introducing new ideas and

si-bilities f or learni-nq ) .

fn the final analysis, conducting a needs

assessment, whether formal or informal, is complex and

challenging. Nevertheless, it is an essentj-aI tool in

sound program deve lopment. Moreover, there are other

inherent benefits worthy of mention. A survey of needs can

be utilj-zed as a way of setting climate (Strachan, 1983);
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as a participative planning strategy; as a mechanism of

engaging learners by establíshing trust and rapport

(Knowles, 1970; Kidd, 1973; McClusky, 1970; Combs ' 1974\i

as a method in reducing anxiety (Brundage and Mackeracher,

1 980 ) and increasing the motivation of potential can-

didates; as a technj-que in recruitment for membership; and

as an índicator of projected attendance response.

(c) Values and ì.Ìeeds

Earlier, the writer ref err:ed to analysì s,

interpretation, and (value) judgment es providing a basis

for needs identification. Analysis of need is comprisecì of

both objective and sub3ective comparisons and ludgments

based on a value dimensron. "VaIue considerations present

themselves intertwined with cognitive and technical

considerations" (Boyle, 1981 , p. 147) influencing choice of

goals in explicit, consciotts, and covert ways.

Paolo Friere (19721 eloquently maintains that

educatj-on cannot be neutraf, impartial, or purely scien-

tific because every planning activity is political, In the

decision-making process calling for conscious selectíon or

choice among probable and possible alternatives, the

personal stance (values, attitudes, beliefs) of the



decision-maker cannot be ígnored

Worthen and Sanders ( 1973 ) and

to argue that the final Product

value orientation of those actors
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(Hutton, 1984). Further,

Hutton (1984) go so far as

of educatíon reflecls the

involved in programming.

VaIue iudqments must be acknowledged as valid and

va Lriable inouts into situational and learner analysis of

needs and interests.

1.5 Formu lati ram ob ectives

(a) ç499:fn9__e__E9sg!- for Action

Having analyzed the needs of society ( community ) '

the organization, the learners, and the educ ator -progr ammer

(and in the case of this practicum, the writer as student),

it becomes necessary to interpret the needs in relation to

various criteria ín order that a decision or judgment can

be made as to choice of action. This process of priority-

setting or choosing arnong alternatives setting or choosing

among alternatives sets the groundwork for the formulation

of program obj ectives.

The writer has adapted and expanded upon Knowles'

( 1 970 ) process of translating needs into obi ectives ' A
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visual depiction of this concept is illustrated in Figure

4. Needs Assessment, at the top, becomes sub,ject to the

criteria of institutional mandate and purposes, feasibil-

ity, and the interests of the learners at mid-process level

(what KnoHl-es calls screeni-ng filters). The first and

third criteria, "screens", (Knowles, 191 0, p. 125) were

elaborated upon earlier and v¿r-ll not be detaíled here.

The second factor, feasibility, takes into

consideration the "9ivens" or constrãints that will impinge

upon the process of making decisions aÌ:out priorities. At

the societal-community 1evel, the programmer must be aware

of the specific community--its e;onomlc, cultural, en\¡iron-

mental, and social needs; its formal and inf ormal- power

structures; its phíIosophy of education; and its potential

for change based on tradítions, tren.ls, and vaÌues.

At the organizationaÌ level, important issues

such as organizational statements, mission, and phifosophy

about education (Tyler, 1950; Boyle, 198'1 ); flexibility;

reward; support ( ímplicit and explicit); and consequences

must be addressed in relation to the f easi-bility of

implementing the educational obj ectives of an educational

program. In short, are the overall goals and oblectives of

the program compatible with the organizatj-onaI philosophy,

mandate, and structure ?
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Programming decisions must be politically

feasible. Are aIl interrelated individuals and groups wilh

a vested "political" interest involved and supportive? In

the writer's practicum, the interests of the University

r1¡ere a consideration in programming.

Pragmatically, questions about the availability

and accessibility of a variety of re sources - -budget , time'

ener:gy expenditures, personnel , staff assistance, facili-

ties, equipment, educational materials, research Iitera-

ture, etc, --constittr.te the criteria for making chorces.

The needs and interests of the Ìearners in

relation to the pr:ogrammatic obiectíves cannot be under-

stated and were highlighted earlier in this report '

Specifj-ca1Ìy,

"objectives chosen wiII not be learned
if not supported bY the learner;
objectives not supported by educational
personnel wiII not be taught. " lBrun-
dage and Mackeracher' '1 980' P. 86)

continuing educators are indívidual human beings

\"Ii th their own experiences, education, personalities, value

systems, and perceptions about lvhat is important and what

should be done (Boyle, 198'1 , p. 175\. Their beliefs and
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value oríentations about educational philosophy (nature and

process of learning, educator's roIes, and the educational

program) are criteria in selecting objectives. lf, as

mentioned earlier, the educator -prog rammer is a student of

a Universlty, a whofe set of needs and interests of the

student and the academic community must be considered.

In deciding vrhat críteria are important, the

programmer must ínterpret all influencing sources and the

situational forces at work, ultimately making choices of

action reflecting prior:ìties. UtlIízing !ersonaÌ (subjec-

tive ) and professional ( obj ectlve ) j udgments to determine

choices is again an important component in selection.

Tough (1976I cites the example of an educator "choosing

tasks partly in order to learn" (p. 146), demonstrating

beautifully the concept of educator as learner.

(b) Levels of obj ectives

The focus for educational action is directed by

clear, precise, and specific targets or objectives (Dev¡ey'

19171. Objectives are defined in different terminology

such as purposes, goals, aims' endsr etc. The terms are

used interchangeably in the literature. Ratherr the writer
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from thesees obj ectíves at hierarchial

general to the sPecific.

For example, the proposed educational program

fits wíth the societal philosophy that lmprovement of the

quality of life for its citizens will have social value.

The organization's mission ís to attain a hlgher

standard of social, psychologícaI, and physical health for

the patient. This might be calLed an overall aim. Within

tile Volunteer Departmentf the gôal of the educational

program is to improve the quaÌity of supportive interper-

sona] relationships through an increase in knowledge,

skills, and a positive change in attitudes. Group support

among the volunteers v¡ouf d be enhanced, Within each

learning opportunity, overail educalional obl ectives would

reflect the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective levels of

desired behaviour (Bloom' 1954-1 964\. Learníng obiectives

represenl a further subdivision of the Iatter, specifying

measurable and tangible outcomes of attained behaviour.

As objectives become more specific in focus,

clarity is important. In the fínal analysis' objectives

must be realistic (feasible ) , meaningful, useful, at-

tainable (Boyle, 1981 ), and relevant to the learner's sel-f-
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diagnosed needs (Knowles, 1970'l . By virtue of this

concept, and given the dynamrc nature of change in the

process of education, Iearning obl ectives are subject to

change (Houle | 1972).

(c) Purposes of Educational Objectives

the purposes of educational objectives deserve

mention as their seLection and organization largeLy deter-

mines the direction of the program and decisions and

predic:tions about outcomes and results, influencing the

desígri of learning experlences and provlding a basis for

evaluat'!on of the value, results, or impact of a program

(Boyle, 1981 ; Brundage & Mackeracher ' 1980i Dewey, 1977i

Huttonr 1984; Knowles ' 1970).

2.

2.1 Program Design Def j-ned

once the

framework of program

instructional des ign

gies, interventions,

attainment. Program

obj ectives have been delineated ' a

cÕmponents can be deveÌoped into an

or format that incorporates strate-

and activities that lead to their

design is both a creative and critical



process which serves as

plan that links what

obj ectives ) with what

outcome ) .
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program blue-print, a concrete

generally valued (needs and

specifically desired ( j"ntended

a

is

is

2.2 Assumptions in Program Design

There are several underlying assumptions that

gulde the programmer in program design. These are:

11) Ins-Lructional design is the creation of an educa-

tive environment in r'rhlch the inieraction between

Iearner and educator and resource material, what

BoyIe calls the learning experience, is facíli-

tated so that the learner experiences learning

(Boyle , 1981 i Kidd, 1 973; Knowles, 1 970 ) .

(2\ It is important to think creatively and critical-

ly about what to learn, how to learn, and how to

evaluate Iearninq (Allman, 1983). Strategies are

dictated by the continuity of needs and ínterests

of the Iearner, their situation (experience), and

kinds of content that may serve their learning

needs. on a broader scope, strategies are based

on theoretical orientation to learning and
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planned behaviour ( cogni!ive, affective r and

psychomotor) change (Greene, 1984).

(3) Selection and structuring of Iearninq experiences

are based on theoretical, practical, and judgmen-

tal decisions regardrng the appropriateness for

reaching a particular learning goal (AIlman 
'

1 983 ) . In short ' learning experiences should

have the potential for effecting change ín the

desi::ed direction through the attainment of

desired outcomes.

Considerations in Pr ram Desi

The design of learning opportunities (workshop,

course r or conference ) , of which learning experlences

( "mental and/or physical interaction between the learner

and content to be learned", Boyle, 1981 ' p. 46) are a part,

requires some specif i-c considerations. The v"riter has

adapted the following interdependent design components from

decÍsion-malcing frame \,¡orks outfined by HouIe (1972\, Boyle

( 1 981 ) , and Knowles (1 970 ) .
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(a) lnstructionãl Resources: Selection of
l"lethods, Techníques, and Devices

The selection and organization of Iearning

experiences stem from predetermined educational objectives

that identify the desired level of behaviour change in
knowledge, attitude, and skills. Ultimately, the challenge

for the educator programmer is to design appropriate and

applicable experiences so that the learner can interact

with content, feelings, and skills, and achieve a desired

IeveÌ of change. In retrospect, it is what the fearner

does wÌth experience--l¡ased on the premises that respon-

sibility and controf for learning rest with the lear¡:er--

that determinês Õutcome.

In every learning opportunity, choices must be

made vrith respect to methods, techniques, and devices.

Verner (1962\ makes a distinction between the three

elernents utilized in design process. The f j-rst element is

method (what Knowles ( 1970) calls format), a systematic

mode or approach to organizinq the learners (group contact

or individual contact). The second element involves

techniques--the form used to present material to be Iearned

(Iecture, paneI, discussion, case study, simulation, role



playr etc. ). The third element

nical aids and tools used to

visual, flip charts, graphs,

cies, fllms, etc. ).
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is devíce- -mechani caI /tech-

facilitate learning (aud io/

slides, overhead transparen-

While Kemp (1971\ warns that there is no formula

for identifying the rlght experiences for a given set of

objectives, an understanding of a rarrge of methods,

techniques, and devices--their effectiveness and limita-

tions--can greatly enhance the between content and

process and personal meanÌng and experience for the

learner. Complementary approaches outlined take into

account the dlfferential needs of fearners (lioule, 1972\ tn

relation to learning style, motivat j-on, previous ex-

perlence, roÌes, maturity, and situational characteristics
(Wedemeyer, 1983).

This in itself, is a creative art and a complex

science. If , for example, the educational obj ective

reflects a deslred level of behaviour concerned wlth the

cognitive domain (namely recall of knowledqe and develop-

ment of ìnt'ellectual skills and abilities ) , learning

experiences of remembering, comprehension' application,

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation are emphasized. The
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behavioursassociatedwithachievingaffective(attitude)

change include receiving, attending, responding, valuing

(perception of and ínternalízation of worth), orqanization

(relevance), and character i zat ion (adaptation and lntegra-

tion into consistency of val-ue in one's hierarchy of

1n achievíng psychomotor ski11s, the behaviours

consist of perception (awareness, recognition of cues,

selection of choice), set (mental, physical, or emotional

readÌness for lea::nin9), guided response (tríal and error),

actlon under supervision, mechanism (habitual response ) ,

and complex overt respÕnse (automatic performance ) '

fthile this presents a specific level in targeting

behaviour change, the educator proglraÍì must be cognizant of

what outcome ls sought' how thìs might be achíeved (ap-

plicabj-Iity), and whY certain experiences are more relevant

in the context of learning domains (rationale). A spectrurn

of learning experiences ranging from the simple and passlve

a\^'areness level (listeníng, observing, reading, questlon-

ing, and reflecting) to the complex and pro-active ¡¡¡¡

thêsis level (discussing, clarífying, practícing, ex-



perimenting, relating, demonstrating, reconstructing,

comparing, applying, analyz ing ) represents progress ive

Ínvolvement and participation of the learner.

Nevertheless, with al-Ì the possible variables

that influence learning outcomes, it becomes essential that

the educator make sound decisions about the most ap-

propriate method, technlque, and device for achieving the

desired experience in relatíon to the educational oblectlve

(Boyle, 1981 ). At the same iime, the educator continually

evaluates objectÌves and instructional resources, explores

alternative means, and reflects lrpon anC modifies the

foregoing with a high degree of fleribiLity (Hutton, 1978;

Boyie, 1981 ).

(b) Re lat ionsh i of Learn i- n EX rlences

Having considered the what r how, and why of

learning experiences, the educator must also establish when

(order and timing) and where (in the structure and pattern

of the program). Essentially, in organization, each of the

Iearning experiences must "make sense" in that these

components are tied to and mesh with other experiences in

the program.
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(c) Human Resources

(i) Soclal ReÌnforcement of Learnin

Whether the method ( Verner, 1962). or format

(Knovrles, 1970) consists of indrvidual or group contact '
social reinforcement of Iearning (Hor.rle/ 1972 ) must be

considered. the rn¡riter earlier elaborated upon the value

of support or reinforcement in the context of an educatlve

intervention. Thrs premise has been substantiated in the

literature.

Houle's (1972 ) conteniron that colì-ective group

spirlt and high morale can contrlbr.lte to behaviours that

Iead to malntenance of group purpose (trend to belong) and

accomplishment of learning tasks and goals ( trend to

EgÉg r ) is ln keeping rvith the ideology of adult learning

( Brundage and Mackeracher, 1 980 ) . A balance of these

trends can, in fact, enhance, reinforce, and stimulate

Iearning in group members. Other benefits include the

creative powers in the exchange of Iearning resources

(experiences, cÕntributions, differences ) in the context of

reciprocal peer teaching/Iearning. Not aIt peer teaching/

learning occurs r,Jithin the learning opportunity. Some of

the most rewarding learning occurs betr,/een and after
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known as rrwhitesessions, not dur ing

space" (FIouIef 1972, p.

them--in what

65 ) .

is

( ii ) Selection Training and Co-Ordination of

The guality of any J-earning opportunity is
achíeved through the human resources personnel (Boyle,

1981 ) . Selection of resource persons should be guided by a

clearly stated set of criteria by which judgments as to
qualifications can be made. Earlier in this report, the

v;riter noted the importance of the adult educator in the

learnlng - teaching transaction. Personal attributes,
roles, functions, and values, at-Litudes, and beÌiefs of the

educator of adult's r¿ere examined in reference to andragogi-

caJ- principles.

Ideally, an effectíve resource person is a

skilfed practitioner possessing aII of the above at-
tributes, characteristics, and experj-ence in addition to

content expertise. The choice may be preempted if the

person is politically influential, is willing to teach

voluntarily, and is a respected individual with a prominent

profile in the institutional, educational, and sociaL

community,
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In the real worId, creative decísions must be

rnade by weighing and considering the constraints that limit

options and the alternatíves that lead to choice. The

philosophical, theoretical, and practical orientation of

the resource person is a deciding factor. Where familiar-

ity with an adult education approach is lacl(ing, the

programmer must be prepared to develop and strengthen

needed competencies through in-service training. The

resoufce persons may teach as they were taught--according

lo principles and practices of pedagogy. Like lhe poten-

lial learners, they may have to "learn how to fearn"

(Knowles, 197A, p. 162\. creÈne (1984) maintains that the

central emphasis in training should centre on the action-

oriented "how to" as opposed to the philosophicall"y

oriented "why" in hel-pj-ng adults tearn (Greene, 1984).

Learning experiences for the resource persons--

planníng meetíngs, in-services, available resources

(written, verbal and material), and peer review--should be

facititated. Expectations as to facílitator role and

approach (adaptability, flexibility, and responsiveness)

can be outlj-ned and interpreted. Co-ordination of instruc-

tional resources, mutually agreed upon schedules, and

provision of incentives (monetary reward, creative Iicence)

generate enthusiasm and commitmenl (creene, 1984).
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In ensuring the above guality control measures

the programmer can increase the prospect of lowered

attrition rates and positive evaluat.ion (both participant

and programmatic) (Szczyphowski, i980).

(iii) Clarifying Roles and Responsíbilities

The roles and responsibilities of both educator

and Ìearner, derived from an andragogical framework, were

outlined in earlier sections. Although roles and respon-

sibilities are not usually expficitly spelled out, they are

implícitly perceived and understood.

If the adult learning model is trul-y humanistic

(Rogers, 1969\, democratic (Knowles, 1970 )' and based on

mutuality, reciprocity, and trust, it follows that expecta-

tions of roles and responsibilj-ties should be clearly
understood and agreed upon (Houle, 1912\. By the same

token, the assumption that learners are responsible for
proactive, self-directed learning in an educative environ-

ment facilitated by the educator - I earner can present a

'r cul ture - shock" for the participants. Having been in-

doctrinated into pedagogical processes of authoritative and

directive instructíon, "many people carry over into their

adulthood, the belief that it is virtually the only
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possible Iearning situation" (HouIe, 19121 p, 41 l- I(nowles

addresses this difficulty by building into his program

designs a preparatory " I earni-ng -how-to learn" activity for

new entrants (Knowles, 1973, p. 123]..

Clarit of Des i(iv)

Àccording to Houle (19721, at the start of each

Iearning activity, the desrgn (oblectives, process, and

cutcome) should be "made clear to all concerned and changes

should be fulIy communicated as they occur" (Houle, 19721

p. 53). Communication is vital to the change inducing

process of education.

? Administration

Program administration, the third stage of

program development, occurs in tandem with and is inter-

related to other programmatic phases. It is a "behind the

scenes" organizational task which focuses primarily on

recruitment and retention of learners, and also includes

a1I other activities that require co-ordination to effi-

ciently and effectively operate the program.
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Recruítment and Part i c i- at ion

The viability and existence of any educational

program depends, quite simply, on the number of learners ít

can attract and retain, Therefore, the recruitment and

retention of learner is a vital prerequisite in the

decision to proceed vTith educational program development.

Bock (1980) presents an interesting perspective

on how potential learners progressively "adopt" an educa-

tional activity; that is, how they make decisions to

participate and continue in educatlon. First, the prospec-

tive }earner obtains an a\{areness of basic and preliminary

information. Second, interest is reflected in seeking

additíonal information. Third, evaluation consists of

weighing the advantages and disadvantag'es of participation,

Interestingly, influentiaÌ forces such as personal friends

appear to outweigh support from familyf professional

counsef l-ors or teachers. Fourth, the learner may "try on"

the idea of education on a small scale with a tentative

commitment. At this time, a positive first session (and

subseguent counselling if needed) may reduce drop out.

FinaIly, the learner decides to adopt the educational

activity and continues to participate. It is at this point

in the learner's force field analysis that the greater

3.1



influence of encouraging

predominates (Bock, 1 980 ) .
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forces over discouraging forces

Decisions are affected by the interplay of

various personal and sítuationaf forces. Personal factors
that motivate learners are: an educational lifestyle (seIf

seen as fearner ) (Mcclusky | 1970 ); interest in the topic;
need for achievement; increased proficiency and higher

educational levels; need to fulfill work, famlly or

community goals; and desire for interaction with other

people (Boshier, 1977; HouIe, '1 961 in I(no::, '1 980),

Situational factors that positively motívate

learners âre: experiencing a major role change that
requires adj ustment, awareness of opportunities, the

encouragement and emotional support of sign j-f icant others,

and the receipt of financial assistance to offset educa-

tional costs.

Because enrollment of the learner is for the most

part based on voluntary self-selection, the challenge for

the educator -programmer is to assess and anticipate
personal and situational forces at work in each specific
situation and try to tip the balance in favour of par-

ticipation (Bock, 1 980 ) .
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An understanding of the concept of participation

can optimize the impact of tv¡o strategj-es utilized in adult

education to attract and retain learner s - -market i ng and

counselling (Bock, 1980 ) .

3.2 Marketing

The goal of effective marketing is to maximize

the match between learner needs and program offerings.

"Publicizing or interpreting the program" (Houle, 1972, p.

'1 79) can entail a variety of means, sinqly and in combina-

tion: "word of mouth"; distribution of bulletins and

pamphlets; telephone contact; media advertising; and other

public relations and promotional activitles. Basically

then, marketing is a

recruiting Iearners.

\,ray of engaging and uIt imalelY

3.3 Educational Counselling

Educational counselling, or what HolJLe (1972).

calIs gtuidance, has important consequences for retention

rates. Essentially, the educator v¡ho initiates educational

guidance provides empathetic reinforcement and caring for

the indivÍduaÌ learner in a supportive environment. The

process pragmatically involves suppfying necessary informa-
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tion and/or non-directive counselling. The underlying

philosophy of guidance is to help the individual to

strengthen his decision-making abilities, especialfy in

relation to her/his educational needs (Amerman cited ín

Knowles, 1973)..

In a broader view, creene ('l 984) argues that
counselling 1s a natural extension of the teaching/learning
process. It ís a process of "helping people to learn how

to achieve personal growth, improve interpersonal relation-
shìps, resolve problems, malce decisíons, and change

behaviour" (Greene, '1984, p. 34). Clearly, there are many

discrepancíes in the literature, however, what appears

consistent throughout ís that gui.dance is not psycho-

therapy, rather a helping function with an educatÍonal

focus.

3 .4 Co-Ordination

The

ordination of

retention of

attended to

( taking into

administration phase also includes co-

activities connected with the recruitment and

learners. Major consj-derations that must be

are registration procedures and scheduling

account the needs and lifestyles of the
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allocations andpotential I earner

fourth phase of program

development. It is a of making concrete what was

reviously abstract; of moving concepts "off the drawing

board" into the real world of educational- practice. It is
quite simply, "putting the goals (íntent) and designs

(means) to work" (Grotelueschen, 1980, p. 86), to achieve

ends (outcomes ). The implementation of the program design

in this practicum is documented in the Instructional Manual

Part 1I.

Implementation

Implementation is the

Evafuation

Evaluation, the fifth phase of the program

development cycÌe, is an intrinsic component in planning,

designing, and implementing educational interventions .

IdeoÌogícaI principles that determine the nature of the

components of evaluation are important considerations for
the educator progralnmer and are discussed in the following
sub-sections.
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The vrriter wishes to point out that this portion

of the literature review has direct relevance to the

practlcal experience (to be outlined subsequentJ'y) of the

writer as student. Because of the prolific scope of

literature on program evaluation, a focus which was

specífic and responsive to the needs of the wríter was

incorporated.

5.1 Evafuation Def ined

"The definition of evaluation depends
largely upon one's general philosophy
to education and how one i-ntends to use
the acquired evaluâticn information. "
(Tyler, 1969 cited in Grotelueschen,
1980, p. 76)

The following definitions extracted from the

l-ilerature describe the nature of the evaluative tasks:

(1) rrEducational evaluation is the Drocess of

delj-neating, obtaining and providing usefû

information for judqinq decision alternatives
(Stufflebeam, 19'71 , p. 40). What this implles is

that evaluatíve information guides decision-

making in choices among afternatives with the

probabifity that ensuing decisions wil-I be sound
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and ratÍonaI. By measuring the progress toward

program objectives and ascerta.iníng the merit,
worth or value of a program, information is
gained for val idat ion and improvement of teaching

methods, content, and other aspects of the

educational program. Thus, evaluation is future
projective, ut-ilizing "knowledge for action"
(Grotelueschen et aI. , 1976, p. 2541 .

Appropriately, this is expressed as program

eva lua t ion .

(21 Eval-uatlon is designed to "neasure the degree to

which identifíed objectives have been achj-eved"

(Hou}e | 1912, p. 14). The primary purpose is to
determíne how much ch e and qrowth have taken

place in the learner as a result of educational

experrences. Progress in impact evaluation
(Greene, 1984) is determined through evaluation

of learning obj ectives.

Whil-e the writer has differentiated between types

of evaluation in the foregoing definitions, vrhat is
pertinent and common to both descriptions ís that progress

in terms of change and growth is measured in relation to

both program and learning objectives. With knowledge
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gained, choices and decisions are made to "improve learning

and teaching" (Kno\^rles , 1970\, In sunì, the purpose of

evaluation is to "improve not to prove" (Stufflebeam, 1971

in Issac and Michael" , 1982, p. 2l . This statement captures

the essence of what evaluation in adult education is alI

about.

5.2 Reasons for Evaluation

Although evaluation in educational programs

always goes on in a continuous, informal wâYr there are

reasons for more formal-ized evaluations. Irirst, evaluation

may be mandated, calling for political , fiscal, and educa-

tional accountability. Second, it may be conducted to

justify the existence of a program and to advocate for its

continuation. Third, evaluation may be utilized to improve

or change a program.

In adul-t education circles, the third reason is

most commonly embraced for its positive seeking focus on

strength and growth. The intent is to enlarge the basis

for decisions and actions to improve program functÍoning.

The wríter suggests that this is equally applicable to the

Iearner who uses knowledge to make decisions to improve

personal- educational functioning through self-assessment,
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specifically, and knowledge gaíned from insight. By

establishing new goals for learning, the Iearner acquires a

clear sense of purpose and direction to learning, and a

renewed commitment to Iife-long J-earning (GoJ-dman, 1 983 ;

Knowles, 1970). In both cases, the phílosophical shift is

away from a focus on pathology and problems or deficits in

functioning.

ctives on Evaluation in Ã.dult EducationPers

EarIier, the wr1ter stressed the place of a

philosophical orientation to education and evaluation. The

role of the learner, essential to the adult learning

process, is the underlying premise that bears examinatíon.

If the educator - eva luator adheres to the ideological

principles that the learner is to become increasingly

autonomous, self-directed, and responsible for his/her own

Iearning, it stands lo reason that the learner takes a

large share, if not lele control of evaluation (Roby

Kidd, 1973 ) . In the

couraged to grow as a

same vein, when the learner is en-

person, she/he becomes:

rr Thc rowns¡l' whose criteriaçr! t/
count. The ideology of adult education
enjoins that he should develop towards
an 'identity' of val-ues and charac-
teristics which he has chosen for



himself, not one
scribed for him.
persÕnal ideal is,
can best reach 1t,
best olaced to how tar hrs
learning has heÌ or hindered his

velopment. " (Host
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which we have pre -
He knows what his

and he l<nows how he
añd therefore he is

Hostler (1981 )

concfusion, that

adult education.

further maintains, from thí s

can eva l-uatelogically only lhe

f lowing

learner

Kidd (1 973 ) , in reference to self-appraisals,
points out the inherent benefits accrued v¡hen the learner,

through comparison with standards of excellence, is able to

measure and understand her/his own progress j-n relation to

personal learning obj ectives. The recognition of the

possibility of new learning becomes in itself, a learning

experience. From this perspective I the continuous evalua-

tion of one's change in growth places the l-earner in a

perpetual "state of becomÍng" (Rogers, 1969l,.

Evaluatíon of programs of study by the learner

can guide both learner and educator. The learner, through

formal and informal feedback, is able to state what her/his
perceptions (f eeJ-ings and judgments) are about the learning

experience in which she/he has just participated (Kidd,

1973ì.. Changes, modifications, and recommendations around
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program issues ( content, educational techniques, instruc-

tors, etc. ) can be identified with the goal of improving

I earning / teachi ng transactions in subsequent program

planning. Educational programs, as a result of the program

development cycle, can be said to be in a "state of

becoming" (Grotelueschen et aL , 1 97 6 | p. 2551 .

5,4 Evaluation Planning

^ ñ1âh €or evaluation in adult education is

basìcaIly a "blue-print" for inrtiating, planning, and

conducting evaluation activities. Àccording to Grotelue-

schen et aI" (1976\, rrplans provide guidelines only, not

prescriptions" (p. 244\. The framework and content,

adopted here from the same author, present evaluation

components in a linear, sequential order. Again, respon-

siveness and flexibility of on-goinq evaluation should

dictate how the evaluator v/ilI use the outline to organize

information and pinpoint changes in the program. A brief

overview of the components is outlined.

(a) Program Descr iption

Evaluation data

tion incl-udes several kinds

in the form of program descrip-

of information: identif ication
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of stated program goafs and Iearning objectives; detailed

information on program development operations (collabora-

tion; unì-que features ; character.i stics of learner and

educator; financial supports; educational rnethods, techni-

gues, and devíces; involvement of support persons (general

patterns, unique features, etc. ) and a record of general

concerns expressed by involved persons.

(b) Audience ldentification

This component poses the question: 'rwho vritl be

served by the evaluation?" Once the audience has been

ídentified, the evaluator must be prepared to describe the

criteria_ used in judqing outcomes, standards (degree of

excelfence or change required), and indícators of attain-

ment of program success (Grotelueschen, '1 980). This step

clearly identifies who or what is to be evaluated and how.

Evaluation Issues

Priorities regardj-ng evaluation issues are

predicated by needs or concerns hel-d by the involved

audiences: the Iearner, the educator, the organization or

institution, and society. Evaluation efforts are organized

around selected issues. Once establ"ished, key issues or
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variables in relation to program (process), impact (pro-

duct), and outcome evaluation are organized to determine

the type of data (evidence) to be collected.

(d) Evaluation Desi Process

Taking the key issues and their purposes into
consideration, the evaluator is ready to deslgn a com-

prehensive approach to evaluat ion. Greene's (1984)

organizational framelvork outlining the three levels of

evaluat-ion (that is, process, impact, and outcome) 1s a

valuable resource in visualizing the process. In Figure 5,

the writer has adopted his conceptual framework and

incorporated a fourth J-evel, antecedent eval-uallon, to fit

with her perception of the evaluative process. The

evaluation diagram illustrates the evaluation loop and the

inter re lat ionshí p of levels of evaluatlon and the program.

The results of each level of evaluation feed back into the

earlier level for analysis and into the program, enabling

revision and improvement (Greene, 1984, p. 307). Figure 6,

adapted as well from Greene (1984), specifically focuses on

process, impact, and outcome eval-uation, The key issues

are questions pertinent to each evaluation level,
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The evaluation processes--process' impact 
'

outcome, and antecedent evaluatj-on--serve uniquely dif-

ferent purposes. Greene (1984) cites these as follows:

( i ) Process Evaluation is designed to
answer the question, "How well is the program

being implemented?" Issues such as quality and

appropriateness of instruction, learning techni-

ques, and time allotments are addressed in

relation to progr:am obj ective s.

The process levels of evaluation imply outcomes--

that is, the results and cônsequences of an

educational program--established through f orma I

summative evaluation (Scriven, '1 967) conducted at

the end of the program or during the product

phase (Atkin, 1971l'. An exclusíve focus on this

type of evaluation v¡ould negate the value of

formative evaluation (Scriven, 1967ì. or ongoing

evaluatíon that pinpoínts changes and adjustments

required to increase responsiveness and effec-

tiveness of the program in progress (Hutton,

1 984 ) . with reference to the latter, Alkin 
'

DaiIlak, White (19791 see implementation evalua-

tion (evaluation of design implementation) and
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progress evaluation (monitoring of indicators of

progress towards objectives during mid-course) as

two components comprising the formative or

process phase of evaluatíon (Issac and Michael 
'

1983 ) .

(fi) Impact Evaluation poses the question:

"DÍd the program produce favourable changes in

the knowledge, attitudes, and behaviour of the

participants?" Attainment of the educational

objectives would produce "first order outcomes"

( Grotelueschen, 1980, p. 87).

( iii ) Outcome Evaluation answers the ques-

tion, "was the program instrumental in producing

an outcome of social value, (e.9.' in the case of

this practicum, improvement of interpersonal

relationships wÍth the patients )?" Learning

transferred and applied in behavioural perfor-

mance ( changes in relationships ) that affect
people or institutions as a result of f j-rst order

program accomplishments would produce second

order outcomes (Grotelueschen, 1980' p. 87).
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tion (Greene, 1984 ) or

needs assessment (used here in a very broad

sense) provides antecedent data (Grotelueschen et

al. , 1976, p. 49\ that predetermines with some

precision, conditions and needs of the learner ín

relation to knowledge I skills I and attitude

change prior to the program ímplementatíon. For

purposes of this practicum, the writer has chosen

to caII this Ievel of evaluation, antecedent

evaluation. Data collected through this process

is more conducive to evaluatiôn in relation to

program planning. Crotelueschen et aL' (1976\

calls this "evaluation in advance" (p' 172'). He

argues that throughout proqram development '

choices are made among a number of alternatives '
trut that the educator "needs to be as fully aware

as possible of the consequences of Iher ]his

actions before lshelhe acts" (Grotelueschen et

al., 'l 976, p. 172\.

In the writer's practicum, all four levels

evaluation have direct relevance and are elaborated

greater detail in Chapter V.

Di

of

in
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(e) Data Col I ect ion

Data collection consists of two stages: (1)

identj-fylng procedures or techniques for data collection'

and (2) actually gathering data.

A range of data collecting techniques are

possible and are best explained in a praqmatic frame of

reference. For example, in the writer's practicum, drawing

on Greene's (1984) model for the levels of evaluation, the

data sources in antecedent evaluation consisted of state-

l[ents of needs from s'jpervisory personnel and "expert"

professionals, an opinionrraire, and an informaf telephone

interview. In the process evaluation, a questionnaire was

incorporated to assess program effectíveness. In the

impact evaluation, a subjective self-rating assessment was

the evaluation instrument utilized. Where paper and pencj-I

instruments prevailed, attention hTas paid to question

content, structure, format, and sequence (Nachmias and

Nachmias, 1981 ) . Third party judgments, supplied through

rating scales¡ attempted to ascertain some of the impact of

outcomes in the outcome evaluation.

Studies of attendance (Kidd, 1973) or participa-

tion data (attendance patterns, drop-out rate, potential
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enrollment) i collaboration and public relations efforts;

subjective observations; feedback, informal satisfaction

criteria; and other unobtrusive techniques were employed in

combinatíon to form a comprehensive approach to descriptive

evaluation '

Interpretation and Analysis of Results

Having gathered the pertinent data, the evaluator

organizes data around themes and prepares interpretation

for presentation. Following this, the results are publi-

ctzed.

5.5 Considera'uions in Ëducational Evaluation

There are several issues that the adult educa-

tor/evaluator must be aware of before plannj-nq the evalua-

tion process.

(1) Evaluation, both formal and informal r objective

and subjective, is carried on in a continuous and

on-going process in aII phases of program

development (Kidd¡ I973 ' Boyle' '1 981 , Grotelue-

schen, 1976, Houle, 1972, Brundage and Mac-

keracher, 1980).

(f)
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(2\ Evaluation may yield both descriptions of proce-

dures, programs, and/or products (outcomes ) and

judgments of the value of procedures' programs'

and/or products (outcomes ) (Brophy' Grotelue-

schen, Gooler, 1976\.

(3) The critical evaluation question often raised in

relation to accountability rs the issue of

qualitv or worth of an eduqq!!enaf----P regI4'

llowever. quality, an abstract term, is difficult

to define (Boyle, 1981 ) Nevertheless, wi th

respect to program and impact evaluation, the

subjective feelings (ludgments ) and perceptions

of the learner and the writer (as student) will

be considered as valid measures of quality in

first order outcomes'

In the educational

writes:

context, cronbach (1 978 )

ttincrements of progress are welcome no
matter where the student is on the
scales. No breaking point represents
minimal adequacY. " (P. 413)



As welI, Boyle's (1981 ) slatement that:

"Iearning is a process unigue to each
person and the qualitY of learning
largely depends upon the degree to
wniån the learninq exPerience is
meaningful to that individual" (p.
120],,
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point for establ í sh-

for judging outcomes

provides a useful reference

ing criteria and standards

and measuring change.

(4) The outcome of the program' if viewed from a

perspectj-ve of social value ( its benefit to

indivicuaì and society) is elusive at best' Not

surprisingly, evidence of social value ( second

order outcomes) is sometimes difficult to obtain

(Grotelueschen' 1 980)'

(5) The validity of evaluatíon observation (question-

naires, personal testimony, verbal feedback,

unobtrusive measures ) must be considered. It is

one thing to "see" or perceive educational value

of outcomes--"the vafue we ascríbe to something

is influenced by how we see it'r (Grotelueschen,

1980, p. 120)--"it is quite different to claim
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validity when, in fact, the observatj-ons them-

selves are j udgmental and additíonally ' the

judgments are judged" (Grotelueschen et aI ' ,

1976, p. 120\.

The moral, ethical, and legal responsibilities of

evaluation are issues for consideration' A clear

statement, either verbal and/or written, in

reference to confidentiality, anonymity, and

voluntary participation should be extended.

Mutual agreement should be reached (beLween

participant and evaluator ) with respect to

appropriate utility, accessibility, and release

of information col lected.

Evaluation is intrusive ltry nature ' Where

possible, the evaluator should strive to aI-

leviate disruption and time demands. Unobtrusive

measures are one way; brief , interesting r and

non-threatening instruments are another '

The possibility of reactive measures is greatly

increased in the evaluation setting ' When

observed for evaluati-on, adult learners wi l1

often feel threatened or over -ac commodatj' ng ' In

(8)
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an attempt to maintain the status Quo, the

participants will respond to evaluative measures

in predictable ways. This produces response set

and the "guinea pig" effect (lssac and Michael ,

1982\.

(9) In using evaluation data for planning, unan-

ticipated or uníntended outcomes are i-mportant

sources for the decision-makinq process -

Valuabfe information aboul unintendedoutcomes

which may strengthen or undermine lntended

outcomes provides input into program planning

(Houle, 1972 i Hutton, 1984)..

(10) Evaluation, in an educational context, should not

become an end in itself. The tendency to seek

only those outcomes that are objectively measur-

able (Houle t 1972 ) , and to ignore the unexpected

or unintended outcomes that evolve through

changing concerns or developing issues in the

program context undermines the purpose of

educationalevaluation. When evaluationplans

act as a blinder or constraint, Grotelueschen et

a1. (19761 believe evaluation is put into a

conceptual "straight j acket" . In the final
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analysis, questions of concern should address

"What outcome should we attend to?r' as opposed to

"what goals were achieved?" (cronbach, 1978, p.

413 ) .

(11) In educational evaluation, a change in the focus

or scope of evaluation, as a result of highly

appropriate restated goals and issues, is

reflective of actions taken as a consequence of

Iearning (crotelueschen, '1 980, p. 38),

To sumirrarize, the writer presented an overview of

the evaluation phase of program development, stressing the

following: a definition of evaluatíon; reasons for evalua-

tion; perspectives of evaluation in adult education;

evaluation planning and its components; and lastly,

considerations j-n proqram evaluation.

6. rti and Documentat ion

The last phase of program development, an

extension of evaluation, is ínfrequently acknowledged in

the Iiterature and, when it is, its importance in com-

municating the value of the program is Ìargely unchal-

lenged. As j-de from the obvious benefits of providing



ìnformation to improve future
provide the basis for promotion

tbf

programs, reporting can

and publ ì- c relations.

"Findings and conclusions of evalua-
tions are useful in creating a positíve
image for the institution and ín the
promotion of future program efforts."
(Boyle, '1 981 , p. 237 \

The documentation of process outcomes, a sub-

process of reporting, is also to the writer's knowledge,

rarely recognized in the l-iterature. Greene ('1 984) makes

reference to the importance of wider dissemination of

written pr:ogram plans. InaccessibiÌity and linavailability

of program descriptions often force other educators with

similar learner populations to "rediscover the wheel", with

consequent loss of time and effort, In the writer's vlew,

the sharing of tangible information through program process

and content descrj,ption appears to make sense pragmatically

with respect to inter-agency networking and coflaboration,
public relations r and effective utilizatíon of educational

resources (human and material- ) .
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION

INTRODUCT lON

The purpose of this chapter is to present a

description of the program and an evaluation of the

writer's practicum as it pertains to educational program

development for volunteer visitors worl(ing wíth patients in
extended care settings. The assessment will focus on the

folfowing areas:

Program Descript ion

(a ) descrlption of the practicum, namely
strategies employed ín the context of
program development;

(b) the experience of the writer as student in
relation to the implementation of the
educational program;

Eval-uat ion

(a) antecedent evaluation;

(b) process evaluation;
(c) impact evaluat ion i

(d ) outcome eval-uat ion.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACT I CUM

The writerrs practicum was, in fact' the process

of developing a program. The framework of program develop-

ment provides, in part, a useful model for organizing and

describing the process of the writer's practicum. As dis-

cussed earlier, the sequence and order of events often

overlapped, occurred simultaneously, or followed an adapta-

tional pattern as the situation dictated.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGTES

Às a starting point, the setting chosen for the

practicum site was the ütinnipeg Munrclpal Hospital , a 349

bed active treatment centre providing rehabilitation '

extended care, and palliative care services geared to the

geriatric and chronj-c long term patient. The Department of

Volunteers, made up of the volunteer Director, a Palliative

Care Co-ordinator, and a secretary' co-ordinate the efforts

of 100 volunteers--40 of whom are involved ín the volunteer

visiting program (contributing a total of 3,067 man-hours

in the 1 983-1 984 fiscal year ) . The writer's professional

need and personal interest in the study of gerontology'

palliative care, and volunteer support systens j-n health

care prompted this choice.
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Planning

The first step in develo an educative

intervention was

proposal of lmplementing an educational program for

volunteers rvas welcomed and fully endorsed by the Depart-

ment of Social work and the Department of Volunteers in

¡4unicipal Hospital. The lacl< of specíalized interest and

job related preparation for volunteers and the need for

traíning over and above a brief oríentatíon became readily

apparent.

Correspond rngly, the proposed educational

approach fit with the organizational mission and mandate:

"to provide educational oppor-
tunities for staff and affiliated
health professionals;

to co-operate with communitY
agencies in the development of
health care programs designed to
benefit the citizens of the
community i

to plan and implement programs to
meet current and changing com-
munity needs. " (Volunteer Training
t"lanual , I'linnipeg Municipal Hospi-
tal, 1982, p. 4l

iatinq a practlcum Placement. The

(a)

(b)

(c)
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On the basis of this working philosophy' the

program was incorporated and accommodated structurally to

meet both departmental and Ínstitutional needs.

At an initiaÌ meeting, the first of several

ongoing planning meetings, the writer (as student) agreed

to practise under the auspices of the Social Work Depart-

ment and in consultation with the Director of Volunteer

Services. A contract for the writer's services (to plan,

design, implement, administer, evaluate, and document an

educational progran for the volunteer visitors ) was

fo::mulated by the Director of Volunteers, the Director of

Social work, and the writer. Issues were addressed

relating to: identification of potential learners; roles

and responsibilities; establishment of needs; departmental

acquisition of resources (facilities, equipment, refresh-

ments, etc, ) ; and time-frame.

1.1 Involvement: Interagency Col laborat ion

To build a broader base for collaboratíon and

organizational support and to increase program access to

other volunteer support systems, the writer and the

Director of Volunteers met with the Association of Vo1un-

teer Adninistrators in Long Term care and presented a brief
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planning proposal. The purpose of involving potentially

influential organizational leaders was to gaín acceptance,

credibility, and legitimization of the proposed plan.

During this phase, other strategies focused on public

relatíons, participative planning, establishing agency

needs, setting priorities, and negotíating promotional

efforts. Collaboration and lnvolvement efforts rnet with

moderate success. Verbal support of the proposed project

was given wj-th varying degrees of enthusíasm.

1.2 Needs As se s snìent

Having coll.ected informaticn pertaining to the

needs outlined by the various organizatìonal sources, the

wri-ter (as student ) dÌrected her attention to the needs of

the prospective learners. In addition to a review of the

Iiterature, an analysis of lob descriptions and internal

referral requests was carried out, An informal comparison

study of a similar program (St. John's College Pastoraf

Visitors Training Program) was conducted. Lastly, an

opinion survey directed at the potential fearners was

designed and subsequently mailed (Appendix D).

The opinion survey

interests within a framework

tapped the learners' needs and

and open-of prestated options
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a climate for learning,

tool for self-diagnosis
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purposes of the survey were to set

engãge the learners, and provide a

of Iearning obj ectives.

.l .3 Formulating Program Objectives

Based on an analysis of needs--compatibllity with

organizational purposes, the learners' interests, the

writer's interests, and overall feasibility--program

objectives were specified. îhe oblectives of the educa-

tional program were to effect:

(f ) an increase in i:he volunteers' acquisition of

i,nterpersona I communication skills, and

(21 an increase in the volunteers' knowledge of the

aging and dying proces se s

in order to increase the quality of interpersonal relation-
ships with the patients. Àdditionally, it was expected

that the writer (as student) would evaluate, through

subj ective measures, the Ievel of group rapport attained by

the volunteers.
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2. Desígning and Administration of the Progräm

11 Recruitment of Learners

Recruitment of the learners was inj_tiated through

a promotional approach which was co-ordinated by the

Director of Volunteers and channelÌed through the Assocj-a-

tíon of Volunteer Administrators in Long Term Care as pre-

arranged. Enrollment of participants based on volunlary

self selection was co-ordinated by the writer (as student)

and the Director of Volunteers. A letter of introduction

(Appendix A) and the opinion survey, noted above, (Appendix

D) were mailed to each registrant and followed up by

te -Lephone contact.

llhe purpose of the strategy was to al"Ieviate

anxiety, verify needs and interests, answer any inquiries,
and reconfirm attendance. Upon verífication of commitment,

a l-etter of acceptance with an accompanying map and

pertinent information ( specifying times, dates, location,

and directions for parking) was sent (Appendix B).

FoIIowing recruitment, preparatory plans were

made with respect to number, Ìength and time-frame of

sessÍons, financial costs, and expected commitments. The
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number of sessions was chosen arbitrarily. These were

mindful, however, of the acceptable norm of most educa-

tional programs of this nature and took into consideration

some realistic expectations of the target audience regard-

ing length of commitment to a first-time pilot project. In

the end, the program was conducted on Wednesday evenings,

7:30 to 9:30, from April 10¡ 1985 to May 15, '1 985. As a

final taIly, 15 participants reglstered. One learner

stated that she would only attend the last four sessions,

l-eaving a possibility of 14 candidates eligible for program

fulfillment and certifícation, Twelve volunteers were

referred from the host agency (ùlunicipal Hospítal). Two

volunteers were referred from central Park Lodge and one

volunteer was referred from Lions' Manor. In all, the

number attained met with the v¡riter's expectations and

hopes that 12 Lo 16 v¡ould form a viabÌe number for group

interaction.

ln keeping wj-th the urÍter's stance that educa-

tj-on concretely acknowledges the work of volunteer con-

tributìon, raises their status and profile, and may serve

as a reward for an unpaid role which is generally perceived

as having reduced value in relation to paid personnel--

financiaf costs were waived.
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an

exemption option from volunteer duties for the duration of

the educational program; notation on the volunteer's file

of fulfillment of the progran's requirements (wj.th in-

clusion on future letters of reference ); and certification
at the conclusion of the program (conditional on an 85?

attendance rate or presence at 5 out of 6 sessions). The

certíficate (Appendix C) was endorsed and signed by the

lr4unicípal Hospital Administrator, the Di-rector of Vol-un-

teers, and the student facilitator. In total r twelve

volunteers received certificates in recognition of course

completion.

2.2 Design of the Program

(a) Human and Material Resour

The next step was securing human and materiaf re-

sources. While it was assumed that the writer (as student)

would facilitate the majority of the educational program,

it was also recognized that knowledgeable and politically

influential key resource persons could enhance the quality

of the l-earni ng / teaching transactions and raise the status

and profile of the program. À volunteer with experience j-n

nursing, a high profile continuing education programmer
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with an extensive teaching background in gerontology, and

an experienced and respected chaplain were included as key

resource persons. The liaíson wíth the guest facilitators
consisted of at least two planning meetings each; co-

ordination of facilities and educational tools; and

consultat ion .

With respect to facilities and educational

equipment, the writer (as student ) was concretely supported

in her efforts. The Municipal Hospital provided a modern,

aesthetically appealing, acoustically correct classroom

(with wide surrounding hallvrays ) conducive to learning.

ouality educatíonal devices (overhead projection screens l

projector, blackboard, flip chart, moveable bulletin board )

were fully accessibl-e. As weII, moveable tables and chairs

allowed a wide variation of seating arrangements. Refresh-

ments (coffee, juice, dainties ) were arranged and provided

for weekly by the Department of Social Work.

For each session, the student facilitator made

ava:-Iable pertinent articles and readings on a resource

table--to which the volunteers themselves added ne\,7spaper

clippings, books, cartoons, interesting artì-cles, and poems

throughout the educational program.
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(b) Tnstructional Resources

A range of Iearning opportuníties was built into

the program design. To accommodate the differential needs

and learníng styles of learners, individual and group

methods were utilized with a predomlnant focus on the

Iatter. Learning techniqùes centred on group discussion,

brainstorming, fantasy exercises, "caring" games r simufa-

tion, role play, role-modelling and demonstration, lec-

turettes, pen and pencil self-rating assessments, and

homervork assignments. The use of devices such as filmst

diagrammatical illustration on flipcharts and blackboards,

overhead projectíon, audj-o tapes. and written material

(books, articles) enhanced the rlchness and quality of the

learning experiences.

It is important to point out that the selection

of techniques and devices largely reflected the writer's

preference for educational tool-s. As a consequence, the

writer spent considerable time and energy screening films

that would fit vrithin the íntegral context of the instruc-

tional plan. Two films , "Peege" and "Reflections on

Suffering" , were subsequently chosen.
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The first fllm presented initial situational and

environmental factors related to the overall theme; the

second film reconfirmed and reinforced the concepts

presented. Verbal feedback ( "Leave the film where it is in

the sessíon" and "it sums up nicely the concepts presented

in the earlier session") validated the student facilita-

tor ' s choice.

The utilization of films, as a device to increase

the learner's "critical awareness of self in relatíon to

one's environment" ( creating a sense of reallty) (Meier-

henry, 1983, p. 6l and to change attítudes (Simonson,

1983), was incorporated into the sessions on aging and

dying. Comments from the group that the "films were like

real-Iife situations" substantiated, in part, the v¡riterrs

preference for this instructional medium.

overhead projection, a visual device used to

express an idea or communicate a concept (Lanz, 1980 in

Miller¡ 1983), was chosen as an educational tool partly to

accommodate learning styles and preferences and also to

meet the v¡riter's creative interest in developíng this

instructional medium.
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Additionalty, the employment of simulations,

games, experiential exercises, and pen/pencil self-rating

assessments were valuable in providing a comprehensive and

complementary approach to educational resources, again

reflecting the student facilitator's preference in instruc-
tional techniques. This preference, combined with the

writer's desire to discover and test alternative exper-

iences in teaching-learning, led to this choice.

(c) Refat ionsh i of Learn in rrences

The organízation of learning experiences around a

theme--Change, Loss, and Grief--provided a useful reference

point in the order and timlng and structure and pattern of

the educational program. Primarily, the student facilita-

tor used the theme to reiterate and reinforce the overall

aim of the program in enhancing the quality of lnterper-
sonal relationships with patients in extended care se!-

t ings .

(d) SociaI ReinforcemenL of Learnin

In keeping v¡ith the educational philosophy that

group support can reinforce and stimulate learning, the

student facilitator encouraged and in fact, stressed the
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inportance of individual contributions to the educational

experlence so that collectíveIy, the group as a whole woul-d

be enriched in their learning. To this end, personal

experiences, similarities, and differences were acknowl-

edged and incorporated into the learning slrategies.

Group development and peer teaching were fostered

by matching volunteers unknown to each other and by

connecting the "experienced" vol-unteer with the "inex-
perienced" volunteer. Older volunteers were linked with
younger volunteers in an attempt to cross age barriers.

(e) Clarifying Roles and Respons ibi litíes

The importance of specifying roles and respon-

sibilities was translated int.o the "ground ru1es" exercise

initiated in the first session and reinforced periodically
throughout the program. The intent of this strategy was to

maintain a positive learning climate by clarifying expecta-

tions of the facilitator and the participants, reducing

anbiguity, and establishing a common understanding of the

learning contract.

The delineation of the

in the Ground Rules was useful

outl-inedfacilitat r rô1

in setting the stage for
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this primary function. Accordingly, the spectrum of
Ìearnlng-teaching transactíons dictated that the student

facilitator adopt other roles such as leader, role model,

consultant, and resource person. The perception of the

writer of a co-inquirer in the learning process was

reinforced concretely when lhe stìldent facilitator opted to

be a participant versus a co-facilitator ín Session fV The

Helping ReIatÌonshíp.

In actuality, the ground rules provided the

skeletal underpinnings for a preparatory "learning-how-to
learn" (Knôwies | 1973, p. 1 23 ) activity--an rnsight that
did not become apparent to the student facíIitator until
after the implementation of the practicum,

(f) clarity of Design

A clear and brief statement of overall goals was

reiterated at the begj-nning of each session with education-

a1 objectives, process, and outcome stipulated in relation
to the specific learning cpportunities. This strategy
promoted a sense of purpose and direction to learning
(stressing both journey and destinat j-on). VerbaI feedback

solicited from the volunteers permitted participative input

into planning.
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At the end of each session, time was allotted
forz a brief summary of learning process and content

outlining signifj-cant themes and patternsi expression of

concerns or questions; "homework" or task assignments

(voluntary) for self-reflection; a preliminary introduction
to the upcoming session; and formative evaluation of
program and learner progress.

3. Implementat ion

The design and implementation of the educational

program--both content and process--is documented in the

Instructional Manual Part fI and wil-I not be elaborated

upon in detaii at this point. The writer makes a numk¡er of
sublective observations specifically related to process,

that is (formative evaluation as a result of her ex-

perience ) under the sub-headings of Facilitator's Guì-de,

Comments, and Predicted Outcome.

Despite a fairly comprehensive description of

strategies, the documented learning program does not fully
reflect the "behind the scene" strategies j-mptemented and

emphasized by the student facilìtator and other perceíved

effects delineated through the informal_, subjectÍve

feedback offered by the volunteers. From the onset of the
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practicum, the writer's intentiÕns were to focus on

establishing, building, and maintaining a climate for
Iearning in a supportive milieu. Subsequently, the

writer's conceptual i z at ion of an educational support

approach was substantiated both philosophically and

theoretically in the literature. The writer's next step

vras to operationalize a practical approach to developing an

educational sùÞport c I imate .

Conscious efforts tc create an organizational and

ecological climate were eariier outl j-ned ( organizational

policy, interagency collaboratìon and support, incentives,

human and materiaf resources, logístical considerations,

etc. ). Equal emphasis was placed on the social and human

nd interoersonal elements of climate. The inclusion of an

aesthetically pleasing registration package (accentuating

Volunteer Week with the enclosure of pins, stickers,

invitation to volunteer activities, etc. ) was received

positively by the group and set the stage for the com-

munity-building activity of Volunteering: A Group Discus-

sion. Posters exto1Iíng the virtues of volunteering were

retained within the physical setting throughout the

program.



The Vofunteering exercise appeared to be effec-

tive in affirming the value and worth of vÕIunteerism and

ín providing insightful perceptions into personal reasons

for volunteering. Aside from the intent of providing a

Iearning climate with socially and mentally healthful

dimensions, the writer's goal was to promote group affilia-

tion, heightened morale, and a "sense of rnaking a dif-

ference" in the broader context of the health care system.

However, the student facilitator speculated that this

strategy would also have the inherent value of creating a

motivational climate--a notion that was not validated.

overall verbal comments made by the group members

in discussion sr..tpported the writer's intent in building a

volunteer identity (i.e., "we're there because we want to

be"; the volunteer rrgives from the heart", etc.).

The incorporation of an experíenced volunteer

(with a nursing background) as a co-facilitator was also

purposeful in terms of setting a climate for volunteers as

Iearners. This strategy was utilized to engage the

Learners on a eeper levef, to form an alliance, affilia-

!]cn, and a support network with "one of their own", and to

bring a sense of pragmatic reality to the Iearning ex-

perience. The volunteer facilltatoris involvement in
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participative planning and collaborative design lent
credibility and legj-timization to the program.

The planned involvement of a guest facj-litator
and resource person, a high profiÌe educational programmer

from Continuing Education in cerontology, aside from

lending credibility and enhancing the profile of the

program, contributed to a climate suggestive of j ob-

specific and life-long learning (Knowles, 19-70l.. Con-

tinuity of learning in the context of a formalized educa-

tive support system beyond the offered program was en-

couraged. Information related to accessibílity of continu-

ing education courses in geroni.ology was freely extended.

An equally important and related aspect of

building an educative climate that extended beyond the

parameters of the educational program was the inclusion of

educational counsefling or guidance. A philosophical

orientation of guidance is helping the individual_ to

strengthen her/his decision-making abilities, achieve

personal growth, and improve interpersonal relationships
( creene, 1 984 ) . This position appears to support the

strategy of attracting and retaining learners. philosophì--

caIly, another perspective would be to support the Iearner

in rnaking the decision to drop-out if persona] and sítua-
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tionat forces are overriding considerations. Counselling

would be further justlfied to first, alleviate a sense of

failure; second, to encourage a continuing desire to

partake of life-long learning; and third, to foster a sense

of self as learner in future learning endeavours-

In the context of the practicum, two partlcipants

out of a registered number of fifteen chose to drop-out.

One learner cited personal reasons (ilIness, death in the

family ) ; the other learner cÍted conflicting learning

opportunities (acceptance into a Community Col lege activity

worker course resulted in same-night commitments ). FÕIlow-

up contact by telephone indicated the counselllng goals

appeared to be met.

Throughout the six sessions, the student paid

particular attention to building and maj-ntainì-ng a climate

in relation to educational and group sr¡pport dimensions.

From an educatíonal perspectivef physical changes

were made in seating arrangements from session to session,

generating a sense of fun, excitement' and anticipation in

the learning climate, Over time and by Session IV, the

participants expressed heightened awareness of the meaning-

ful-ness of the educational process ("ft's coming together--
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the pieces are falling into place"; "!,te're taking a deeper

route now--it's more meaningful" ) and also a sensitive

awareness of the educational intent (and inherent time

Iimitations ) of the student facilitator ("We understand you

are only skirnming the surface" ) .

From an interpersonal and social perspective,

perceived effects of the climate were positively reflected
in subjective statements such as "good to know each other[
and "fove thís interactlonal stuff", which vJas interpreted
as indicative of the growth of interperscnal relationships.
Concurrently, the student facilitator observed that' group

rapport and a sense of teamwork evol ved through the

volunteers' readiness to share personal experiences I and a

willíngness to risk appropriate seÌf-disclosure for the

benefit of group l-earnlng. One particularly inhibited
volunteer summed up her rofe as a volunteer visitor in her

comment: "I feel I can risk now whereas before I was

content to stay safe. "

To create a climate for evaluation, the student

facilitator made efforts to engage the volunteers in lhe

task of evaluating the program and their own learning

objectives for the purpose of improvement.
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Particular attention was dj-rected to encouraging

the volunteer to evaluate so that the program could be

improved for f utr.rre volunteer registrants ' The student

facilitator endeavoured to instill a sense of "making a

difference" and investment in a program designed specifi-
cally for volunteer visitors.

For some volunteers, evaluation that tapped self-

awareness and personal learning goals provided insightful
revelations. For example, one older volunteer expressed

initial apprehensìon when requested to describe herself as

a person 1n the opinj-on survey (distributed as a part of

the antecedent evaÌuation) " A descriptìon of herself was

akin to "bc,asting" (a common perception of women in her

cohort group). Nevertheless, she confided in the student

facil-itator that she found this exercise to be most

enlighlening and that it helped her identify her personal

strengths and Iearning needs. The opinion survey, which

was submitted prior to the program, was typed, organized

and reflected a thoughtful and careful consideration to

ansh/ers.

îhe learners' needs for self-pacing (described

earlier in Chapter III) were accommodated in the context of

evaluation. Not only did this strategy accommodate
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lndividual differences but it may have alleviated stress

and anxiety assocíated with the time constraínts of

"tests". The time extension was well worth the wait; the

written feedback appeared comprehens ive .

OveraIl, the student facilitator's strategy

setting, building, and maintaining a climate conducive

evaluation v.tas perceived to be effective.

The conscious integration and continuity of

climate .,.;ere carried to the termination of the program'

culminating in the "Unfinished Business" and "Saying

Goodbl's' activities. The intent of the learning exper-

iences was to develop skills in valj-dating and terminating

re.Iationships brut also to acknowledge the eventual transi-

tron of the learners out of the group and into the practi-

ca1 world of work.

Aside from providing recognition through reward,

a social gathering with the presentation of certificates

provided appropriate and much appreciated closure. IT

also provided the volunteers with the opportunity of

strengthening linkages and networks through the exchange of

addresses and telephone numbers, discussion of future

plans, interconnect ions, etc.

tn

to
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3.1 Experience of the writer (as Student)

The experience of the writer (as student ) as it

applies to the implèmentation of the educational program

will be broached with the view of exploring the unan-

ticipated and unintended outcomes of learning. The writer

has already detailed the predicted and largely controlled

strategies implemented in the design of the program, what

follows is a description of discrepancies between what was

planned and what actually happened.

The first discrepancy concerns the radical shift

in how the writer (as student ) vielqed education. This

insight was addressed earlier in the report bllt ís worth

reiteration in light of its signíficance. Based on the

practitioner's own background experience with pedagogical

education¡ the initial incorporatj-on of adult education

principles presented a form of "culture shock'r. rn theory,

the writer was able to mentally embrace a role for the

educator as facilitator and co-inquirer. Pragmatically'

the writer (as student ) approached the learning opportunity

with a set of assumptions, values, and expectations

embedded in a pedagogical philosophy. The most glaring

misconception was the expectation of being an expert and a

disseminator of information. Initially, this put an
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extraordinary amount of pressure on the writer (as student)

to meet self-imposed and unrealistic expectations in

knowledge, role, and performance. once the writer made a

verbal contract with the learners to assume a facil-itator

and co-i-nquirer role, the learners appeared to abide by the

expectations and behave in such a manner as to encourage

these roles. For example, in the first session, some of

the more experienced, educated volunteers requested more

group interaction through discussion, experiential exer-

císes, and Iess didactic learning. After the fílm presen-

tation of "Peege", group members assertively verbalized a

common ciesire for "debrief1ng" to address the emotional

impact of the f ilm.

The verbaf feedback, given early in the program

(fortunately ) prompted the student facilitator to re-

evaluate her personal and professional stance (practice,

values, and attitudes ) to education as a whole, specifical-

1y adult education. Although this precipitated a painful

yet insightful impact on the student facilitator ' the

experience put the rvriter in a position where she could

relinquish control and experience a "sense of letting go"

in doing so.
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A second major discrepancy occurred when the

student did not take into fulI account the physioÌogical,

psychologícal , and social-developmental needs of the older

learner. the distinction, as important as it is, was not

fully appreciated by the writer until the educational

program was fufly operational. Had the writer been

cognizant of the contingencles involved, the content and

process might have undergone modj-f ication.

the f irst issue i s related to the content.

overall, aging and dying are subjects that evoke strong

feelings (especíalIy in the older individual and ln those

rvho have had personal experience with the elderly dying).

The negative, stereotyped attitudes pervasive in society

contrihrute to the dilemma. The braínstormlng exercise

early on in Session I might have been more sensltively

handled in terms of actual duration and seguence in the

program. The Ìearners expressed dissatisfaction h/ith

carrying on the l-earning experience ( "I^¡e get the picture").

The student interpretatÍon Ís that the content was either

over-obvious, too emotionally "close to home", too lengthy

(fifteen minutes ) or aII three. In future, the brainstorm-

ing woul,d be shortened and placed well into the first

sessíon once anxiety was all-eviated and a relationship of
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trust was established. Another option would be to elimin-
ate it all together,

Another issue concerns visì,bility. The use of

overhead transparencies wouJ-d, in future, be modified to
ensure suklstantíally J-arger print and discretionary use of

colour (that is, eliminate yelJ-ow print and opt for true

colours on a clear background) to accommodate reduced

visual efficiency, The use of black print on coloured

transparencies appeared to have no noticeable detrimental

effect on the learner's abriity to integrate learning.

The "unfair hearing test", although highly rated

fÕr its experiential component, caused initial confusion

amongst some of the older volunteers. The student's

amended strategies are outlined in Predicted outcome under

the topÍc "Àn Unfair Hearing Test".

To summarize briefly, the writer recommends an

approach that considers concepts j-n educational geron-

tology. A consciorìs effort to elicit continual feedback

( checking back ) as to reception and comprehension of

education is also recommended. Tactr discretion, and

sensitivity in a supportive milieu are clearly indicated.
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A third discrepancy concerns the issue of time

alluded to earlier. The number of learning experiences in
Session I exceeded the time available and superseded the

Iearners' need for group discussion following the f ilm.

The v¡riter's need for more structure and adequate content

"just in case"--a reflection of her lack of skill and

judgment ín lmplementing educational programs--may have

contributed to "overplanning". This led to a further
dilemma for the student facilitator whose concern for goals

achleved (ends) outweighed concern for outcomes attended to
(means). Thís put the evaluation process in the first
session into a conceptuâf "straightjacket" described by

Grotelueschen et af . 11976]t.

In future, the writer is inclíned to eliminate

the lecturette and brainstorming (both experiences were

perceived as being Iess valuable overalf to the par-

ticipants ) and al low more time for group discussion
(folJ.owing the film) to discuss issues of loss, stereo-

typing, and r'labels that I1m1t". Another option would be

to replace the f il-m wj-th the "aging, MoÍ?r' exercise. StilI
another alternative would be to contract for a follow-up

session for those voÌunteers (especially those in geria-

trics, admissions, rehabilitation, and pastoral care)

interested in further knowledge about aging.
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À fourth discrepancy concerns the variables

measured in Session IIl under communication SkíIIs.

Originally, the writer (as student) tapped change and

growth on the dimensions of active Iistening, seff-dis-

closure, and feedback. A change in focus in the learning

session prompted the writer (as student) to reassess the

measurement variables. As a result, the following vari-

abfes--attending, encouraging, behaviour description'

perception checking, and paraphrasing--are recommended for

future sessions. A revised impact evaluation (forrnative)

for Session IIIr Communication Skills, can be found in the

Instruclional l"lanual Appendices.

A fifth discrepancy concerns the issue of

reporting and documentation. The writer's intent at the

onset of the practicum was to document the educational

program in an lnstructional manual ' In the writerrs

perception, this would meet the presenl and future training

needs ( in part ) of the vol-unteer vis itor program in

winnipeg Municipal Hospital Following submission of the

wr j-tten manual ( Instructionat Manual Part II ) in Jr.¡ne 
'

1986, two training programs ( october -November , 1986 and

March-April , 198'r- ) were implemented utilizing the educa-

tional program as a model. Verbal feedback from the

Director of Volunteers after the first training program
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positively affirmed the value of the manual in meeting the

volunteersr and Department's training needs. Subsequently,

a request for 21 copies (with a potential of 25) was

initiated by the Director of Volunteers on behalf of a

variety of interested individuals in the community (social
workers, recreational v¿orkers, educators, and Volunteer

Directors of extended care and geriatric facÍlities across

Ma rì i toba ).

The overwhel-mingly positive response substan-

tiated for the student that there is a need for interagency

sharing of educational resources. Further, the Director's

comments (written in a letter dated Febru.ary 25, 1987\--

"The manuaÌ is excelfent and there are so few good re-

sources available"--validated not only the writer's
learning experience but also the concrete and practicaJ-

value of the program.

Regretful-1y, due to the number of legal copyright

restrictions as weIl as logistical and time constraints,

the request could not be accommodated. The wri-ter hopes to

be able to facj-litate the accessibility and availability of

this resource in the future.



4. Evaluation

Up to this point, the

program description utilizing
subj ective observations, verbal

faction criteria, and studies of

tion.
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vrr íter has focused upon

a range of data sources--

feedback, informal satis-
attendance and parti c ipa -

Four levels of eva luat ion- -antecedent , process,

impact, and outcorne--form the framework for more formalized

evaluatj-on measured in the practicum through questionnaires

and subj ective self-::ating measurements"

The Iimitation of the subj ective setf-ratings

utilized in process and impact evaluation is that they are

not standardized (Bloom and Fischer | 1982 ) and are not

necessarily reliable. They are also subject to high

reactivity. The rating scales were developed by the

student facil-ítator for this particular practicum and for
the specific group of learners, that is, volunteer visi-
tors. Based on the premise that only the learner can

evaluate adult education (Hostler, 1981 ), the judgment and

perceptions of the learners were considered valj.d measures

of change and growth in relation to both program and

Iearning obj ectives.
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In outcome evaluation, observers were requested

to unobtrusively rate the degree of development of knowf-

edge/skl11s/attitude development in the volunteers.

Because this caIled for inference or an estimation, the

measure was limited in terms of reliability and validity
( Bloon and Fischer | 1982r.

The writer hoped, however, that by using a number

of measures comprehens ive ly, that a pattern would emerge

that could provide some general indication of the value of

lhe program.

4.1 Antecedent Eva luat i,on

The purpose of antecedent evaluation was to

identify the needs and interests of the learner. Antece-

dent data (crotelueschen et al-., 1976 ) collected through an

opinionnaire (Appendix D) formed the basis for 'revaluation

in advance" (crotelueschen et al., '1 976, p- 1721.

Pre-stated optj,ons (based on learning needs

derived through the review of the literature; statement of

needs from the Department of Social Workr and the Voluntèer

Directors; job description analysis, referral requests, a

comparison study, and the needs of the wríter as student)
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could identify their needs.
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from which the Iearners

FacLuaf data from the survey delineated a number

of demographic characteristics--age (distribution and

range)i gender; past and current volunteer placement;

commitment and length of volunteer service; prevlous

educational background (with Õverlap in a range of volun-

teer activities); and Iife experience. Aside from assess-

ing needs and interests, the opinion survey tapped informa-

tion on respondents' motivations and their values of and

attitudes to learning.

The guestion (Part IIl) requesting identification

of skill/knowledge developmenl presenled a malor drawback

in data colÌection. The sentence structure and wording,

indicatíve of a double-barreled question ' presented a

limitation in the survey. Confusion by the prospective

participants was reflected ín modifíed and corrected re-

sponses (with question marks (?) inserted ) in the "yes"

(skil-ls/knowtedge possessed ) and rrnorr (lack of skills/

knowledge) categories.

Correspond ingl y, data deríved from the open-ended

question in Part 11 (Participation) was useful ín identify-
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ing and clarifying some of the skills/knowledge (developed

and undeveloped) not expressed in question III. In future,

the writer would change the question format by separating

the questions categorized under t'yestt and ttno". Alterna-

tively. an exclusive focus on "wou1d like to develop"

questions in the preference scale would have served the

writer's purposes for the study.

À hi ^l-\ ,esponse rate to the "would like to

develop" question and to the open-ended questions on

interests, expectations, and other concerns would appear to

confirm the writer's perception of the usefulness of these

survey questions to identífy Iearning needs.

Overall, the opinionnaire was valuable ' in the

student's mínd, for assessing the needs and interests of

the prospective learning participants and for contributing
to program planning. It also served the purposes outlined

earlier in this chapter under the topic Program Descrip-

tion. The compílation of data j-s documented in Appendix D.

4.2 Process Evafuation

The purpose of

the effectiveness of the

process evaluation was to assess

implementation of the program.
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Process evaluation was conducted in two phases--

f ornrative evaluation (before, during, and after each

Iearning session) and summative evaluation (at the con-

clusion of the educational program).

(a) Formative Evaluation

The following synopsis of formative evaluation by

session does not cover aII the effects of the progrâm, but

rather focuses on those program lssues evaluated that would

guide the student in improving subsequent and future
educational programs.

The instrument ulilized consístêntly throughout

the program was a self-rating questionnaire ìncorporating a

range of question techniques (open-ended, closed-ended,

rating and Likert scales ) designed to assess program

effectiveness. The data for formative process evaluation

is documented in Appendix E.

Although the writer (as student ) found the

questionnaire purposeful and useful, one major Iimitation
became evident as the program evolved. Question 4(b)

designed to assess relevance of the Iearning technigues to

the program objectives showed inconsistencies in response.
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For example, occasional ratings vlere given on the refevance

of the f ilm, role playing, audio tape, "expert" guest

speaker, when, in fact these techniques and devices were

not utilized in the specific session. The writer's concern

is with the participants' possible lack of understanding,

over-reaction, and/or lack of care taken ín ratinq the

techniques as applicable to each session. The writer (as

student) is inclined to attribute this to the "Iaw of the

instrument" error ( the focus is on the instrument or

procedure and not the problem or issue) cited by Isaac and

trlichael (1983). In future, to reduce the possibility of

error, the question would be designeC to measure the

relevance of only t}'rose iearning techniques applicab,ì.e to

the particular session. The basic structure of the

question however, would remain unchanged.

Having delineated a 1ímitation of the measurement

utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of each session' the

writer turns her attention to specific issues judged by the

partj.cípants to have been both effective and non-effective

ín each session.

In session one (Attitudes to the Elderly, Social

and Psychological Changes in the Elderly), the learning

method (group discussion and interaction) and device (the
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film "Peeger') vrere ludged as being relevant and worthwhile.

As mentioned earlier in this report, the brainstorming

experj-ence ( stereotypical labelling ) was considered l-ess

v/orthwhile in terms of length and negative overtones. The

writer prevíously proposed. changes to the duration and

sequence of this technique in the structure and format of

the sessíon (under the topic, Experience of the Writer as

Student).

In session Il, the simulations (learner par-

ticipation) and the gr.lest speaÌ<er's overhead presentation

appeared to be highl-y rated as relevant and worthwhil-e,

The studenl facilitator's view that knowÌedge and under-

standing of physiological changes is appropriale content

was conf irmed.

In session fII r (Communication SkiIIs ) the

Ìearning techniques appeared to be highly rated as relevant

and worthwhile. The contj-nued utilization of experientíaI

"hands-on" Iearning experiences was validated for the

stud.ent facilitator.

In session IV (Helping SkiIIs), the incorporation

of an "expert" guest facil-itator ínto the implementation of

the program was confirmed for the student facilitator as
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being appropriate, relevant ' and worthwhile. Further,

the first time in the program, issues related to self-

group confidence were perceived as worthwhile for two

the respondents.

Concerns and suggestions raised by five respon-

dents pointed to the need for more time and additional

sessions to fulfill learning needs. This leads the student

facilitator to believe that a consideration for an extended

learning contract (six sessions with the option of follov¡-

up sessions) as indicated may be appropriate ín improving

future programs.

ln session V (Dying and Death), the learning

devices (the film "Reflections on Suffering", the hand-

outs ) ; the learning technique "Journey through Loss: A

Fantasy"; and the incorporation of a respected guest co-

facilitator (vrith many years of experience ín the field of

dying and death) r,tere highly rated by the learners as

relevant and worthwhile. In light of these observations,

the design of this session with respect to the foregoing

would remain unchanged.

A need for more topíc-specific knowledge, more

communication skills, more speakers who relate to vol-unteer

for

and

of
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visiting, more fiLms, and extended and foIlow-up sessions

were expressed by seven of the el-even respondents. In

liqht of the participantsr rating of the obj ectíves,

process, and content of the program as good to excellent,

consideratíon to these Iearning needs beyond the strr'Ìcture

and design of the program presents a logístical dilemma--

one that has no feasible solution short of extending the

program and focusing on more of the identified content,

methods, techniques, and devices.

Rather, the student facrlitator perceives the

identifrcation of needs as a positive indication of change

arrd growth. As with the needs assessment, having to

specify needs on an evaluatiÕn may help the learner to

verbalize in written form new possibilities and goals for

learnì-ng. This, ín itself, could be viewed as a learning

experience.

Againf comments indicative of group cohesiveness

( 3 responses ) and awareness of seÌf and others (one

response ) , validated for the student facilitator the

development and encouragement of group rapport and support.

fn Session Vf (FamiIy Dynamics, Saying Goodbye) '

the lea¡ning format (content and process ) and techniques
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(lecturette, exercises on "Unfinished Business" and "saying

Good-bye" ) were highly rated as being relevant and worth-

whífe and would be retained in future programs.

The comments submitted at question 9 would appear

to present possíbilities for networking with the patientrs

family (1 response), peer teaching of other volunteers (1

response) and the applicability of knowledqe/skiIl/attitude
development to personal/social/and work rofes.

overall, the implementation of the educationaf

session (both content and process ) was perceived by the

student as very positíve, appropriate, and effective. !,'lith

respect to aIl sessions, the learners subjectively rated

the sessions as meeting the objectives as stated. other

components of the program design and imp lementat ion- -

relevance to volunteer duties and responsibilities, pace of

the session, the facilitatorrs presentation (content,

organization, thoroughness and professional de1ívery)--

were positively evaluated overall. The quality of the

educational program was rated consistently in the ranqe

"good" to "excelfent" by the majority of the participants.
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(b) Summative Evaluation

Summative evaluation, conducled the end of the

educational- program' was measured by means of a subjective

self-rating questionnaire, The data is recorded in

Appendix F. Overall, the implementation of lhe program was

perceived by the student as very positive, appropriate, and

useful. Ten of the thirteen (76.92 ) learners reported that

the training program met its primary goal as stated and

that the program was overall of very good to excellent

qual ity.

Twelve oi the thirteen (92.3È ) volunteers felt

they were able to contríbute to the planning of future

training programs through the opinion survey, the weekly

session ( formative ) evaluations and verbal feedback in

class.

Nine out

indicated that the

fulfiIled.

Eleven of

as positive (yes

component s :

the thÍrteen ( 84.6* )

and def initel-Y ) the

volunteers rated

following program

of the thirteen (69.22 ) volunteers

expectations regarding the program were



(i)

( il )

( iii )

handouts were helpful
Iearning;
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in promoting self -

the program was desígned for adult learning
(taking into account, the volunteer's past
life experience ) ;

the course sparked the volunteer's interest
in pursuing further education related to the
topics presented.

Twelve of the

expressed feel ings that :

thirteen (92.32 ) volunteers

they were able to draw upon their personal
life experiences to integrate the concepts

(i)

presented;

( ii ) volunteer visitors have
play i.1 servi nq the
needs of the patients
êirõ1-êm'

(iii ) they would recommend
volunteeL visitors.

a valuable role to
social and emotional
in the health care

the program to other

A1Ì thirteen ( 1 00t ) volunteers felt that they

would recommend the primary facilitator to other volunteer

groups.

At question 16, ten of the thj-rteen (76.9t)

volunteers reported being able to use the knowledge/skilts

(acquired ín the progran) in their relationships with

patients; eleven of the thirteen ( 84. 68 ) volunteers



reported being able to use the

refationships wlth people other
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knowledge/skills in their

than patients.

At question

volunteers positively

training programs.

19 , eleven of the thirteen (84.6% )

expressed an interest in future

The responses submitted at question '1 7 indicate

the volunteers' varied perceptions of the strengths of the

program--group cohesion and development, increased con-

fidence and improved self-esteem, and the appropriateness

and usefulness of the facilitator and the traininq staff"

The reader is referred to Appendix F for a synopsis of

opínions expressed by the learners at questions 17 and 2'1 .

with respect to the size of the group in the

educational program (question 13), twelve of the thirteen
(92.321 volunteers reported the group as just right for

group learning. Six of the thirteen (46.22 ) volunteers

felt the program length (wíth respect to content) was

somewhat short (question 14\ . Five requests for the

extended sessíons in the open-ended questions (question 20)

would appear to confirm the need for more training for just

under half of the group (38.5t).
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There is some question as to the volunteers'

preferences for scheduling (question 15). Responses tended

to be erratic and duplicated (with more than one choice

cited). OveraII, it would appear the fall period ( Septem-

ber and october) was favoured for the scheduling of future

educational programs. In future, the student would

reconstruct the question with specific instructions as to

choice (that is, listing first and second choíces). This

may be helpful in pin pointing preferences for scheduling

the tíme of year (season) and months most suitable for
training.

To reiterate, the responses (5 out of 12 or

41 .662 volunteers ) at question 20 would appear to confirm

the student's perception that extended sessions (as in a

longer program) may be appropriate in the future.

The concept of involving patients in training

(introduced by three participanls ) is fascinating to the

writer. This idea was considered ínitially by the student

facilitator but, due to time limitations, was not opera-

tionalized. In future, efforts would be made to incor-
porate patients (as consumers of service ) in educational

program developrnent pfanning, designing and evaluating.
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To summarize, the effects of the educational

program are perceived as being overall very positíve.

Earlier, the value of the learning method, techníques, and

devices utilized in each session was conflrmed to the

student facilitator through formative evaluation. Other

program components and issues were evaluated to pinpoj-nt

changes and modifications requi-red to increase responsive-

ness and effectiveness of the program in progress (Hutton,

1984).

ln summative evaluation, the overall value of the

program wãs evaluated on the basis of quality, usefulness,

and effectiveness. Other information tapped related to

adult education príncipIes, life-Iong learning, volunteer

role, and program planning (as it pertaíns to group size,

program length, and scheduling). Data reflecting ap-

pl j-cability of knowledge/skj-1I development not only in
patient relationships but also personal-/social relation-
ships was al-so solicited.

ln conclusion based

evaluation and the summative

implementation of the educational

being very pos itive.

on both the formative

evaluation, the overal I
program was perceived as



t Evaluat ion

As previously mentioned, the intent of the

educational program was to effect an increase (or growth)

in the knowledge, attitudes, and skills of the learners in
order that the Ìearners could form quaLity supportive

relationships with patients. The purpose of irnpact

evaluation is to assess the attainment of the educationaf

obj ectives j ust cited.

For the writer's practicum, a subjective self-

rating scale was used in the formative and summative phases

of the program. Based on the premise that the learner is
in the best position to judge how much learning has

improved or hj.ndered her/his develÕpment, the perceptions

and judqments of the Iearner were considered valid measures

of quality in determining change and growth. The learners

were requested to make a comparison between their in-

dividual level of knowledge/skilIs/attitudes before the

session and their individual level of knowledge/skilIs/

attitude after the session, The criterj-a of change was

used in judging outcomes (educational objectives attained).

Movement in a positive direction from one level- of adequacy

to another (or a total of one level on the self-rating

scale) was the standard consídered significant. Indication

À-)
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of program effectiveness h/as reached when 66.6* (or 2/31 ot

the learners were able to report a growth of one or more

increments of progress.

(a) Formative Evaluation

The formative evaluation data for impact evalua-

tion is documented in Appendix G. As shown, the educa-

tional program was less effective in facilitat'ing growth in
the learners' development of knowledge / under stand ing in the

following areas:

(i) stereotypical attitudes
( Table 1.1 = 64.32\i

to the elderly,

( ii ) social and psychological changes in the
elderly (Table 2.2 = 64.3%li

(iii ) life review (Tabfe 5.2 = 51 .1zl i
(iv) feelings associated with loss (Table 8,2 =

63.63 ) ;

(v) stages of grief (Table 8.3 = 63.6t).

In Session tfI, communication SkiIls, the

educatíona1 program was effective in facilitating growth i-n

the learners' development of knowledge and skiIIs on the

dimensions of active Iistening, self-disclosure, and

feedback. However, a subsequent change in the focus and
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scope of the learning session resulted in a restatement of

the measurement variables by the writer (as student) and

the learners. Às a result, the writer perceived the

following dimensions--attending, encouraging, behaviour

description, perception checking, and paraphras ing - -a s more

appropriate measurement variables for future impact

evaluation of communication training.

(b) Summative Evaluation

In the summatíve phase of j,mpact eval,uation, the

program appeared to be effective in facilitating growth on

al.l dimensions of knowledge/attitude/skill development.

The data is documented in Appendix H, The learners

perceíved growth in the areas of:

(i) group development (group rapport - Table 1.1
= 76.92i and group support - Table 1.2 =
76.9ã^\i

(ii) awareness of: self, group, patient, and
patíent's f arnily ( Tables 2. 1 -- 92.32i 2.2-
92.32;2"3 = 84.62i 2.4 = 69.28 respective-
1Y ) ;

(iií ) development of skills, knowledge and
confidence in forming interpersonal rela-
tionships (Table 3.1 = 92.3t^i 3.2 = 84.621
and 3.3 = 92.3t respectively ) ;

( ív) knowledge development in aging and dying
(Tables 4.1 = 92.32 and 4.2 = 76.92 respec-
tively).
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4.4 Outcome Evaluat ion

The purpose of outcome evaluatíon is to determíne

if the educational program was instrumental in producing an

outcome of social value (in the case of the student's

pract.icum, improvement of the volunteerst interpersonal

relationships with patients). Posítive change in the

quality of interpersonal relationshj"ps as a result of

first-order outcomes (transfer and applicatíon of knowl-

edge/attitude/skills development in job performance) is

known as a second-order outcome (Grotelueschen, 1980).

To determine second-order outcomes, third-party

j udgments supplied by outsl-de observers (Volunteer Direc-

tors and Co-ordinators ) \¡rere oblaj-ned through rating

scales. Responses reported by five observers are docu-

mented in Appendix I. Eleven volunteers were evaluated on

leveLs of change in the development of knowledge, skiì-Is'

and confidence in the interim (approximalely 6 weeks ) after

the volunteer vísitor training program.

The observers reported positive change in 54.5t

of the vofunteers on the following dimensions:

(i) development of knowledge in agingi



(ií ) develoPment of
communication;

(ii1) development of
hel-Ping.

Corre spond íng ly , the

change in only 2'l .32 of the

dimens ions :
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interpersonaJ- skills of

interpersonal skiIIs of

observers reported pos it ive

volunteers on the foI lowing

(i) development of knowledge in dying;

(ii ) development of confídence in establishing
supportive relationships.

Four out of five Volunteer Directors specìfied an

interest in future trainlng programs for vol-unteer

visitors. It should be noted one out of the four Directors

was interested only j-f she were involved as a consultant.

Suggestions for future sessions are recorded in

Appendix I. one volunteer Director recommended that the

course be offered to "staff" in a personal care setting.

Based on the results of the observer ratings,

there is some question as to the effectiveness of the

program in producing an outcome of social value, that is,



improvement of the qLia I ity

( vol-unleer-patient ) .
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of interpersonal re fat ion sh iP s

However, the relevant suggestions and the

interest expressed in future tra.ining programs verifies for

the writer the need for developing educational- programs for

volunteer visitors working in extended care settings.

S UMMARY

To reiterate, the purpose of this chapter was two

dimensional. On one dimension, the educational program

description (through informal assessment) was documented in

the framework of educational program development. the

experience of the writer as student was incorporated into

the implementation phase of the framework. On the second

dimension, four IeveIs of evafuat ion- -antecedent , process'

impact and outcome eva luat ion- -were conducted ( through

formal assessment) utilizing questionnaires and subjective

self-rating measures.

On both dimensions, assessment vtas used to

measure and iudge change and growth in relation to both

program and learning obj ectives. With the knowledge
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gained, the writer as student was able to establish goals

for ímproving future program development.

The four levels of eval-uation contributed

si-gnificantly to overall assessment. Antecedent evalua-

tion, or evaluation in advance, tapped the learners'

perceptions to determine their interests and learníng needs

and to provide input into program evaluation, revision, and

ímprovement.

The implementation of the program as assessed by

the writer through informal feedback, observation, satis-

faction crlteria, and attendance and participation data and

as assessed by the Iearner through process evaluation

(formative and summative) was verified in terms of objec-

tives, content, and process as beinq facilitative, useful ,

relevant, and appropriate.

ÀdditionalIy, the educationa] objectives: (1) an

increase in knowledge of aging and dying, (2) an increase

in the acquisition of interpersonaJ- skiIIs; communication

skills; and confidence levels in order to form qualily

supportive relationships with patients appeared to be

positiveì-y effected as perceived by the learners in the

formative and summative phases of impact evaluation. This



was less so as perceived

Volunteer Directors ) in

21 I

by outside observers (namely the

outcome evaluat ion.

In conclusion,

tional program developed

with patients in extended

the writer.

the value overall of the educa-

for volunteer visitors working

care settings was confirmed for
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The foregoing practicum was undertaken to

strengthen the support which volunteer visitors can provide

to patients in extended health care settings. The writer's

intervention was an educational program developed for

volunteer visitors to improve the quality of volunteer

patient relationships by effecting change and growth in the

learners' knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Additionally,

group support r^/as enhanced in a supportive learning mi I ier'r.

The rationale for the rindertaking of the prac-

ticum is outlined j-n the following statements:

1. The present and potentj-al role that volunteer
visilors can play in providing social, emotional ,
instrumental, and informational support to
enhance the quality of Iife for inst itut ional i zed
patients is significant, However, volunteer
visitors are generaf J-y unprepared for their role.
Underuti I i zat ion of this human resource repre-
sents a gap in health care delivery system. An
educational intervention ìs a viable strategy for
effecting change and growth in knowledge' skiIIs,
and attitudes to improve the quality of volun-
teer-patient relationshiPs.

2. Vol-unteer visitors like the patients they sup-
port, need support. Furthermore, the extent to
which volunteer visitors support the patient may
in part depend upon the support which they them-
selves receive. Àn educational approach can meet



this need by enhancing
cohesiveness.
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peer reinforcement and

3. Social workers can have a significant role in
developing educational programs to support
vol-unteer visitors and the patients they serve.

The rationale, together with the student' s

personal stance, led to the belief that ân educational

support intervention \das appropriate and corìpatible with

social v¡ork's purposes, roles, values, and skills.

The overall goal of the practicum was to

strengthen and support an exísting supportíve network of

visiting volunteers for patients ín an extended care

setting. The writer utilized an adult educational frame-

work designed to accomptish the following outcomes:

1. an increase in the participants' acquísition of

(i) interPersonal sì<iIIs'
( ii ) communícation skiIls, and

( iií ) levels of confidence;

2. an increase in lhe participants' knowledge of the
aging and dYing Process;

in order to form qua)-ity supportive

patients.

relationshiPs with the
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The wrÍter's personal (learning) obj ectives in

the context of the practicum were:

'1 .

2.

6.

to develop a working knowledge base in the areas
of volr¡nteers as social support systems, adult
educatíon, and educational program deveJ-opment;

to develop a philosophical and theoretical
approach to strengthening a social support
network through an educational support interven-
tion;
to operationalize a working model of practice by
planning, desrgnlng, administering, implementing,
and evafuating an educational support program
developed to meet the obj ectives as earlier
outl ined ;

to develop increased knowledge (through content
development) in the areas of agj,ng, death and
dying, communication, helpinq relationships, and
family dynamics;

to document the educational program in an
instructional manuaf in order to meet the present
and future educational needs of vofunteer
vj-sitors in exlended health care settings;
to effect personal and professional change and
growth in the learning process of developing the
practicum.

lmportantly, it shouJ-d be noted that first and

foremost, the writer's practícum was, j.n factr the process

of developíng a program. Essentially, a selective review

of the literature was conducted for the purpose of formu-

lating a philosophícaI, theoretical, and practical approach

to the development of an educational support program for
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the volunteer social support system. However, the lítera-
ture review also Laid the foundation of a beginni-ng frame-

work for the identification and assessment of needs so

integral to developing an adult educational program with

the learner as focus. Several salrent points !ùere ex-

tracted and a number of interweaving patterns were iden-

tífied in the I i terature .

From a contextual overview of vol-unteer support

systems, j-t was observed that volunteers have a distinctive

contribution to make presently and potentially in enhancing

the quallty of heaìth care for pãtients in extended health

care settings. Socíaf support may have the preventive and

rehabilitative effect of facilitating adjustment and

adaptation to situational, environmental, and developmental

forces impinging upon the patient's overall state of

health. By positively affecting patient behaviour, volun-

teer vísitors become informal agents of change.

Social workers, as formal agents of change, share

with the vofunteers a common goal of improved health care

for the patient. To achieve this goa1, the profession can

reinforce the quaJ-ity and effectiveness of support extended

by existing volunteer visitor networks through human

resources devefopment. Education designed to enhance the
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coping and problem-solving capabilities of social support

systems through knowledge/skills/attitude training can

feasibly be facilitated by social workers who have the

knowledge and expertise in meeting the social and emotional

needs of the patients.

Just as the functioning of individuals depends on

a supportive environment, so do volunteers depend on a

supportive environment. The concept of support fostered

lhrough personal and group development is an interweaving

thread in the adult education theory, and occurs conjointly
(although Iess frequently) in the social support Iitera-
ture, Equally, social workers as educators become a social

support dírectly for the vofunteer and indi-rectly for the

patient, receiving in turn interdependent and recíprocal

support,

As well, a focus on human competency, potential

for growth, self-actualization, self-directedness, and

participative planning are patterns differentiated in the

literature on volunteers, reiterated in the writings on

adul-t education, and compatible wíth social work philo-
sophy, theory, and practj-ce. In these and other aspects,

the writer concluded that the rationale for an educati.onal

intervention was substantiated.
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In order to formulate a theoretical and philo-
sophical approach that could be translated into practice,

the proposed educational intervention was examined in the

context of adult learning. It was observed that education

rs lnterventíonist by nature. A goal of education is
dynamic change--both planned and unplanned--and growth in

the individual setf and her/his behaviour.

The andragogical concepts of uniqueness of the

individual; self-determination (of individual goals); Iocus

of responsibility; learning as person- and life-centered;
and experience as a rich r€source would also seem to fit
with the i-deological values and purposes of social work.

Other concepts such as readiness to 1earn,

responsiveness to interests and needs (both educational and

"non-educat ional- r' , antícipated and unanticipated ) and

varied Iearning styles contributed to the educatj,onaÌ

philosophy that recognition and respect for individuality
in learning must predominate.

This may be especially so for the older learner

for whom developmental , motivational, social-cultural, and

physiological dirnensions must be considered.
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The important element ín any lea rning-teach ing

transaction is the interaction between fearner and the

educative environment of which the adult educator is a

The quality and amount of learning is c I early

influenced by the qualíty of this interactive process.

Thus, the critical function of the educator is to create a

rich environment from which learners can extract learning

and guide their ínteraction with it to maximize their

learning. It may be necessary to hefp the learners learn

how to learn andragogícaI11'.

Importantly, the educational philosophy; value,

beliefs, attitudes; roles; personal attributes; and style

of the educator largely determine how she/he wiII behave

toward the learner. Equally, the adult educator perceives

herself/himself as a co-inquirer and reciprocal learner in

the process of lea rning.

From a contextual focus on educatíonal program

development, the writer was able to construct an operation-

aI model of practice which provided a blue print for actíon

and direction. À conceptual framework outÌining categories

of responsibilities and functions of the educator program-



mer--planning, designing,

evaluating, and reporting

procedural process which was

¿¿6

admínistering, implementing'

and document i ng- -pre sented a

incorporated bY the writer -

Sígnificantly, it was observed that adult

educational- program development is developmental, cyclical ,

and characterized by constant change. Responsiveness,

modification, and adaptation are predicated to increase

program effectiveness. The focus of program development is

planned change expressed through goaIs, however educational

outcomes may be anticipaLed or unanticipated, The process

is a series of choj-ces or decisj.on points taking into

consideration needs, stance, conditions, and alternative

courses of action. tn the end, the flnal product of

education reflects the value orientation of those decision-

makers involved in Programming.

Specifically, in relatíon to educational evalua-

tion, it was observed that evaluation provides useful

information for judging decision alternatives. The primary

purpose of evaluation is to determine how much change and

growth has taken place in relation to both program and

learning objectives; the ultimate goaf is to improve both

teaching and learning.
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volunteers as soc ial

support systems, adult education, and educationaÌ program

development validated the writer's conception of "what

should be". Philosophical and theoretical considerations

identified fundarnentally supported the writer's personal

and professional beliefs, closing the gap between 'rwhat

should be" and "what it is" and "why it is".

Prior to implementation of the program, the

writer conducted a needs assessment in preparation for

setting program, educational , and Iearning oblectives. An

instructional format with relevant learning experiences was

designed accordingly. The Iearning experiences focused on

several topícs: knowledge of the aglng and dying pro-

cessesr communication and helping skills, family dynamics,

and terminating a relationshíp. AII of these topics were

organized under the theme of change, Loss, and crief.

The educational program v¿as implemented in six

two-hour weekly sessions at lhe viinnipeg Municipal Hospital

and consisted of fifteen vol-unteer visi.tors.

Assessment, comprísed of program descríption

(program development strategies and the experience of the

writer as student) and evaluation (antecedent, process,
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j-mpact, and outcome) was utilized to measure and judge

growth and change in relatj-on to both program and learning

objectives with the goal of program improvement. A range

of measures --informal feedback, sublective observations,

questionnaires and subjective self-ratings--vrere incor-

porated.

Overall, the program as assessed by the learners

in process evaluation (formative and summative ) was

verified in terms of objectives' content' and process as

being facilitative, useful , relevant, and appropriate.

The educat.ional obl ectives appeared to be

positively met as perceived by the learners in impact

evafuation but less so by outside observers in outcome

evaluation. The value overall of the educatÍonal program

developed for volunteer visitors working with patients in

extended care settings s¿as confirmed for the writer.

In concl-usion, the wrítèr submits that the intent

of the practicum was achieved in most respects. This v¡as

notably so in relation to the objectives of the learners.

It '¡¡as concl-uded that the learne¡s perceived:
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1. an

(í
(ii

(iii

2. an

(i
( iì

increase in the acquisition of:

interpersonal skiIIs,
communication skiIls, and
levels of confidence;

increase in knowledge of the:

aging process, and
dying process;

in order to form qualíty supportíve relationships with the

patients.

Thís r.¡a s less so perceived by outsj-de observers

(Directors of Volunteers ) .

The write:: (as student) also submits that her

personal learning objectives were achieved in the following

respects:

1. The student developed a working knowledge base in
the areas of:
(a) volunteers as social support systems,
(b) adult education,
(c) educational program development;

2. the student developed, based on the above, a
philosophical and theoretlcal approach to
strengthening a supportive netvrork for the
patients in an extended care setting through an
educational support intervention;

3. the student operationalized a working model of
practice by planning, designì.n9, adminísterin9,
implementing, and evalualing an educational
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support program developed to meet obj ectives
speèificatty 1n relation to knowledge, attitude 

'and skill development in the context of support
as earlier outlined;

the student acquired increased knowledge in the
areas of:
(a) aging,
(b) death and dying,
( c ) communication,
(d) helping relationships,
(e) farnily dYnamics'

in the context of content development for the
program;

the student documented the educational program in
an instructiona] manual in order to concretely
meet the present and future educational needs of
volunteer visitors working with patients in
extended health care sei t ing s;

the student gained personal and professional
growth and change in the l"earníng process of
deve l-oping the praclicum.

ln relation to the practícum as a whole and of

partícular value to the writer (as student ) has been the

professional opportunity to explore and discover new

possibilities for creative and alternative helping ap-

proaches. An educational support intervention is a

preventive heal-th approach - one that builds upon a faith

in human competency, the potential of growth and change,

and a focus on strength. It capitalizes upon a human

concern for fellow humans' people helping people, and a

sense of a nurturing and supportive community. In this
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respect, it generates optimism and the hope that formal and

informal helpers working together surely wj-ll raise the

quallty of life to its highest level . Herein Iies the

inherent worth of an educational support approach.

It is this same spirit of working together that

enabled both the writer (as student) and the vofunteers to

learn together. It was a stj-mulating, enrÍching, and

challenging experience of growth that was mutually rein-

forcing. The writer (as student) is richer for having

shared thr s experience with them. l'lhat it does validate

for the writer is the potential that volunteer social

support systems have for learning knourÌedge and skills that

will enhance the quality of care they can extend to

patients,

Also of parti-cular significance to the wrj-ter (as

student) was the ensuì,ng demand for the manual designed to

meet present and future training needs of volunteer

visitors in the Wj-nnipeg Municipal Hospital. Subsequent

requests ( twenty-five ) from urban and rural Manj-toba

confírmed for the writer the necessity and value of inter-

agency sharing of educational resources. The common need

for educational resources may weII provide a potentiaf
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linking mechanism in building and strengthening volunteer

social support systems.

Presently, the manual is being utilized as a blue

print for training in the Department of Volunteers at the

Winnipeg Municípal Hospital. Two training programs were

implemented in October -November 1986 and l"larch-April 1987

!,¡ith plans in progress for a third program (October-

!'Jovember, 1987\. Training for all volunteers entering the

Vofunteer Visitor program is now compulsory.

Since the writer's initiation of the programf two

social workers from I'lunicipal Hospital have been actively

invoÌved 1n educating, specifically in the areas of

communication and Hel-pin9 SkiIls. Additionally, nursing

staff from the Department of Education, the hospital

chaplain, and the co-ordinator of Pal-liative Care Volun-

teers--aI1 from Municipal Hospital--have been naior

educational contributors to the proqram in consul-tation

with the Director of Volunteers.

To attain a higher level of professional com-

petence, the writer ( as student ) met challenqes on a

personal dimensíon. The first challenge was the concept of

change. BasicalIy, to learn, one must change; to achieve
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change, one must experience and respond to instability and

uncertainty. This entails risk; risk means trying some-

thing new; trying something new gives rise to mistakes.

Through the practicum, the old adage "we learn through

mistakes" has taken on greater significance for the writer.

Far from j-mplying failure, it has signified for the writer

a positive insight from which to view education and develop

new goals for learning. The second challenge was the

revelation that the responsibility for oners learning comes

from within. For the writer the practicum presented her

with a un j-que opportunity to learn independently while

achieving her educatíonal goals through self-determination.

Both challenges capture, in essence, what learning is all

about.

What are the implications of the practícum for

the future? From the writer's perspective, one implication

is that she has acquired skills 1n developing an education-

al program that can be transferred and appÌíed in patient

educat ion / support groups, staff development, inservices/

workshops, and public relations representalion. Another

implication is that the writer has lntegrated the concepts

of education into her professional practice, thereby

enríching her repertoire of hefping skiIIs with individuals

and groups.
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The writer's vision of the flìture is that social

workers will become increasingly aware of their present and

potential roles as educators, not as separåte from "social

work" roles as therapists ' counsellors, and administrators I

but as an integral part of these and other helping roles'

This means seeing new possibilities for creative interven-

tions, seeking out opportunities for educatrng' and ini-

tiating educational program development so that patients,

social support systems, and others recej-ve the benefits of

the profession's unique expertise, knowledge' and skills to

enhance thelr quality of lrfe.
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Letter of Introduction



llarch 18, I985

Dear

Thank you for your expressed interest in registering for the
upcoming training sessions being designed specifically for
visitation volunteers.

Enclosed please find a survey questionnaire. This enables me
to get to know you better before we actually meet on April- ìOth
for the first session. Kindly fill out the survey and return
to:

Gen Henderson
c,/o Jim Putz , Director
Department of Volunteers
Municipal Hospital
Mor]ey Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3L 2P4

by mail or in person. A self-addressed envelope is enclosed.
If you have any questions in the interim, kindly call me at
837-3477 da) or evenins.

once the survey is compl-eted, I will be sending you a l-etter
of confirmation along with pertinent information regarding
dates and location.

In closing, r wish to point out that, by virtue of being a
volunteer, you possess a wealth of experience, both off and
on the job, which can contribute siqnificantly to the upcoming
sessions.

I look forward to meeting you at a later date in the training
session.

Sincerely,

Gen Henalerson
l.{. S . Vù. Student
Dept. of VoLunteers
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Letter of conf irmation



uarch 3l, 1985 239

Dear

Re: Training ltiorkshop

This Ìetter will confirm iour registration for the training
workshop designed for volunteer visitors in rehabilitation
and extended care facilities.
The schedule for the sessions is as fol-Ior+s:

DATES: I,lednesday evenings on -
April I0 May I
April 17 May I
ApriJ- 24 May 15

TIME: 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

LOCATION: Classroom E
Lovter Level
Day Hospital Bui ldino
l^Tinnipeg Municipal Hospital
llorley Avenue, Wi nnipeg

For security purposes, it wifl be necessarj¡ to enter the
Day HcspÍtal through the tunnei doors (delineated by an
X on your map) at the rear of the Princess Elizabeth.
Participants are advised to arrive prior to 7:30 p.m. so
that the session can begin on time. Someone will be there
to assist you with directions. Parking is available in the
l-ot south of the Da!' Hospital.

ff you have not returned your opinion survey to date, kindly
do so in the coming week or bring it with you to the first
session on ApriL IOth.

Once again, I look forward. to meeting you personally on that
date.

Yours s j-ncerely,

Gen Henderson
Course Faci litator

GHlnh
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Certlficate of Course completion



THE WINNIPEG MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL

certifies that

has satisfactoriÍy completed
a training progrsrn "for

lflrrennùÅry 3fftøtÊsrx

Hospitrl Administr¡lor Cou¡se F¡cilit¡to¡
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Opinion Survey (Antecedent Evaluation )



OPIIIIOI{ SURVEY

fsÃMÞÎE-srZE: -iZ-]

CURRENT VOLUNTEER PLÀCEMENT :

Pa.L I íat ive Care 3

Geriatrics 4
Admissions 2
Pastoral care 2
Day Hospital I

AGE
Aqe Percentaqe Averaqe

over 5u
Under 50

]Uõ
509

6 t. 3

38, 3

M 15-Ï

243

FfeI

Mean Average : 49.8 yrs
Range: 25 Lo 73

NUMBER OF HOURS SERVED:
Weekly 48.25 hours Total Average
Monthly I76.15 hour s

LENGTH OF VOLUNTEER SERVTCE IN PRESENT POSITION:
Total No. Months LO2.5
Average No, Months 4.54

YÙORK

Þ(PEREENCE

Secretary
Secretarial
Teacher
Nursing Assís-
tant ( Trainee )
Registered Nurse
E lementa ry
SchooI Teacher
Student with BA
in Religious
Studies and
Soc io logy
General- Labour
Aid to Elderl-y

SPECÏAL LIFB PERSOÈIAL
Þ(PERIETSCES

Caring for
El-der Iy
Refatives
Loss of
Relatives

I
1

I

Homemaker 5
Chur ch /
Parish work 2
Conìrnunity
Service 12
- MentalIy

Handicapped I
- school

Board 2
- Canvass ing

Conmittee 2

- Board of
DirecÈors I

- Women ' s
fnstitute I

- other Hospi-
tal work t

- Day Care/
Nursery Sch I

- Boy Scout
Leader I



II PÀRTICIPÀTIO}¡

RES PONSES

RÉASONS FOR YOUR INTEREST IN THIS
TRAINING PROGRÄM

Acquire effective communicatj-on ski lls
More skiIls to deal with difficult
s i tuat ions
Assist me in being of service to
terminally ill Patients
To hefp the itl and dying Patient
To better enable me to meet mY

conmilment in Palliative care
I feel there is much tliat I have to
learn if I am to be able to do mY job
as an admissions volunteer
Interested in gerÕntologY
I I íke older People
To bring hapPiness and comfo¡:t to
oLder people
The reasons are many, but one
gain as much knowledge of the
needs of the senior a! home
To become a better volunteer
Want to learn more about the sick and
terminally ill. I want to see how I can
be of help to them, not just by guessing
what to do, but by being trained what to
do. My mother was chronically iII and
because I had to leave her in the care of
others, I want to help sor¡eone in return.
I am aware of many areas in interãction
vr'ith others that could be improved. This
potential improvement is the main reason
Ìor my interest in the trainJ-ng program.

PONS ES

c)

a)
b)

d)
e)

k)
1)

I
)
Is)

h)
i)

f)

j) is to
personal

m)
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NO. OF
RES PONSE S

2. EXPECTÀTIONS FOR TRÀINING PROGRAÌ'I

Application of knowledge to work
sítuation
Train other volunteers
Understanding the aging process
AIleviate stress of dying for patient
and family
Increased knowledge and awareness of
feelings of the patient
Understanding the dying process
Understanding the needs of the elderly
and infi rm
Improvement of practical skills and new
approaches in helping
Practical skilIs ín visitingr Èhings to
talk about, ways to reach out
share experience

a)

e)

f)
s)

h)

hr)
c)
d)

j)
k)

i)

E f f ective communication
(verbal and non-verbal )
Knowledge about speci fic

skill-s

diseâser)

III SKIT.T. KIÍOTÍLEDGE DEVETOPT¡TETi¡:T

Identify skills/knowledge you
and which you feel you would
your visiting relationships :

feel you have or don't have
Like Èo develop below in

other (if other' please describe)

a) corununication (both and non-verbal) with stroke
patients and the deaf

b) Knowledge about multiple sclerosis
c) Financial stress for the patient

Yes No
$/ou_Ld rrK(
to deveLol

1. Increased knowledge about:
a) dying
b) aging
c) specific illness

2. Interpersonal sk i 1Is with:
a) the patient
b ) the f ami J,y

3. Listening ski l Is
4. Communication
5. Helpinq sk i 1ls

4
4
2

5
2
7
4
5

4
2
I
I
2
I
2
I

9
8
3

IO
5
7

10
I
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RES PONSES

IV PERSONÀL ÀWÀRENESS

I WOULD DESCRIBE MYSELF AS:

a ) I am dai ly seeking n e\.v experiences and
eager to develop relationships I have
already made
A compassionaÈe person, wiJ-Iing to go
a second mi le
A. person aware of my many blessings
and a sense of obligation to assist
people in need

d) Dependable, caring, honest
e) Empathetic, caring, get very involved;

poor at sharing my own experiences
becêuse I feel them so deeply; need
to build strength (I get depressed
and discouraged )

f) Like to meet peop.Ier like to feel
confident in what I'm doing; like to
keep busy and get a great deal of
satisfàction in helping others

g) Anxious to be of service. not content
to sit around and h¡âtch .Lhe world go by

h) A caring person who is interested in
the v/ell-being of others, especially
Èhe ill and elderly

i ) Somewhat shy, need a systematic \"ray
of beginning a relationship

A¡fY ÀDDITIOtråL COI,II{EIflTS OR COÑCERDS
ÀBOI}[ lEE TRAIÑI¡IG SESSIOÑ

a) Need for communication and asserÈive-
ness with the nursing staff

b) Do not want to spend too much time in
training over and above the two or three
hours a week that I volunteered for

c) Realì.y looking forward to the training
session

d) Look forward to learning through shared
experiences and meeting people who are
in vi siting

e) Hands on experience

b)

c)

v
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Process Evaluation ( Fornative )
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|sAMPLE srZË: 13

EVÀI.UATION OF SESSION I

l) Àttitudea to the Etderly
2, Social and Peyctrological

Changes in the ELderly

f) Did the session meet its objective(s) as stated?

YES T2 NO I DON'T KNOW

2) on ã scale of I - 7 how would you rate today's session
in terms of application and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and responsibil iÈies?

1234567
- Circle as appropriate +

No. ot
Responses

Ratr-ng

2
2
2
4

I

7
6
5
4
3
2
I

No resp.

t3

3) The overall pace of Èhe session was:

TOO SLOW 2 TOO FAST - JUST RIGHT ].1

4) For each of the items below place an x in the
appropriate column:

a) Presentation

TOTAL

NOT RELEVÃNT VERY RELEVAÀIT
01234

ContenÈ 2 3 7
organization --I- --:- --r- -T -5-
thoroughness -:- --:- --=- --î- --1-
Profesðional Delivery -=- --=- --:- -Z- --



b) Lear ni 'l echnÌ ues*
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NOT RELEVANT VERY RELEVANT
01.234

Lecturette
RoIe Play
Learner Partíc ipation
SmaIl croup Discussion
Filn
Àudio Tape
"Expert" cuest Speaker
Overtread Pro j ection
Self Instructional Aids
Handout s

I
_t

t

2-l-
5

-1---1--
--r-
--r-
-z-
--7-

5

4--T
-5-
--4-

=
-=-
--:-
-4-

* As applicable for each session.

5) How would you rate today's program on an overall basis?

5 EXCELLENT
e cooo-----r-- ret R----r- poon---=- Nor woRTHwHTLE

NO.
RE S PON SES

6) Which part of today's session do you feel
was Èhe most worthwhile?

a) Film
b) Setting a feeling of confidence with

facil itator
c) Group d is cuss ion/Ínteraction

hrhy ?

a) ReaI life ( film)

7) V{hich part(s) of today's session did you
feel t¡ras (were ) the least worthwhile?

a) Stereotypical labelling - too long
b) stereotypical labelling - too negative

IO

t
I
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RESPONSES
RES PONS ES

8) suggestions for future
topics?

a ) Role pl-ay
b) Group discuss ion
c) Positive attiÈudes

sessions on these

to the elderly

9) Additional conünents

a) Use of Fil-m "Peege" excellent for
reference

b) Shorter session (until 9:00)
c) Extended session (until 1O:00)

2

I

3
I
t
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|EAMPLE srZEî-i5l

Bt/ÀI,UÀTIOtr OF SESSIOF II

Physiological Losaes of the Elderllz

f) Did the session meet its objective(s) as stated?

YES 15 NO - DON,T KNOW

2) on a scale of I - 7 Ìrow would you rate today's session
in terms of application and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and respons ibi lities?

r234567
- Circle as appropriate +

TOTAJ,

NO. Or
Responses

Rat ing

5
6

:

7
6
5
4

2
I

No resp.

L

3) The overall pace of the session was 3

TOO SLOW - TOO FÀST _ JUST RIGHT 15

4) For each of the items below place an X in the
appropriate column:

a) PresenÈation

Content I 3 II
organization T --:- --:- --5- -3-
Thoroughness--t3It
Professional Delivery --:- --:- --:- -3- TI-

NOT RELEVANT VERY RELEVANT
0r234



b) Lear ni TecTrni ues*
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VERY RELEVÀNT
234

NOT RELEVA¡ÍT
OI

POOR
NOT WORTHWHILE

Lecturette
Ro I e P.Iay
Learner Participation
Small Group Discussion
Fil-m
Audio Tape
"Expert" cuest Speaker
overhead Pro j ection
Self Instructional Aids
Ha ndout s

I-T-+
-:--=-

l--r
-l--

l

244 -z-
5l-=- --=-
L¿--r- -a-
r II-2- --4-

-z- --1-
--4- --6-

* As applicabl-e for each session.

5) How v/ould you rate today's program on an overall basis?

II EXCELLENT+ coo¡----r- relR

6)

RES PONS ES

Which part of today's session do you feel
was lhe most worthwhi Ie?

a) S imu I ations
Þ) cuest speaker ' s presentation
c) Information about illness very useful
d) The ' Hearing Test'
e) Visual aids

l{hy ?

a ) Increased a\.vareness of illness
b) Increased awareness of physiological

Iosses
c) Improve qualiÈy of visiting
d) "cuest speaker explained how we as

volunteers can help the patient"

RES PONSE S

3
I

7
õ
2
I
I



RES PONSES

7) llLrich part(s) of today's session did you
feel was (were) the least \dorlhwhile?

a) Some of the colours on transparencies
\,,¡ere hard to read

8) Suggestions for future sessions on thêse
+^^ì^ê?Lvl/¿e v .

Films on disabilities and illness
How to approach person who is blind
and deaf
Loss of taste
Group discussion of experience v/ilh
different il Ines se s
Need for coffee break
"carry on", stay the same

Additional comnents

a) nnjoyed and learned from it a1I
b) "I reaIIy appreciate the opportunity to

Iearn more about the needs and concerns
of the eÌderly, thank you"

e)
f)

RESPONS ES

l
I
2
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SI¡ÀJ,UÀT ION OF SESSIOI{ III

Cormunication skilI-s

f) Did the session meet its objective(s) as stàted?

YES I] NO - DON'T KNOV'¡

2l on a scale of I - 7 how would you rate today's session
in terms of application and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and respons ibil iÈi es?

1234567
- circle as appropriate +

TOTAL

No. of
Responses

Rat r-ng

5
3
I

7
6
5
4

2
I

No resp.

3) The overal] pace of the session was:

TOO TOO JUST NO
SLOW - FAST - RIGHT IO RESPONSE I

4) For each of the items below place an X in the
appropriate column 3

a) Presentation
NOT RELEVÀNT VERY RELEVÀNT

01234

Content - 3 I
Organization - 2 9
Thóroughness --:-- --:- -:- --r- --d-
Professionat Delivery



RELEVANT
4b) Leàrnin Techni

RELEVANT
0t

Lecturette
Role Play
Learner Participation
SmaIl Group Discussion
FiIm
Audio Tape
"Expert" cuest Speaker
overhead P ro j ect ion
SeIf Instructional Aids
Handout s

POOR
NOT WORTHVJHILE

RES PONSE

Which part of today's session do you feel
was the most worthwhile?

a) charades
b) Life review/ remini scence
c) Listening
d) Shared experiences with volunteers
e) croup discussion of how to put skills

into practice
f) Feedback

lfhy ?

a) Easy to misinterpret person's feelings
and actions

b) Development of observation skills
c) Helped to better organize my conception

of the topic
d) Group discussion - share and benefit from

others ' ideas and experiences
e) "eet to know your neighbour"

VERY

-I

2

4-_ 2
-4-

3
2

2
l--1-

=-=---r-
--T
--

È As applicable for each session,

Holv sJould you rate today's program on an overall basis?

7 EXCELLENT---3- cooo
t rern

RES PONSES

6)

5
3
2
2

)
3



7)

8)

Which part(s) of today's session did you
feel was (were) the least worthwhile?

a) overhead projection (cornmunication cycle)

Suggestions for future sessions on Èhese
topic s ?

a) A more in-depth sÈudy of verbal
communi cat ion

b) Communication exercises wiÈh patients
c) More group discussions

Additional Comments

a) croup discussions are interesting as
we seem to get so much feedback

b) I depend on cen's judEement of selection
c) well done session. glad to be there/

enjoyed every minute
d) Work put ínto sessions has paid off,

you are to be complimented on your
presentation

qì
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fEÃEÞIEsl zE 
'--n"1

EVAI,UAÎION OF SESSIOIÍ IV

The EeIPing RelationshiP

1) Díd the session meet its objecÈive(s) as stated?

YES IO NO - DON.T KNOW 1

2\ on a scale of I - 7 how would you rate today's session
in terms of applj-cation and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and responsibi lities?

r234567
- Circle as aPProPriate +

TOTAT

No. ot
ResDonses

Rat ang

7
2
I

;

7
6
5
4
3

I
No resp.

3) The overall pace of the session was:

TOO SLOW I TOO FAST 3 JUST RIGHT 7

4) For each of the items below place an X in the
appropriate co lumn 3

NOT RELEVANT VERY RELEVÀNT
a)PresenLationOI234

content I 2 Iorsanizatio" 
= =+++Thoroughne s s

ProfesÄional DeLiverv --=- --=- -Z- --r- --1-
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NOT RELEVÀNT VERY RELEVANT

b) Learninq Techniques* O I 2 3 4

-t- --T-
z0
-8

-8
L2
26

ses s ron.

Ho\,J would you rate today's program on an overall basis?

9 EXCELLENT---I- cooo
r F'AI R

--l- poon
- NOT WORTHWH]LE

Vlhich part of today's session do you feel
was the most worthwhile?

a) Listening/ communication sk i 11s
b) Group particiPation
c) Guest speaker
d) Group discussion
e) Pairs exercise
f) Trust exercise
g) "r aion't know that" exercise

vfhy ?

a) Non-verbal corn-rnuni cation
b) Dealt dírectly with sítuation of

friendly vis iting
c) Brought the group closer/gave ttrem

more confidence
d) Helped us understand ourselves, there-

fore as volunteers gave us insight for
understanding Patients

e) Increased self-confidence

Le ct urette
RoIe PlaY
Learner ParticiPat ion
Small Group Discus s ion
Film
Audio TaPe
"Expert" Guest Speaker
overhead Projection
s e1f lnstructional Aids
Handouts

* As applicable for each

))

6)

4
2

I
3
a

I



RESPONSES

7) Which part(s) of today's session did you
feel was (were) the least worthv¿hile?

a) The exercises used in this session
have been around for manY Years and
do not generate fresh ideas

b) Entire évening worthwh i I e /he lp fu 1/
enjoyable

c) Whole program is excellen!
d) Feeling more comfortab,le in my approach

to the nursesi better attitude/
improved cornmunication

Suggestions for future sessions on these
topics ?

Always more in-depth
Stay the same

study on this topic

8)

a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

Longer group di scus s rons
experiences and problem
Extend to two sessions
More time to ask questions /dis cus s
without rushing

Àdditional conInents

a) "cen does a super job; guest sPeaker
great "

- benefit of
solving

I
t
I
2

o\
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iEÃ¡O¡¡-:zn-:--n1
EVÀLI'ATIOF OF SESS IOI{ Y

Dying and Death

f) Did the session meet its objective(s) as stated?

YES TI NO - DON,T KNOW

2) on a scale of I - 7 how would you rate today's session
in terms of application and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and respons ibi I it ies ?

L234567
- Circle as approPriate +

TOTAL

3) The overall pace of the session was:

TOO SLOV{ - TOO FAST 2 .'UST RIGHT 9

4) For each of Lhe items belo\t place an X in the
appropriate colunn:

NOT RELEVA¡IT VERY RELEVÀNT
a)Presentation0l234

Content I 2 I
organization --:- --:- --:- i 1õ-
Thóroughness --:- --:- --:- 

=- :q
Professional DeliverY - - - I IO

No. of
Responses

Ratj-ng

I
2

:

7
6
5
4
3
2
I

No resp.

l1



NOT

b) Learning Techniques*

Lecturette
Role P lay
Learner ParticiPation
sma ll- Group Discussion
Film
Audio Tape
"Expert" Guest speaker
overhead Projection
SeIf Instructional Aids
Handouts

POOR
NOT V'IORTHWHILE

fihich part of today's session do you feel
was the most worthvJtlile?

a) the f il¡n (Reflections on suffering)
b) Fantasy (Journey Through Loss)
c) Stages of grief
d) Ðiscussion on loss
e) Speaker's sharing of experiences

!'Ihy ?

a) ReaI life situation (film)
b) cuest speaker's input
c) Insight into palienÈ's feelings and

experience
d) Irnproved relationship v¡ith the dying

patient
e) rnsight into loss

26L

RELEVANT VERY RELEVANT
0r234

6-z-
-E-

5-E---r
fõ--z-
--3-
-3-

1-

-I
_l

-I
-t

-1

* As applicable for each session.

5) How would you rate today's program on an overall basis?

IO EXCELLENT--J- cooo---l- nerR

6)

6
2

I
1
5

6
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RESPONS ES

7\

8)

Which part (s ) of
feel was (were )

a) Fantasy
b) Brainstorming

today's session did you
the least worthwhi Ie ?

( Iess time )

suggestions for future sessions on these
topics ?

a) More on dying patient's feelings
b) one session probably does not do

this topic j us tice
c) Follow-up session (in two weeks)
d) More life experience films
e) More on communication skills

(can't be too much of this )
f) More speakers who relate to

volunteer visiting

Additional Comments

a) Ilandouts most helpfuL/vety imPortänt
b) Handouts good for future reference/

wíl-I file the¡n
c) Group discussíons are most valuable
d) Ttris session had the most Profound

effec! on my awareness of nyself
and others

e) I know so much more now, I don't
feel 'Iost' anymore, I hope it
makes me a better visitor

f) This feels like one happy familY
g) This group of volunteers are wonderful,

only v/ish we coul-d form a grouP get-
together sometimes for discussion

h) Extremely interesting session/thank you

I
I
2

e)
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IEãú'ÞLE srzj:]
EVÀI,UAT IOIÙ OF SESSIOB VI

1) Dealing sith the Fa-milY
2) Saying Goodbye

1) Did Lhe session meet its objective(s) as sLated?

YES 9 NO - DON'T KNOW

2) on a scal-e of I - 7 Ïrow would you rate today's session
in terms of application and/or relevance to your volun-
teer duties and respons ibil ities?

t234567
- Circle as aPProPriate +

TOTÀT

No. ot
P êqri.ìn e Þq

Ratanq

3

:

7
6
5
4
3
2
I

No resp.

9

3) The overall pace of the session was:

TOO SLOW - TOO FAST I JUST RIGHT 8

4l For each of the items belolr place an x in the
appropriate column:

a) Presentation
NOT RELEVÀNT VERY RELEVANT

or234
Content I - I
oroanization - 2 7

Ttrorouqhness - 2 7

Profeslional DeliverY --:- --- - - 9



b) Lear ni Techni ues*

Lectu re tte
Role P Iay
Learner Partic ipation
Small Group Discuss ion
Film
Audio Tape
"Expert" cuest Speaker
overhead Pro j ection
S eIf Instructional Aids
Ha ndout s

264

NOT RELEVANT VERY RELEVANT
or234

6-I
-=-
-6-
-T--r-T'
--r -
-T-

2-z-
-I-
--1--
-T-
-T-
--4--T
--4-

6)

* As applicable for each session.

5) How t¿ould you rate today's Program on an overall basis?

6 EXCELLENT-- 3 COOO----l- per R----l-- pooR
--:- Nor woRTHwHTLE

NO. O

f,th ich part of today ' s se s s ion do you f ee I
was the most wortht¿hile?

a) croup discussion
b) Feedback
c) Termínating a relalionshiP
d) Family dynamics
e) Relationship to previous topics

vfhy ?

a) Personal experiences ins ight ful
b) Learning to say goodbye
c) Unfinished bus iness
d) Understanding of how illness affects

all fanily members
e) Because Èhe family comPletes the

picture - a patient affects and is
ãffected by those close to him/her

I
2
)
â

I
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NO. OF

7)

8)

Which part(s) of today's session did you
feel wãs (were) the least worthwhile?

Suggestions for future sessions on these
topics?

a) More time on this ÈoPic for all
volunteers

b') Extend aII sessions
c) More speakers in related fields

9 ) Addítional Conunents

a) TerminaÈing a relationship has always
been difficult for me - welcome the
opportunity to learn skills

b) Perhaps ít could b'e determined whether
or not families would like to meet
the vol-unteer

I
I
I

c) Teach other volunteers
skills gained
Applicability not onIY
also in our day-to-day
Invaluable course for
thanks Gen for Putting
together for us

knowledge /
ín our work but
Iife

volunteers -
this all

d)

e)



APPENDIX F

Process Evaluation ( Summative )
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fsar'rp-E-SlZEl--j31

FINÀL EVALUÀTIOI{ OP VOLT'N'TEER
ffi

Primary coal: To improve Èhe quality of one-on-one
relatj-onships with the instilutional ized
patient in a long-term câre facility.

Training Program

I ) Did the training program meet its prímary goal as
stated ?

YES IO NO - DON.T KNOW I NO R.ES PONSE 2

2) How \,rould you rate the trainíng program on an overalL
basis ?

Not
Worthwhile Poor Fair Good Very cood ExcelIent

TOTAL

No. of
Responses

Rat Ín9

Þ
4

I

l
I

Exce I Ient
Very Good
cood
-FArr
Poor
Not Worthwhi I€
No Response

I3

3) How would you rate the training program overall in
terms of its useful,ness? Circte the num5ãF-Flrour
resPonse.
T234567

Waste No Of Little Uncer- Somev,¡haÈ Use- Very
of Time Use Use tain Useful ful Useful

No. ot
ResÞonses

Ratrng

at

3

I

I

6
5
4
3
2
I

No resÞonse
IJTOTÀL
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ì SAMPLE srzE r r3l

I I Adult Learning !'lode1

4) Did you feel you were able to contribute to the
planning of future VolunÈeer Visitor trainÍng
programs through the 3

I¡ opinion survey

ti--] weekly session evaluations

tÐ Verbal feedback in class

tE-] Att of the above

i= None of the above

tI No response

Use the following scale to rate items 5 to 12. Circle
the appropriate number '

L23456
Definitely No Not Probably Yes Definitely

Not ReaIlY ( somewhat )

5) were the handouts helpful in promoting your self-
Iearning?

Rãt INq ¿ J 4 5 6 No responsc
No. ot
ResDonses 5 6

6) Did you feel the training program was designed for
adult learning (that is, did it take into account
your past life exPerience ) ?

Rat inq I 2 6 No respons(
NO. OT
Responsef 2 6 5
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were you able to draw upon your personal life
experiences to integrate the concepts presented?

Rat r nq I 2 3 4 5 6 No respons (
No. ot
ResDonsef I 6 6

8) were your expectations regarding this program
fulfilled?
Ratanq 2 4 5 6 No re spons (

No. ot
RestfonseE I 3 5 4

t0 )

Has this course sparked your
further education related to

interest ín pursuing
the topics presented?

Ratl-nq 2 4 5 6 No respons €

No. of
Responses I I .J 3

would you recommend
visitors?

this program to other volunteer

rr )

L2)

Do you feel
to play in
patients in

Volunteer Visitors have a valuable role
serving the social and emotional needs of
the health care system?

Woul,d you recommend the Primary
vol-unteer groups? If rating is

facilitator to other
5 or 6 , state h¡hy.

RAtanq 4 a NO re sDons (

No. ot
Rêsr)alrìsês I 4 o

Ratina l 2 J 4 6 NO re sDons(
No. ot
ResÞonses 4 o

NO. Or
Re spons e

If rating is 5 or 6, Please state why: No response
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III PrograE Planning

13 ) For group learning, the group trr'as:

- l3i",iilåi'"*.r,.
4 just risht
+_ ;::"i::;"'"'n"-'=- no response

I-6-1-r-
T_

14) In regard to content, the program length was!

too short
somevrhat short
just right
some$/hat long
too long
no response

15) In future, r woutd recom¡nend Lhe training program
be held in:

4 spring
- sunmer

-- fal r--4- winter
E no response

in the following months (check 2 consecutíve months )

January I February 3 ¡'tarch 4 Apriì 5 May-?-

June - .ÌulY - August -

Sept 4 october 6 Nov-jl- Dec -

No Response -

16) Have you been ab.le to use the ski 1Is /knowledge
acquiied in relationships with Patients?

I0 Yes--r- No
-3- Don't knov¡-T- No resPonse



¿-
-T-
-T-

I
I
Id)

e)

If

a)

b)

wíth people other than Palienls?

Yes
No
Don't know
No respons e

yes, kindly give examples:

Course helped to pinPoint needs of
patient
Understandíng of family member with
terminal il lness
In family matters
VaIues clari fication
Better listener with a friend who
has a health problem

Wha! were the strengths of this
training prograrn?

a) the loving, caring, understanding
people/made a lot of friends/bond
with volunteers

b) Increased my seI f-esteem/seIf-
con fi de nc e

c) Bringing volunteers together 'increased confidence, feeling
\./o rthlvh i Ie

d) Sharing experiences through group
discussion

e) Respect for individual differences
f) FiIms
g) RoIe play
h) Knowledgeable training staf f
i) The faci Iitator
j) ueea for training itself as weII as

relevance of the material

What were the weaknesses of this
training program?

More time on toPic of death (in
relation to personal needs )
Missed coffee breaks
Brai ns tormi ng

r7 )

I

3
2

3
3
4

I

r8 )

a)

b)
c)



re ) would you be interested in a future
training program?

Yes
No
Don ' t Kno\d

Specifíc suggestions for future
séssions (i.e. topics, format, tech-
niques, exercises, etc. ) ?

a) visitor - patient interview
b) Patient inPut
c) Extended s es s ions
d) l,tore films
e) More small group discussion
f) observation of "exPerts "

Additional CoÍìnents

a) would like other volunteers to
bene fit
Enjoyed entire Program,/couf d not
wait to get to eàch one
Near perfect Program
Interesting. stinulating,
encourag ing
Follor¡ted up \,Ji th guest facilitaÈor
for additional Iearning
Peer learning valuable
Facilitator
. "cen aware of PeoPle's needs, welL

informed. weII PrePared "
. "cen has a gift of communication,

gains our interêst, keeps ít'
draws us into classes, thus we
also learn from each other"

. "Helped us come together as one"

. "Thank you for the learning
opportunity, Gen"

RES PON SE S

II

2

a)
b)
c)

20)

2
I
5
2
I
I

2r)

b)

c)
d)

e)

f)
s)
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Impact Evaluation (Formative )



SBSSION I

I. LEVEL

Tab 1e

Table I .2

I¡ORMATIVE EVÃI.UÀTION

f sñÞfã-slZE:-TZ-ï

OF KNOWLE DG E /UNDE RS TAND I NG

I.1 stereotypical Attitudes to the

Sociãl and Psychological changes
in the Elderly

274

ElderIy

Percentage
of learners
report ing
growttt =

64.32

Percentage
of learners
report ing
growth =

64. 3Ê

Percentage
of learners
rePorting
growth =

ro08

No. ot ResDonses LeveL ot Chanqe

;
8
3
2

-LQ

+2
+I

same
no response

TOTÀI L4

sEssroN rr fsÀM-Þffi-mzEl-Tt1

2. LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE /UNDERSTAND I NG

Table 2.I Physiological Losses of the EIderly

No. of Responses Leve-t ot cnange

¿
6

+3
+2
+I

same
no response

TOTAI 12

No. of Responses Leve-t ot change

;
6
5

+4
+3
+2
+l

same
no response

't o't'AL r4



sEssrox rrr lE rnærræ]

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Table 3.1. Active LisÈenÍng

Table 3.2 Feedback

LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE

Table 5. ] Rea IitY
Table 5 .2 Life

Orientation
Rev i evJ

Not Àpplicable

215

Percentage
of learners
report i ng
growth =

85.73

Percentage
of learners
reporting
grov/th =

tL.4Z

Percentage
of learners
reporting
growth =

7r.42

Pe rc entage
of learners
report i n9
growth =

57. r*

4. LEVEL

Tab 1e

OF KNOWLE DG E /UNDERSTANÐ I NG

4.L sel f-Disclosure

5.

No. of Responses LeveI ot Ctrange
-t

I
10

2

+J
+2
+I

same
no response

TOTAL 14

No. of ResÞonses Level of Chanqe

5
5
2

+J
+2
+I

same
no response

TOÎAL 14

NÕ. of ResÞonses I,eve l- o1 cnanqe

)

3
I

''l- J
+2
+l

same
no resÞonse

TOTAf, 14

No, of Responses Level ot cnange
I
2
5
4
2

+3
+2
+1

same
no response

TOTAI L4



sBssrorf rv r5ãfrÞIE-ErZE:-iz-1

6. HELPING/COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Table 6.1. ParaPhrasing

Table 6.2 Responding

Table 6.3 Feedback

276

Percentage
of learners
report ing
growth =

83.33

Percentage
of learners
report i ng
Çrowth =

83.33

Percentage
of learners
rePort i ng
growth =

75.0t

Nô. of ResÞonses LêveI of Chanqe

i
6
2

+3
+¿
+I

same
no response

TOTAI L2

No. ot Responses Level ot Cnange

I
9
2

+3
+z
+l

same
no response

TOTAL L2

No. ot ResPonses Level ot chanqe

;
7

:

+3
+2
+I

same
no response

TOTAI, L2
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sEssroN v f sAræi-l-MPLE- sÏzd-- l

7. LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE

Table 7.I DYing and Death
of Respoôses veI ot Chà ñq e

I
5
4
I

+q

+z
+l

satne
ho re sÞons e

TOTÀL I1

Percentage
of Iearne rs
rePorting
growth =

90.93

LEVELS OF

Table I ' I

KNOWLE DGE /UN DERSTA¡]D I NG

Los s

TabIe 8.2 Feelings .Associated with Loss

No. of ResPonses

I
4
2
2

I

+3
+2
+I

same
no resÞÔnse

"OTÀL 
IÌ

ô. of ResÞonse Level ol cha nqe

I
2
4
3
I

+3
+2
+I

5 ame
no re s Þons e

TOTAL II

8.3 stages of Grief
LeveI of Change

I
3
3

3
I

+4
+3
+2
+l-

no response
TOTÀL I I

No. of Re spon ses êvêl of Chà n<le

;
5

i

+4
+3
+2
+I

såme
no re sÞon se

TOTAL IÌ

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

Table 9.I SuPPortive Techniques

Percentage
of learners
reporting
gro\dtfl =

1) 19

Percenlàge
of l-earner s
rePOrting
growth =

6J.b6

Percentage
of lea rner s
rePort j'ng
growth =

63.6t

Percentage
of Iearners
reporting
growth =

90 ,9*
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sEss roN vI fEEMi-EJ-E1Z¡;-ffl

IO. LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

Table I0.I Und.erstanding Family Dynamics

NcJ. of ResPonses LeveI of change

6
5

+4
+3
+2
+l

same
no response

TÔTAf, 1I

1t. LEVEL OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Table II.l Terminating a RelationshiP

NC). of Responses T,eve I ot Chanqe

;
5
3

+4
+3
+2
+1

same
no response

TõiAl, II

Percentage
of learners
repor ting
growth =

100 ?

Percentage
of learners
reporting
growth =

100 t



APPENDIX H

Impact Evaluation ( Summatlve )



SUIII.{ATIVE EVAI,UÀTION

:: l
I SAI'IPLE Sl ZE : -t 3 I

L. GROUP DEVELOPMEN1

Table l.l GrouP RàPPort

Table 1.2 Group SuPPort

Percentage
of learners
reporÈing
growth =

76.92

Percentag e
of learners
reporting
growth =

76.92

No. ot Responses Leve -I ot change

2
5
3

+4
+3
+2
+l

same
no response

TOTAL

Nc). of ResÞonses Level ot Change

t
5
4
?

+3
+2

same
no response

TOTÀI, 1 3



No. of Responses LeveI ot Change

;
5

1

+4
+3
+2
+I

same
no response

TOTAL 13

z. LEVELS OF

Table 2.I

AWARENES S

Awareness of Sel f

Table 2.2 Àwareness of Group

No. ot Respons es Level ot Change

3

5
4
I

++
+3
+2
+l

same
no response

TOTÀT 13

Tabte 2.3 Àwareness of Patient/Re s ident

No. ot Responses Level of change

I
4
6
2

+4
+3
+2
+1

same
no resÞonse

TOTAI- I 3

Table 2.4 Awareness of Patient's Farnily

Percentage
of Iearners
repor t ing
growth =

92 .34

P erc entage
of learners
report i ng
growth =

92 .32

Percentage
of learners
rePort i ng
growth =

84 .68

P erc entage
of learners
report in9
growth =

69.2*



2 I MPROVEMENT

Table 3.1

OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Level of Skill Development

282

P e rc entage
of learners
report ing
growth =

92 .32

Percentage
of learners
report i ng
growth =

84.6*

P ercentage
of learners
reporting
$rowth =

92 .3*

Table 3.2 Level of overall- Knowledge

No. of Responses Level of Chanqe

4

I

+4
+3
+¿
+l

same
no response

TOTAÍ- 13

No. of Responses Level ot Chanqe

;
5

?

+4
+3
+2
+l

sàme
no response

TOTÀL I3

Table 3.3 Level of Confidence in Forming
I nterpersonal Relationships

No. of Responses Level ot Change

1
6
5

I

+4
+3
+2
+I

same
no resPonse

TO'tAr, I 3



LEVEL OF

Table 4.1

KNOWLEDGE

A9 ing

Table 4.2 Dying

P e r centage
of learners
report Íng
gro\¿¿th =

92 .32

Percentage
of l-earne rs
report ing
gro\dth =

76.92

No. of Responses Level of Change

1

7
I

+4
+3
+2
+I

same
no response

TOTAL I3

No. of ResÞonses Level of Change

5

+4
+3
+z
+l

same
no response

TOTAL 13



APPENDIX I

outcome Evalua t ion



toE

OBSERVER E\IÀLUåTION

fsÄ'rpl,ffil
@
The above named has successfully comPleted the volunteer
vísitor traÍning program. Using your previous evaluation of
his /her level of kno'.r¡ledge, skills and conf idence as a
baseline prior to training, kindly assess any lereeireg
change in-Tñã-t e ve I of know.ledge, skills and confidence
ã?fË-r ttre training.

Use the spaces to rate items A to c.
space to indicate Your response.

Since completing lhe training program,
volunteer has acquired Èhe following:

check the appropriate

the above named

A. LEVEL OF KIIOWLEDGE

Aging
Dying

Cannot
Lower Same Higher Ãsses s

No
Resp.

I
--

46
.,

B. LEVEL OF INTERPERSONAI
SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Communi cat ion
He 1p ing

C. LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE IN
ESTABLISHING SUPPORTIVE
RELATIONSH I P S

46-l-4- -7- --=- -Í-

11.)

I4YES

woutd you be ínterested in future training programs for
volunteer visitors ?

NO DON.T KNOV{ NO R-ESPONSE
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PONS ES

Specific suggestions for future sessions?
(i.e. topicÃ, format, techniques, exercises, etc.

More conununication skills training
( role playing suggested )
Training in fantasy and reality therapy
SkiIIs for helping
Offering of course to other volunteers
and staff

e) Excellent format

AdditionaL Conments

a) One volunteer demonstrated increased
awareness in: Ioss of independence / sel f-
esteem; loneliness; listeningt trusÈ in
relationships; and sensitivity to the
dying patíent
One volunteer demonstrated increased
sensitivity to residents' need to talk
one volunteêr demonstraled increased
Iistening skiIIs

b)
c)
d)

b)

c)
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